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Preface

Wireless communication systems demand higher data rates, enhanced quality of 
service, and more channel capacity. These features can be achieved by using Ultra 
Wideband technologies (UWB), which have attracted considerable attention in the 
last decade. The inherent features of UWB technologies are a high data rate, more 
channel capacity, extremely less power consumption, and low cost. Compact wide-
band RF modules and antennas are crucial in developing UWB direction-finding 
systems, radars, seekers, and communication systems. UWB systems suffer from 
losses due to multipath fading and frequency interference. Input Multiple Output 
(MIMO) technology can solve multipath interference and losses to improve the 
dynamic range and channel quality of the communication system.

This book discusses innovation in UWB technologies and systems. Each chapter 
presents important information to enable engineers, students, and scientists from 
all areas to follow and understand the topics presented in the book. The book is 
divided into four sections that present the main topics of green technologies.

1. “Introduction to Ultra-Wideband Technologies”

2. “Ultra-Wideband Systems and RF Modules”

3. “Applications of Ultra-Wideband Technologies”

4. “Ultra-Wideband Antennas and Devices”

Chapters in these sections examine such topics as UWB MIMO antennas and UWB 
RF modules and systems. Minimization of the size, cost, and weight of UWB RF 
modules and antennas is achieved by employing MMIC, MIC, and MEMS tech-
nologies. However, the integration of MMIC, MIC, and MEMS components and 
modules raises technical challenges in efficiency, accuracy, and tight tolerances. 
Accurate design of microwave modules and antennas is a must in the development 
of UWB systems, as it is impossible to tune microwave devices in the production 
line. The book also includes chapters on UWB technologies for medical and sports 
applications and time-domain performance evaluation of UWB antennas.

I want to thank all the chapter authors for their excellent contributions.

Albert Sabban
ORT Braude College,

Israel
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter:  
Ultra-Wideband Technologies
Albert Sabban

1. Introduction

Minimization of the size, cost, and weight of the UWB RF modules and anten-
nas is achieved by employing MMIC, MIC and MEMS technologies. However, 
integration of MIC, MMIC and MEMS components and modules raise technical 
challenges such as efficiency, accuracy, and tight tolerances. Design consideration 
and tolerances that can be ignored at low narrow band frequencies cannot be 
neglected in the design of UWB integrated RF modules. Advanced RF design soft-
ware, such as ADS, CST, HFSS and AWR, should be used to achieve accurate design 
of UWB microwave communication devices in mm-wave frequencies. Accurate 
design of microwave modules and antennas is a must in development of UWB sys-
tems. It is an impossible mission to tune microwave devices in the production line.

Design of wideband UWB RF modules, filters and antennas are presented in 
[1–12]. Wideband RF technologies such as MIC, MIMIC and MEMS are presented in 
[1–7]. Wide band RF modules are crucial in the development of Direction finding, 
DF, systems. A fully integrated 10–40 GHz superheterodyne receiver frontend 
using a 40–46 GHz IF is presented in [8].

Wideband RF technologies are used to develop wideband RF modules such as fron-
tends, active antennas and receiving and transmitting channels as presented in [1–15].

Communication and radar industry in mm wave are currently in continuous 
growth. The demand for wide bandwidth makes the Ka-band attractive for future 
commercial communication and radar industry. ADS, HFSS, AWR, and CST 
are system and electromagnetic software used to develop wideband RF systems, 
modules, and antennas, as presented in [16–19].

2. MIC and MMIC microwave and MM wave technologies

Compact low cost UWB systems may be developed and manufactured only by 
using miniature MMIC and MIC components.

2.1 MIC-microwave integrated circuits devices

Communication RF devices and systems consist usually of connectorized 
modules (such us Mixers, Amplifiers, Filters, and circulators) connected by cables. 
Connectorized devices are not compact and have big volume. They suffer from 
high losses and high weight. Volume, weight, and losses may be reduced by using 
Microwave Integrated Circuits, MIC technology. Figure 1 presents a MIC Transceiver. 
MIC devices, standard MIC and miniature HMIC are well known types of MIC 
devices. Hybrid Microwave Integrated Circuit is named as HMIC device. In MIC design 
active and passive components are soldered or bonded to the dielectric substrate.
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The capacitors, resistors and other passive elements are produced by using 
thin or thick film technology. A single level metallization for conductors and 
transmission lines is used in Standard MIC technology. Multilevel process in 
which passive elements such as inductors, resistors, capacitors, and passive 
attenuators are batch deposited on the substrate in Miniature HMIC technology. 
Active components such as mixers, amplifiers and diodes are soldered or bonded 
on the substrate.

2.2 MMIC- monolithic microwave integrated circuits

MMIC are circuits in which passive and active elements are generated on the 
same dielectric substrate, as presented in Figure 2, by using a deposition scheme 
as epitaxy, ion implantation, sputtering, evaporation, and diffusion. The layout of 
the MMIC chip in Figure 2 consists passive and active elements such as resistors, 
capacitors, inductors and FET, Field Effect Transistor.

2.2.1 MMIC design features

MMIC components cannot be tuned. Accurate design is crucial in the design 
of MMIC circuits. Accurate design may be achieved by using 3D electromagnetic 
software such as ADS and HFSS.

Materials used in the production of MMIC chips are SiGe, Silicon, GaAs, GaN, 
and InP. MMIC design is sensitive to large statistic scattering of the components, 
electrical parameters. Production of MMIC wafers in FAB are expensive, around 
$200,000 per run. Designer goal is to meet with customer specifications in the first 
design iteration. Compact MMIC components.

yields lower cost of the MMIC chips. Figure 3 presents MMIC design process.

Figure 1. 
MIC transceiver prototype for INMARSAT-M ground terminal.
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2.2.2 MMIC technologies processes

• 0.25micron GaAs PHEMT amplifiers for power applications at 12GHz 
to 18GHz.

• 0.15micron GaAs PHEMT for applications at 18GHz to 40GHz.

• GaAs PIN process for switching applications with low power loss.

• HBT, SiGe, InP, GaN, RFMEMS, RFCMOS are new Ka band process

Wafer size may be “3, 5” or 6″. Figure 4 presents a chip layout located on 
GaAs WAFER.

Figure 2. 
Layout of MMIC chip with passive and active components.

Figure 3. 
MMIC design process.
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2.2.3 Types of components designed using MMIC technology

• Amplifiers - LNA, Power amplifiers, wideband power amplifiers, 
Distributed TWA

• Mixers - balanced, Star, sub-harmonic

• Switches - PIN, PHEMT, T/R matrix

• Frequency multipliers - active, passive

• FET- Field Effect Transistor

• HEMT- High Electron mobility transistor

• PHEMT- pseudo-morphic HEMT

• MHEMT- metamorphic HEMT

• D-HBT – Double hetero-structure bipolar transistor

• CMOS- Complementary metal-oxide semi-conductor

• BJT- Bipolar Junction transistor

• Modulators - QPSK, QAM (PIN, PHEMT)

• Multifunction - RX chip, TX chip, Switched Amp chip, LO chain

Table 1 presents types of devices fabricated by using MMIC Technology.

Figure 4. 
GaAs WAFER layout and assembly.

Diode BJT FET Material

Schotky GaAs HBT GaAs
D-HBT InP

PHEMT GaAs
HEMT InP
MHEMT GaAs
HEMT GaN

III-V-based

HBT SiGe CMOS Silicon

Table 1. 
Materials used in MMIC technology.
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2.3 Advantages of GaAs versus silicon in MMIC design

Traditionally low frequency MMICs are produced on silicon substrate. 
Production costs of MMICs on silicon substrate are cheaper. High frequency MMICs 
are produced on gallium arsenide (GaAs), a III-V compound semiconductor. MMICs 
are compact and have low volume and area (from around 1 mm2 to 10 mm2). 
MMICs can be produced in low-cost mass production. The electronic properties 
of GaAs are significantly better than those of silicon. GaAs has a higher electron 
mobility and higher saturated electron velocity than silicon. These properties allow 
transistors produced on GaAs to operate at frequencies higher than 0.3THz. In 
comparison to silicon devices, GaAs chips are less sensitive to heat because their 
higher bandgap. Noise of GaAs modules at high frequencies is lower considerably 
than the noise of silicon modules because of lower resistive device parasitic and 
higher carrier mobility. These features make GaAs chips and modules attractive to 
smartphones, cellular phones, medical communication systems, radars, and high 
frequency phased arrays. Gunn diodes are produced on GaAs substrate to generate 
RF signals. GaAs devices can be used to emit light efficiently since they have a direct 
band gap. Silicon devices are very poor at emitting light due to their indirect band-
gap. Recent advances may make silicon lasers and LEDs possible. Si LEDs cannot 
emit visible light and rather work in IR range due to theirs lower bandgap. However, 
GaAs LEDs may function in visible red light. GaAs substrate is a good choice in high 
power applications for space electronics devices and optical applications. Silicon is 
a cheaper substrate than GaAs substrate. Silicon crystal has a significantly mechani-
cally stable structure. Silicon can be grown to very large diameter units. Silicon 
modules have very high yields. Silicon modules are very attractive for design and 
production of very large ICs due to good thermal properties of silicon which enable 
very dense packing of transistors. Silicon dioxide is one of the best insulators, this 
is a major advantage of Silicon. Silicon dioxide can easily be used in silicon devices. 
Silicon dioxide layers are adherent to the underlying Silicon layer. GaAs does not 
have does not have stable oxide does not form a stable adherent insulating layer. 
An important advantage of silicon over GaAs is the higher hole mobility of silicon 
which allows the production of higher-speed P-channel field effect transistors. 
These transistors are required for CMOS logic. GaAs transistors lack a fast CMOS 
structure. So, GaAs logic circuits have much higher power consumption, GaAs logic 
cannot compete with silicon logic modules. Silicon technology has lower produc-
tion cost compared with GaAs devices, contributing to a cheaper Silicon IC. Silicon 
wafer diameters are typically, 20 cm or 28 cm. GaAs wafer diameters are 10 cm to 
15 cm. Other, Indium Phosphide (InP) III-V technologies, offers better properties 
than GaAs in terms of higher cutoff frequency, gain, and noise figure. InP devices 
are more expensive than silicon and GaAs modules. InP wafer sizes are smaller than 
GaAs wafers and are more fragile. Silicon Germanium technology offers higher 
speed transistors than conventional Silicon devices with similar cost expenses. 
Gallium Nitride, GaN, is used to produce power amplifiers MMICs. GaN transistors 
can work at much higher voltages and function at much higher temperatures than 
GaAs transistors, they are used to produce power amplifiers at high frequencies. 
Properties of dielectric substrates used in MMIC technology are given in Table 2.

2.3.1 Semiconductor in MMIC devices

Si CMOS MMIC modules are low power and low-cost devices. Si CMOS MMIC 
modules may operate in frequencies lower than 0.2THz. SiGe MMIC devices are 
used as medium power high gain devices. SiGe MMIC modules may operate in 
frequencies lower than 0.2THz. InP HBTs modules may operate in frequencies lower 
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Figure 5. 
Photo of 0.15micron PHEMT MMIC on GaAs substrate.

than 0.4THz. InP HBT modules are used as high frequency medium power high 
gain devices. InP HEMT modules may operate in frequencies lower than 0.6THz. 
InP HEMT devices are used as high frequency medium power high gain devices. 
Properties of MMIC technologies are presented in Table 3. PHEMT, 0.15micron, on 
GaAs substrate is shown in Figure 5.

GaN 
HEMT

InP HEMT InP HBT SiGe HBT Si CMOS

<0.2THz <600GHz <0.4THz <0.2THz <0.2THz High frequency

<0.2THz <0.68THz <0.33THz <0.25THz <0.2THz MMICs

High Medium Medium Medium Low P-Out

Low Low High High Low Gain

Low Low High High High Noise

Low Low Medium High High Yield

No No Yes Yes Yes Mixed signal

High High Low Low High 1/f noise

>20 V -2 V -4 V -2 V -1 V Breakdown Voltage

Table 3. 
Summary of semiconductor for MMIC technology.

InP GaAs Si or Sapphire Si Property

14 12.9 11.6 11.7 Dielectric constant

107 107–109 >1014 103–105 Resistivity Ω/cm

3000 4300 700 700 Mobility(cm2/v-s)

4.8 5.3 3.9 2.3 Density (gr/cm3)

1.9 × 107 1.3 × 107 9 × 106 9 × 106 Saturation velocity(cm/s)

Table 2. 
Comparison of material properties in MMIC technology.
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2.4 Generation of microwave signals in microwave and mm wave

RF Signals can be excited in vacuum-tube based devices and in solid-state oscilla-
tors. Solid state modules are produced on semiconductors such as silicon, SiGe, gallium 
arsenide, GaN and include bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), field-effect transistors 
(FETs), Gunn diodes, and IMPATT diodes. RF variations of BJTs include the hetero-
junction bipolar transistor (HBT), and RF variants of FETs include the MESFET, the 
HEMT, and LDMOS transistor. RF waves can be generated and processed using MIC 
circuits and MMICs. Traditionally these modules are produced on gallium arsenide 
wafers. However, silicon germanium and heavy-dope silicon are recently used to pro-
duce high power modules. Vacuum tube high power modules operate on the ballistic 
motion of electrons in a vacuum under the influence of controlling magnetic or elec-
tric fields. These devices work in the density modulated mode, rather than the current 
modulated mode. They work on clumps of electrons flying ballistically through them. 
These devices include traveling wave tube, klystron, magnetron, and gyrotron.

2.5 MMIC modules and applications

A wide band Ka band power Amplifier is shown in Figure 6. The input power is 
divided by using a splitter. The microwave signal is amplified by power amplifiers 
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3. MEMS technology

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology integrate sensors, actua-
tors, mechanical elements, and electronics on the same silicon substrate using micro-
fabrication technology. MEMS modules replace connectorized devices, actuators, 
sensors, and antennas with micron scale similar devices that can be produced in mass 
production by a production process using integrated circuits and photolithography 
technology. MEMS devices reduce size, cost, weight, and power consumption while 
improving properties, production cost and yield, volume, and functionality sig-
nificantly. The dimensions of MEMS modules may vary from several millimeters to 
around one micron. MEMS modules may vary from very simple structures to struc-
tures with moving elements. There are complex MEMS electromechanical systems 
with several moving elements controlled by integrated microelectronics. During 
the last thirty years MEMS designers, developers and researchers have produced 
an extremely large number of MEMS sensors for several sensing applications. For 
example, pressure sensing, heartbeat, temperature sensing, inertial forces, chemi-
cal species, magnetic fields, radiation detection and movement detection. Usually, 
these MEMS sensors have better performances exceeding those of conventional 
sensors and devices. The electronics components are produced using IC process. The 
micromechanical components are produced by using compatible “micromachining” 
processes. These processes, by using masks, etch away parts of the silicon wafer or 
add new structural layers to form the electromechanical and mechanical modules.

Figure 7. 
Wideband Ka band non reflective SPDT.

InP HEMT GaAs HEMT SiGe HBT Si CMOS

10 1–2 0.1–0.5 0.01 Chip Cost($/mm2)

0.0135 0.0135 0.135 1.35 Mask cost (M$/mask set)

Table 4. 
MMIC COST.
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The real potential of MEMS may be fulfilled when these miniaturized sen-
sors, actuators, and other components can all be merged onto a common silicon 
substrate along with integrated circuits, microelectronic ICs. The electronic 
components are fabricated using integrated circuit (IC) process sequences (such 
as CMOS, Bipolar, or BICMOS processes). The micromechanical components are 
fabricated using compatible “micromachining” processes that selectively etch away 
parts of the silicon wafer or add new structural layers to form the mechanical and 
electromechanical devices.

3.1 MEMS technology features and advantages

• Insertion loss lower than <0.1 dB

• Isolation lower than -50 dB

• High Linearity compared to conventional devices

• High Q compared to conventional devices

• Low volume and compact

• High power handling compared to conventional devices

• Low power consumption compared to conventional devices

• Low-cost and high-volume production compared to conventional devices

3.2 MEMS technology process

Bulk micromachining produces mechanical structures in the silicon substrate 
by using etching masks. Bulk micro-machined module is shown in Figure 8.

Surface Micromachining produce mechanical structures above the substrate 
surface by using sacrificial layer. Surface micro-machined module is presented 
in Figure 9. In Bulk micromachining technology silicon is machined using etch-
ing processes. Surface micromachining uses layers deposition on the substrate to 
produce a structural layer.

Figure 8. 
MEMS bulk micromachining technology.
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Surface micromachining process does not depend on the substrate used. It can 
be part of other production processes that modify the substrate. For example, fab-
rication of MEMS on a substrate with embedded control devices, in which MEMS 
process is integrated with integrated circuit technology.

Figure 9. 
MEMS surface micromachining technology.

Figure 10. 
MEMS fabrication process.
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This process is used to manufacture a wide spectrum of MEMS modules for 
several applications. Bulk micromachining is a subtractive fabrication process, that 
converts the substrate, into the mechanical parts of the MEMS module. MEMS 
modules can be designed by using electromagnetic software such as ADS, HFSS, and 
CST. The design outcomes layers masks, layout that are used to produce the MEMS 
module. MEMS production process is shown in Figure 10. In Figure 11 the block dia-
gram of a MEMS bolometer coupled antenna array is presented. Packaging of MEMS 
modules may be more complicated. However, higher devices are easier to produce 
when compared to surface micromachining. Applications of RF MEMS technology:

• Tunable microwave MEMS passive elements such as inductors and filters

• MEMS Switching matrix with low loss

• MEMS antenna arrays coupled to bolometer for detection arrays

• MEMS 90GHz Detection Arrays

3.3 MEMS components

MEMS components are categorized in one of several applications. Such as:

1. MEMS The goal of MEMS sensors is to sense changes and interact with the 
environments. MEMS sensors include sensors that detect change in tempera-
ture, sensors that detect chemical changes, movement sensors, optical sensors, 
radiation sensors and inertia sensors. MEMS sensors are useful due to their 
low-cost and small volume.

2. Microwave MEMS are modules used to transmit microwave signals, to switch 
or to filter RF signals. Microwave MEMS include tunable capacitors, switches, 
filters, antennas, and phase shifters.

3. Optical MEMS are compact modules that amplify, direct, reflect, and filter 
light such as optical reflectors and switches.

4. Thermal or electrostatic actuators provide power to other components or devices.

5. Biological MEMS are modules that, interact with biological tissue. These 
modules interact with biological cells, medical reagents, proteins, and other 

Figure 11. 
MEMS bolometer coupled antenna array.
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biological tissues. These devices may be employed for drug delivery or other 
medical missions.

6. Microfluidic MEMS are low-cost modules that interact with fluid environ-
ments. Modules such as pumps and valves. Devices that move, mix, and eject 
and are compact.

4. Computer aided design, CAD, commercial software

In the last decade, several electromagnetic commercial software was developed, 
see [16–19]. The most popular software that are used in the design and development 
of wearable systems and antennas will be presented in this section.

4.1 High frequency structure simulator, HFSS, software

ANSYS HFSS RF simulation software is a full wave electromagnetic software. 
HFSS is used to simulate RF modules and antennas [17]. For example, printed 
antennas, waveguides and other transmission lines, connectors, antenna arrays, 
phased arrays, microwave devices, digital circuits, filters, MIC and MMIC packages 
and other RF devices. ANSYS HFSS is used to develop RF, high-speed RF systems, 
seekers, radar systems, microwave devices, RF satellites modules, internet of things 
(IoT) products and other high-speed microwave and digital devices. For more 
information see, https://www.ansys.com/products/electronics/ansys-hfss.

HFSS employs several solvers to give the RF engineer deep insight into all the 3D 
electromagnetic problems. Through integration with ANSYS thermal, structural 
and fluid dynamics tools, HFSS provides a multi-physics analysis of RF products, 
ensuring their thermal and structural reliability. The ANSYS HFSS simulation 
suite consists of a comprehensive set of solvers to address diverse electromagnetic 
problems. Its automatic adaptive mesh refinement lets the designer to focus on the 
design instead of spending time determining and creating the best mesh.

4.1.1 HFSS electromagnetic solvers

ANSYS HFSS employs full wave 3D finite element method, momentum (MoM) 
analysis and the SBR ultra-large-scale asymptotic method of shooting and bouncing 
rays with advanced diffraction and creeping wave physics for enhanced accuracy 
(SBR+). The ANSYS HFSS software package has the following solvers to solve RF 
problems:

HFSS Solvers

• Solver in the frequency domain

• Solver in the time domain

• Solver using integral equations

• Solver that uses hybrid technologies

HFSS SBR+

• Solver that uses physical optics

• Solver that uses shooting and bouncing Ray
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• Solver that uses physical theory of diffraction

• Solver that uses Creeping Wave

• Solver that uses uniform theory of diffraction

Each HFSS may solve a specific module, environment, RF devices or 
application.

HFSS RF Solver Features

• Communication system link budget calculations

• Wireless propagation solver

• Microwave and antennas solver

• Automated diagnostics simulation

• Microwave component libraries

• Multi-fidelity RF models

• Coupling models and analysis

Types of Circuit Simulation

• Linear circuit analysis

• DC circuit analysis and simulation

• Transient circuit analysis and simulation

• RF system multitone harmonic balance analysis

For more information see, https://www.ansys.com/products/electronics/
ansys-hfss.

4.2 Advance design system, ADS

ADS is an electronic design automation software system. It offers complete 
design integration to designers of products such as cellular and portable phones, 
pagers, wireless networks, and radar and satellite communications systems [16].

ADS support communication system and RF design engineers to develop 
all types of RF designs, from RF and microwave modules and printed antennas 
to integrated MMICs for communication, medical, IOT and aerospace defense 
applications.

With a complete set of simulation technologies ranging from frequency and 
time domain circuit simulation to electromagnetic field simulation. ADS let design-
ers fully characterize and optimize designs. Such as Harmonic Balance, Circuit 
Envelope, Transient Convolution, Ptolemy, X-parameter, Momentum, and 3D EM 
simulators (including both FEM and FDTD solvers).
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ADS Simulation and Design Major Features

• Development and design of communication and RF systems

• Analysis results presentation, S parameters data and plots

• S-parameters simulation, DC, and small signal AC simulation

• Simulation of RF devices, modules, and systems

• Yield statistical simulation including components tolerances simulation to get 
accurate design

• Optimization of component parameters to get accurate design and high yield

• Development and design of several types of filters

• Development and design of passive devices, S-parameters simulation

• Developer of customized design guides

• ADS software libraries such as microwave component and systems, passive and 
active components

• Design and development of MIC and MMIC modules

• Electromagnetic simulation, radiation simulation
ADS Suite Features

• Design tools - Schematic graphical friendly user interface. Circuit schematic 
entry and simulation setup.

• Computation results presentation – Display graphically and tables of analysis 
results.

• Connection Manager – Allow to read data from data files downloads. Control 
measurement instruments.
Simulators

• Frequency-domain linear RF modules simulator.

• Optimization simulation, Yield simulation, Yield Optimization, experiments 
design, and Presentation of Statistical yield histograms.

• Electromagnetic Momentum Simulator - Electromagnetic Momentum, EM, 
Simulator is a frequency domain simulation CAD tool. EM combines layout 
editing tools with electromagnetic simulation and S-parameters simulation to 
get accurate RF design. EM analysis suite includes schematic tools, simulation 
results presentation, EM simulator, and multilayer layout editor.

• Microwave and Communication System Simulation – Modular analysis of 
microwave and communication systems. Analysis of each unit and component 
in the system.
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• Models of Passive Components - Models for capacitors, inductors, transformers, 
couplers, conductors, vias, and crystals.

• Models for Multilayer Design - Coupled lines models for multilayer modules 
such as MIC PCB, MMIC modules, and devices packaging.

• Models for Active Microwave Devices – Amplifiers, modulators and demod-
ulators, mixers, and switches.

• Design Guide for Passive Devices - Simulation and optimization of 
microstrip circuits such as couplers, branch-line couples, dividers, coupled line 
filters, microstrip matching circuits and lumped-element circuits.

• Passive Filters Simulator - Simulation and optimization of passive filters.

4.2.1 FEM simulator

The FEM simulator has a full-wave three dimensions electromagnetic 
simulation capabilities, based on the Finite Element Method (FEM). The 
RF-Pro User Interface (UI), that comes with this FEM element, makes set-
ting up RF circuit co-simulation in Advanced Design System (ADS) fast with 
no errors for the design of multi-technology RF modules that integrate RFIC, 
MMIC, package and PCB. It also automates the extraction of nets and com-
ponents for EM simulation without modifying the layout. The FEM simulator 
enable to simulate 3D structures such as connectors, wire-bonds and packaging 
with circuit and system components. It is important especially for RF module 
designs where 3D interconnects and packaging must be simulated along with 
the circuit. For more details see in, https://www.keysight.com/en/pc-1297113/
advanced-design-system-ads?nid=-34346.0&cc=IL&lc=eng.

The frequency domain simulation can be used in the Electromagnetic 
Professional (EM-Pro) software, in the 3D EM platform and in ADS.

4.3 CST software

CST is a 3D electromagnetic simulation software for developing, designing, 
analyzing, and optimizing RF components and systems [18]. Information about 
CST is presented in, https://www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/products/
cst-studio-suite/.

CST Electromagnetic field solvers gives engineers the flexibility to RF systems 
that consists of many components and modules. CST SIMULA software allows 
electromagnetic simulation to accompany the design process from the earliest 
design stages to the final development milestone. CST EM analysis include design of 
couplers, dividers, antennas, filters, MEMS, electromagnetic compatibility simula-
tion (EMC/EMI), simulation near human body, and thermal effects in transmitters. 
SAM a System Assembly and Modeling tool provides simple environment simula-
tion software RF systems. The SAM suite may be employed for simulating, analyz-
ing, and optimizing RF devices that consists of several components. The simulation 
products are physical quantities such as voltages, currents, fields, and S-parameters. 
SAM helps designers to compare the results of different solvers within one analysis 
project and perform post-processing simulation. For example, using the results 
of electromagnetic simulation to analyze thermal effects, then structural thermal 
effects, and other EM simulation to analyze detuning. This analysis process helps to 
reduce the calculation effort required to analyze a complex device accurately. The 
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CST software is a 3D modeling schematic layout tool, with electromagnetic solvers 
and post-processing simulations.

CST Solvers

• Transient solver

• TLM solver

• Frequency domain solver

• Eigenmode solver

• Resonant solver

• Integral Equation Solver

• Asymptotic Solver

CST Products

• CST EM analysis is used to design several RF devices and systems. Such as 
couplers, dividers, antennas, filters, MEMS, electromagnetic compatibility 
simulation (EMC/EMI), simulation near human body, SAR problems, and 
thermal effects in transmitters.

• CST Simulation products include static, stationary, high and low frequency 
analysis of RF systems, and components with movement of charged particles.

• CST software is used to analyze multilayer structures, transmission lines, EMC 
design, small antennas, antenna arrays, packaging, LTCC devices, inductors, 
capacitors, waveguide devices, actuators, plasma sources, optical devices, sen-
sors, recording units, and electromagnetic brakes.

4.4 Microwave office, AWR

Microwave Office design suite provides a flexible RF/microwave design tool [19].
Built on AWR high-frequency design platform with its open design environment 

and advanced unified data model. AWR operates with Visual System Simulator, 
VSS, system design, AXIEM and Analyst EM simulation software. The NI AWR 
Design suite provide a complete microwave devices solver, system solver, and EM 
simulation.

Microwave Office AXIEM electromagnetic (EM) software is an EM analysis.
The AXIEM product was developed specifically for three-dimensional (3D) 

planar applications such as RF PCBs and modules, LTCC, MMIC, and RFIC designs.
The APLAC simulator offers multi-level analyses which includes:

• DC operation point

• Linear frequency domain

• Time domain

• Harmonic balance
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• Phase noise

• Linear/non-linear noise including AC noise contributors, temperature

• Yield predictions and optimization

More information can be found in https://www.awr.com/serve/microwave- 
office-brochure-1.

AWR provide accurate simulation tool and offers RF devices analysis and 
optimization. AWR provides a linear and nonlinear time and frequency domain 
simulation needed to characterize and optimize RF modules. AWR major features 
are listed below.

• Microwave and Communication System Simulation – Modular analysis of 
microwave and communication systems. Analysis of each unit and component 
in the system.

• Models of Passive Components - Models for capacitors, inductors, transform-
ers, couplers, conductors, and SMT components.

• Models for Multilayer Design - Multilayer modules such as MIC PCB, MMIC 
modules, and devices packaging.

• Active Microwave Devices Simulation – Linear and nonlinear simulation, 
Amplifiers, modulators and demodulators, mixers, and switches.

• Passive Devices Simulation - Simulation and optimization of microstrip 
circuits such as couplers, branch-line couples, dividers, coupled line filters, 
microstrip matching circuits and lumped-element circuits.

• Passive Filters Simulator - Simulation and optimization of passive filters.

AWR Capabilities– The AWR user interface provides project management and 
design tools for RF devices. The designers can build a device layout model from the 
software component library. The library supports tuning and optimization simulation.

• Computation results presentation – Display graphically and tables of analysis 
results.

Simulation APLAC – This robust harmonic-balance (HB) simulator provides 
linear and nonlinear circuit analysis with powerful multi-rate HB, transient-
assisted HB, and time variant (circuit envelope) analysis, supporting large-scale 
and highly nonlinear RF/microwave circuits.

Planar EM – AXIEM provides accurate characterization, simulation, opti-
mization of passive devices, planar transmission lines, printed antennas, and 
printed arrays.

3D EM – 3D finite element solver provides fast and accurate electromagnetic 
analysis of multilayer elements such as vias and bonds. The high frequency full 
wave analysis helps in developing RF modules from the beginning of the design up 
to the final electromagnetic verification.

AWR for MMIC Modules Design

• Linear and nonlinear MMIC Modules design with frequency-domain and 
time-domain simulation.
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Figure 13. 
A photo of UWB switched filter Bank.

• MMIC module layout and production files and masks, GDSII export.

• MMIC module electromagnetic simulation and optimization from layout or 
schematic using commercial electromagnetic solvers.

• MMIC module design and layout rule check versus schematic.

5. Ultra-wideband compact integrated modules

UWB integrated modules of 18 to 40GHz Direction Finding system are shown 
in Figures 12 and 13. A photo of a compact UWB frontend is shown in Figure 12. 
The frontend module consists of a limiter and a wideband 18 to 40GHz LNA. The 
low noise amplifier LMA406 is A Filtronic MMIC LNA. The LNA gain is around 
11 ± 1 dB with 4 ± 0.5 dB noise figure and 13 ± 1 dBm saturated output power. The 
LNA dimensions are 1.45 × 1.1 × 0.1 mm. A wide band PHEMT MMIC SPDT is used, 

Figure 12. 
18 to 40GHz frontend module.
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Chapter 2

Ultra-Wideband MM Wave
System and RF Modules
Albert Sabban

Abstract

Compact wideband RF modules are crucial in mm-wave direction finding
systems, radars, seekers, and communication systems. This chapter discusses new
integrated wideband mm-wave RF modules. It also discusses the design and
development of a compact wideband (18–40 GHz) frontend and a wideband
(18–40 GHz) switch bank filter (SBF). The frontend electrical specifications
determine the system signal-to-noise ratio and the system dynamic range. This
chapter presents a low-cost integrated 18–40 GHz wideband compact frontend with
a 47 dBm high power limiter. The frontend consists of two channels: a high gain and
low gain channel. Wideband MMIC switches are employed to select the required
channel. The gain of the high gain channel is around 27 dB with �1 dB flatness. The
noise figure of the module is around 9 dB. This chapter also presents a low-cost,
integrated, 18–40 GHz wideband compact SFB module. The wideband SFB consists
of three wideband side-coupled microstrip filters. The SFB MIMIC switches operate
in the 18 to 40 GHz frequency range and are used to select the required filter.
The insertion loss of each filter section is less than 11.5 dB �1.5 dB. The novelty of
this research is the development of compact, integrated wideband mm-wave RF
modules for direction finding and communication systems.

Keywords: MM Wave Direction Finding System, Frontend, Filters, Wideband
communication systems

1. Introduction

Design of wideband RF modules, filters, and antennas are presented in [1–12].
Wideband RF technologies such as MIC, MIMIC, and MEMS are presented in [1–7].
Wideband RF modules are crucial in the development of direction finding (DF)
systems. A fully integrated 10–40 GHz superheterodyne receiver frontend using a
40–46 GHz IF is presented in [8]. Wideband RF technologies are used to develop
wideband RF modules such as frontends, SFBs, and receiving and transmitting
channels, as presented in [1–15]. A DF system measures the direction from which a
received signal was transmitted. Radio DF is used in the navigation of ships, air-
crafts, vehicles, and missiles to locate emergency transmitters for search and rescue,
to locate illegal or interfering transmitters, and to track wildlife. The transmitted
signal direction may be found by combining the direction information from two or
more suitably spaced receivers by using triangulation. Triangulation is the process
of determining the location of a point by forming triangles. Triangulation involves
only angle measurements. A DF system provides the ability to locate the position of
an enemy transmitter.
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The demand for wide bandwidth makes the Ka band attractive for future com-
mercial communication and the radar industry. Front-end modules, filter banks,
and coupler modules are important units in radar, seekers, and communication
systems. This chapter presents several wideband mm-wave RF modules. It also
discusses the design and development of a compact wideband (18–40 GHz)
frontend and a wideband (18–40 GHz) SBF. Advanced design system (ADS)
full-wave electromagnetic software is used to develop wideband RF modules, as
presented in [16].

2. Ultra-wideband direction finding system

Compact wideband RF modules are crucial in mm-wave direction finding,
radars, seekers, and communication systems. Figure 1 shows a compact 18–40 GHz
DF system is shown. Figure 2 presents the block diagram of a wideband mm-wave
DF system. The DF system consists of SFB modules, frequency source unit, DF
frontend modules, two omnidirectional frontend units, and downconverter units.
Wideband RF technologies are used to develop wideband RF modules such as
frontends, filters, and receiving and transmitting channels, as presented in [1–5].
Development of wideband filters, microwave components, RF modules, and
antennas is widely discussed in the literature (see [1–14]).

2.1 Ultra-wideband compact MM-wave frontend1

Design and development of compact wideband frontend is crucial in develop-
ment of DF systems. The RF modules and the system are designed using RF, ADS
software, and momentum RF software, [16]. ADS is an electronic design automa-
tion software system. It offers complete design integration to designers of products
such as cellular and portable phones, pagers, wireless networks, and radar and
satellite communications systems.

ADS support communication systems and RF design engineers to develop all
types of RF designs, from RF and microwave modules and printed antennas to

Figure 1.
Ultra-wideband DF system.
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integrated MMICs for communication, medical, and aerospace defense applications
as well as the Internet of Things (IoT).

With a complete set of simulation technologies ranging from frequency
and time domain circuit simulation to electromagnetic field simulation. ADS let
designers fully characterize and optimize designs, such as harmonic balance, circuit
envelope, transient convolution, ptolemy, X-parameter, momentum, and 3D EM
simulators (including both FEM and FDTD solvers). Measured results approve the
computed results and the design process.

Figure 2.
Block diagram of an 18–40 GHz wideband DF system.
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2.2 Compact MM-wave frontend requirements

Table 1 lists the frontend electrical specifications. The frontend design
presented in this section meets the frontend electrical specifications. Figure 3
presents the frontend block diagram, and Table 2 lists the frontend interface
connectors.

Physical characteristics - interface connectors

2.3 Wideband front-end design

Figure 3 shows a frontend block diagram. The frontend module consists of a
limiter and a wideband 18–40 GHz low noise amplifier (LNA) LMA406. The solid
state LMA406 is a low noise PHEMT amplifier that operates from 18 to 40 GHz.
The amplifier is a two-stage amplifier.

The amplifier gain is around 12 dB with 4.5 dB noise figure and 14 dBm saturated
output power, and � 1 dB gain compression power output of +10 dBm. The LNA
dimensions are 1.44 x 1.1 mm. A wideband PHEMT MMIC SPDT, AMMC-2008,
was used. AMMC-2008 is a monolithic PHEMT SPDT switch with low insertion loss
and high isolation from DC to 50 GHz. For improved reliability and moisture

Parameter Requirements Performance

Frequency range 18–40 GHz Agree

Module gain 24 � 3 dB, Switched by external control.
(Lower than -40 dB for off state)

Agree

Module gain
flatness

For any 0.5 GHz BW in 18–40 GHz �0.5 dB max. For any 4GHz
BW in 18–40GHz �2 dB max. �3 dB max for the whole range

18–40 GHz

Agree

High gain state
noise figure

11 dB over temperature. 10 dB max for 40°C baseplate
temperature.

Agree

Input power �60 dBm to 10 dBm Agree

Output power 13 dBm saturated
�40 dBm to 11 dBm not saturated

Agree

Linearity 12 dBm min. Output at 1 dBc compression point
21 dBm single tone for third intercept point (Ip3)

Second harmonic power � 25 dBc max. For 10 dBm output.

Agree

S11 Better than �9 dB Agree

Input power
protection

Input power 1 W CW at 0.1–40 GHz
No damage at 1 W CW and 20 W Pulses
Test for pulses: PW = 1 usec, PRF = 1KHz

Agree

Voltages �5 V, +15 V Agree

Control signals LVTTL standard
“0” = 0–0.8 V; “1” = 2.0–3.3 V

Agree

Switching time Less than 0.1 usec Agree

Output spurious,
non-harmonic

When it is not, correlative with the input signals �50 dBm max. Agree

Video leakage Video leakage signals will be below the RF output level for
terminated input

Agree

Module volume 6 x 4 x 2 cm Agree

Table 1.
Electrical specifications of a wideband, 18–40GHz, DF frontend.
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protection, the die is passivated at the active areas. One series and two shunt
PHEMTs per throw provide 2.0 dB insertion loss and 28 dB isolation at 40 GHz. The
isolation between the SPDT input port to the output ports is better than 25 dB. The
SPDT 1 dBc compression point is around 14 dBm. The SPDT dimensions are 1 x 0.7
x 0.1 mm. The frontend electrical characteristics was evaluated using ADS Keysight
software [15] and SYSCAL software. The MMIC amplifiers and the SPDT are
connected to the surface of the mechanical box. The MMIC chips are assembled on a
CoVar carrier. During development it was found that the spacing between the
frontend carriers should be less than 0.03 mm to achieve flatness requirements and
V.S.W.R better than 2:1.

Figure 4 presents the frontend block diagram used to calculate the module noise
figure and gain. The LNA noise figure is 6 dB. The frontend calculated noise figure
is 9.46 dB. The frontend gain is 21 dB. The computed frontend noise figure and gain
for LNA noise figure of 5.5 dB is presented in Figure 5. The module computed noise
figure is 9.25 dB, with 21 dB gain.

The frontend current and voltage consumption are given in Table 3. The
frontend may operate in high gain state or in low gain state. The gain of the high
gain channel is higher by 15 to 20 dB than the low gain channel. The frontend
measured gain is presented in Figure 6. The measured gain is around 20 � 4 dB at
the frequency range of 18 to 40 GHz.

2.4 High gain wideband frontend module

To achieve a high gain frontend module a medium power MMIC amplifier,
HMC283, was added to the frontend module as presented in Figure 7. The HMC283
chip is a medium power amplifier. The chip consists of a four-stage GaAs amplifier

Interface Type

RF input Wave guide WRD180 (double ridge)

RF output K connector

DC supply D type

Control D type

Table 2.
Interface connectors.

Figure 3.
MM-wave frontend block diagram.
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MMIC in the frequency range of 17 to 40 GHz. The chip dimension is 1.62 mm x
1.62 mm and may be integrated into multi-chip modules. The chip is a GaAs
PHEMT amplifier with around 20 dB gain and + 21 dBm output power. The
amplifier bias voltage is +3.5 V and consumes 300 mA of current.

The amplifier gain is around 21 dB with 10 dB noise figure and 21 dBm saturated
output power. The amplifier dimensions are 1.72 x 0.9 mm. The high gain frontend
module block diagram is shown in Figures 7 and 8. The frontend module consists of
high gain and low gain channels. Figure 7 presents the high gain and low gain
channels without an amplifier in the low gain channel. Figure 8 presents the high

Figure 5.
Frontend module design for LNA NF = 5.5 dB.

Voltage (v) 3 5 �12 �5 5 Digital

Current (A) 0.25 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.1

Table 3.
Wideband frontend module voltage and current consumption.

Figure 4.
Frontend module design for LNA NF = 6 dB.
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gain and low gain channels with an amplifier in the low gain channel. The gain
difference between the high gain and low gain channels for the frontend presented
in Figure 8 is around 10 to 15 dB. Block diagram of the wideband frontend with one
LMA406 amplifier in the high gain channel is shown in Figure 9.

2.5 High gain frontend design

The high frontend electrical characteristics were evaluated using ADS
Agilent software and SYSCAL software. The calculated noise figure and gain for
LNA noise figure of 9.5 dB is presented in Figure 10. The frontend calculated noise
figure is 13.3 dB. The frontend gain is 32.5 dB. The frontend module calculated noise
figure and gain for LNA noise figure of 5 dB is presented in Figure 11. The frontend
calculated noise figure is 10 dB. The frontend gain is 29.5 dB.

Table 4 lists the measured results of frontend modules. Figure 12 is a photo of
HMC283 amplifier assembly, and Figure 13 is a photo of the wideband compact
frontend. Table 5 provides the performance and cost of commercial mm-wave

Figure 7.
High gain frontend block diagram.

Figure 6.
Measured wideband frontend gain 17 GHz to 40 GHz.
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Figure 5.
Frontend module design for LNA NF = 5.5 dB.

Voltage (v) 3 5 �12 �5 5 Digital

Current (A) 0.25 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.1

Table 3.
Wideband frontend module voltage and current consumption.

Figure 4.
Frontend module design for LNA NF = 6 dB.
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gain and low gain channels with an amplifier in the low gain channel. The gain
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Figure 9.
Block diagram of the high gain wideband frontend with one LMA406 amplifier.

Figure 8.
High gain frontend block diagram with amplifier in the low gain channel.
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Figure 10.
Wideband frontend module design for LNA NF =9.5 dB.

Figure 11.
Wideband frontend module design for LNA NF = 5 dB.

Parameter OMNI02 OMNI01 DF6 DF4 DF3 DF2 DF1

Max. high gain mode 31.5 32 31 32 32.5 32.5 31

Min. high gain mode 28.5 28 26 26 27.5 27 26

Avg. high gain mode 30 30 29 29 29 29 29

Amplitude balance 3 4 5 6 5 5 4

S11 (dB) 5 4 4.5 5 5 5 5

S22 (dB) 7 6 7.5 6 5 6 5

Isolation (dB) 21.5 22.5 9 9 10 10 6.5

Max. low gain mode 16.5 18 19 18 17 17 17

Min. low gain mode 10.5 11 13 10 7.5 12 12

Avg. low gain mode 13.5 14.5 15 14 12 14 14

Amplitude balance 6 7 6 8 9.5 5 5
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microwave components. Table 6 lists the costs of commercial MMIC and MIC mm-
wave microwave components. There is a good agreement between computed and
measured results. Figure 14 is a photo of the compact mm-wave wideband,
18–40 GHz, frontend.

Figure 12.
Photo of HMC283 amplifier assembly.

Parameter OMNI02 OMNI01 DF6 DF4 DF3 DF2 DF1

P1 dBC 30 GHz 14 15.96 11.6 11.93 11.7 11.4 10.9

P1 dBC 40 GHz 14.48 16.8 13.96 14.5 15.58 15.28 14

NF 30 GHz 8.14 8.75 8.68 9.48 8.65 8.45 10.5

NF 40 GHz 8.75 9.28 10.1 8.64 9.17 10.24

Table 4.
Measured results of the wideband frontend modules.

Figure 13.
Compact 18–40 GHz wideband frontend module.
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Component Model# Freq.
[GHz]

NF /
IL

[dB]

Gain
dB]

Power
out 1dBc
[dBm]

Coupling
[dB]

Isolation
[dB]

VSWR
max

Unit
Cost
[K$]

Switch
General
Microwave

F9022 18–40 4 N/A N/A 40 2.30:1 2.1

Coupler
KRYTAR

184020 18–40 1.3 N/A 20 1.70:1 0.8

LNA
Space Labs

SLKKa-
30-6

18–40 6 30 17 N/A 1.80:1 2.2

WG/K
Adapter
MICROTEHC

R45
240130

18–40
18–40

0.75 1.25:1
1.6:1

0.5

Table 5.
Performance and cost of available connectorized mm-wave RF components.

Application Component Model# TYPE Unit Cost $

RF Frontend Switch
General Microwave

F9022 Drop in 1800

RF Frontend LNA
Filtronic

LMA406 MMIC 24

RF Frontend LNA/VGA
UMS

CHA2097A MMIC 42

RF Frontend Limiter Diode GC4800 Diode 100

SFB Switch HMMC2027 HP MMIC 80

SFB Switch TLCSWY04 MMIC 80

Table 6.
Cost of available mm-wave RF components.

Figure 14.
Photo of 18–40GHz compact modules.
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3. Wideband, 18 to 40 GHz, integrated compact switched
filter Bank module

3.1 Introduction

Filter bank modules are an important module in direction finding, radar, seeker,
and communication systems. The electrical performance of the filter bank deter-
mines if the system will meet the system-required dynamic range and signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) specifications. Moreover, in several cases the filter bank perfor-
mance limits the system dynamic range. This section describes the design and
development of an integrated, low-cost, 18 to 40 GHz wideband compact filter
bank module. Design and fabrication considerations are presented.

The wideband SFB consists of three wideband side-coupled microstrip filters.
The SFB MIMIC switches operate in the 18 to 40 GHz frequency range and are used
to select the required filter. The insertion loss of each filter section is less than
11.5 dB � 1.5 dB. The passband bandwidth of each filter is around 8 GHz. The
received signal is rejected by 40 dB at �7GHz from the center frequency. The
received signal is rejected by 60 dB at �11GHz from the center frequency. The SFB
volume is 2 x 5 x 1 cm.

3.2 Description of the filter bank

Figure 15 presents the block diagram of the compact SFB unit. The SFB The
module consists of three side-coupled microstrip filters. Each side-coupled filter
consists of nine sections. The filters are printed on a 5-mil alumina substrate. One to
two dB attenuators connect the filters input and output ports to wideband MMIC
SPDT switches. The attenuators are used to adjust each channel’s losses to the
average required level. The module losses are adjusted to be higher in the low
frequencies and lower in the high frequencies. The adjustment of the attenuation
level improves the filters flatness over a wideband, 18–40GHz frequency range. The
filters are assembled to the surface of the package metal box. The SFB switches are
assembled on a CoVar carrier. In the development process of the SFB unit, we found

Figure 15.
Block diagram of the compact filter bank module.
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that the spacing between the filter carriers and the switch carriers should be less
than 0.03 mm to get S11 and S22 better than �9.5 dB and flatness better than �1 dB.

3.3 Wideband switch filter Bank specifications

Table 7 lists the specifications of the wideband SFB.

3.4 Wideband filter design

The filters were designed by employing AWR and ADS software. Figure 16
presents single filter response requirements. Table 8 and Figure 17 show the SFB
expected frequency response. Table 9 presents the advantages of the integrated
design over the discrete design. For example, the weight of a discrete SFB is 1 kg and
the weight of an integrated SFB is 50 g. The volume of the discrete SFB is twice the
volume of the integrated SFB. The filter contains nine side-coupled microstrip lines
printed on a 5-mil alumina substrate. ADS and AWR software were applied to
optimize the filter dimensions and structure to meet the system requirements.
Figures 18–20 show the computed results of the filters. The sensitivity of the design
to substrate tolerances such as height and dielectric constant has been optimized by
using RF analysis software, see (Figure 21). We fabricated the filter configuration
that was less sensitive to production tolerances (Figure 24).

Figure 22 presents computed S11 and S21 parameters for the SFB using ADS
software. Figure 23 presents the expanded S12 computed results of the filter bank.
Figure 24 presents the SFB board drawing. Figure 25 is a photo of the SFB.
Figure 26 presents the S21 SFB results of the first unit measured during the pro-
duction process. A comparison of the SFB computed and measured results proves
that there is a good agreement between computed and measured results.

Parameter Requirements

Frequency range 18–40.1 GHz

Number of channels 3

Channel
Passband

8 GHz

Rejection 40 dB min @ F0 � 8GHz
50 dB min @
F0 � 11GHz

Flatness � 1.2 dB max. For 4 GHz

I.L
CH-1
CH-2
CH-3

12–14.5 dB
10.5–13.5 dB
9–12 dB

Switching time 100 nsec

Input Power 25 dBm max

VSWR 2.5:1 max

Control 2 LVTTL lines

Power Supply voltages � 5 V DC. Heat dissipation – 1 W max

Dimension 5 x 2 x 1 cm

Table 7.
Wideband SFB specifications.
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that the spacing between the filter carriers and the switch carriers should be less
than 0.03 mm to get S11 and S22 better than �9.5 dB and flatness better than �1 dB.

3.3 Wideband switch filter Bank specifications

Table 7 lists the specifications of the wideband SFB.

3.4 Wideband filter design

The filters were designed by employing AWR and ADS software. Figure 16
presents single filter response requirements. Table 8 and Figure 17 show the SFB
expected frequency response. Table 9 presents the advantages of the integrated
design over the discrete design. For example, the weight of a discrete SFB is 1 kg and
the weight of an integrated SFB is 50 g. The volume of the discrete SFB is twice the
volume of the integrated SFB. The filter contains nine side-coupled microstrip lines
printed on a 5-mil alumina substrate. ADS and AWR software were applied to
optimize the filter dimensions and structure to meet the system requirements.
Figures 18–20 show the computed results of the filters. The sensitivity of the design
to substrate tolerances such as height and dielectric constant has been optimized by
using RF analysis software, see (Figure 21). We fabricated the filter configuration
that was less sensitive to production tolerances (Figure 24).

Figure 22 presents computed S11 and S21 parameters for the SFB using ADS
software. Figure 23 presents the expanded S12 computed results of the filter bank.
Figure 24 presents the SFB board drawing. Figure 25 is a photo of the SFB.
Figure 26 presents the S21 SFB results of the first unit measured during the pro-
duction process. A comparison of the SFB computed and measured results proves
that there is a good agreement between computed and measured results.
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Figure 27 shows the measured S12 parameters of filter #2 during the production
process. Figure 28 shows the measured S12 parameters of the SFB during the
production process. The SFB losses at high frequencies are around 9 dB and at the
low frequencies the losses are around 9 dB (Figure 28). Figure 29 presents the
detailed measured S11 parameter of the SFB. Figure 30 presents the detailed
measured S12 parameter of the SFB.

CH Rejection
�60 dB

Rejection
�40 dB

Passband
�3 dB

Passband
�3 dB

Rejection
�40 dB

Rejection
�60 dB

CH-1 (GHz) 10.1 14 17.9 25.7 29.6 33.5

CH-2 (GHz) 17.3 21.2 25.1 32.9 36.8 40.7

CH-3 (GHz) 24.5 28.4 32.3 40.1 44 47.9

Table 8.
SFB requirements.

Figure 17.
SFB expected frequency response.

Parameter design Dimension Cm Weight Kg. Price K$

Integrated 5.5 x 2.5 x 1.5 0.05 2.2

Discrete 12 x 6 x 3 1 10

Table 9.
Comparison between discrete and integrated design.

Figure 16.
Single filter response requirements.
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Figure 18.
S parameters for filter #1.

Figure 19.
S parameters for filter #2.
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Figure 18.
S parameters for filter #1.

Figure 19.
S parameters for filter #2.
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4. Wideband MM-Wave Couplers

Couplers are used to couple part of the power in the input port to a coupled port.
For example, as presented in Figures 8 and 9. Usually couplers consist of two
coupled quarter-wavelength transmission lines and have four ports, as shown in

Figure 20.
S parameters for filter #3.

Figure 21.
SFB analysis results.
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Figure 31. P1 is the input port, P2 is the transmitted port, P3 is the coupled port, and
P4 is the isolated port. The coupled port may be used to obtain the information
about the signal such as frequency and power level without interrupting the main
power flow in the device. The coupling factor may be calculated by using Eq. (1)
and is the ratio between the coupled power to the input power in dB when the other
ports are terminated. Coupler losses may be calculated using Eq. (2). The overall

Figure 22.
a. S11 SBF computed results; b. S21 SBF computed results.

Figure 23.
SFB S12 computed results.
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coupler losses are due to conductor losses, coupling losses, dielectric losses,
radiation losses, and matching losses.

Coupling Factor ¼ CF ¼ �10 log
P3
P1

(1)

Insertion Loss ¼ IL ¼ 10 log 1� P3
P1

� �
(2)

The isolation factor is the ratio between the power in the isolated port to the
input power in dB when the other ports are terminated and is given by Eq. (3).

Isolation ¼ �10 log
P4
P1

(3)

Figure 25.
SFB picture.

Figure 24.
SFB layout.
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Figure 26.
SFB measured results unit number 1.

Figure 27.
Measured S parameters for filter #2.

Figure 28.
SFB measured S12 results.
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Figure 29.
SFB measured S11 results.

Figure 30.
SFG detailed measured S12 results.

Figure 31.
Coupled lines.
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The coupler directivity is the ratio between the power in the isolated port to the
coupled power in dB when the other ports are terminated and is given by Eq. (4).

Directivity ¼ D ¼ �10 log
P4
P3

(4)

In radars, DF systems, seekers, and communication systems, the amplitude and
phase balance between the system ports determines the accuracy of the signal
processing process. The power difference in dB between two output ports of the
system is defined as the amplitude balance. In an ideal hybrid circuit, the amplitude
difference between two ports should be 0 dB. The phase difference in degrees
between two output ports of the system is defined as the phase balance. However,
in real life the amplitude balance and phase balance vary with frequency.

4.1 A wideband MM-wave coupler

Figure 32 presents a wideband MM-wave coupler printed on alumina with a 9.8
dielectric constant and 5.5 mil-inch thickness. The coupler frequency range is
18 GHz to 40 GHz. The coupler was designed by Momentum ADS software. The
coupling value is �13 dB and is shown in Figure 33. The coupler insertion loss is
0.4 dB and is shown in Figure 34. The coupler S11 parameter is better than �26 dB
and is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 32.
18 GHz to 40 GHz, wideband MM-wave coupler.

Figure 33.
The wideband coupler coupling value, S12.
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Figure 29.
SFB measured S11 results.

Figure 30.
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Figure 31.
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5. Conclusions

This chapter presented a low-cost, integrated 18–40 GHz wideband compact
frontend with a 47 dBm high power limiter. The frontend consists of two channels:
a high gain and low gain channel. Wideband MMIC switches are employed to select
the required channel. The gain of the high gain channel is around 27 dB with �1 dB
flatness. The noise figure of the module is around 9 dB.

This chapter also discussed the design and performance of a compact, low-cost,
integrated SFB. The integrated SFB has several advantages over the discrete SFB.
For example, the weight of a discrete SFB is 1 kg and the weight of an integrated
SFB is 50 g. The volume of the discrete SFB is twice the volume of the integrated
SFB. The filter contains nine side-coupled microstrip lines printed on a 5-mil
alumina substrate. ADS and AWR software were applied to optimize the filter
dimensions and structure to meet the system requirements. The filter’s passband
bandwidth is around 8 GHz. The SFB insertion loss is around 12 dB in the low
frequency range and 9.5 dB in the high frequency range. The filter flatness in the
passband frequencies is better than �1 dB. The received signal is rejected by 40 dB
at �7 GHz from the center frequency. The received signal is rejected by 60 dB at
�11GHz from the center frequency. The SFB volume is 2 x 5 x 1 cm.

Figure 35.
S11 of the wideband coupler.

Figure 34.
The wideband coupler insertion loss.
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Abstract

The current and future wireless communication systems demand for higher data
rates, enhanced quality of service and more channel capacity. Since Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) allocated the unlicensed frequency spectrum from
3.1 to 10.6 GHz for commercial applications in the year 2002, Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) technology has attained considerable attention because of its inherent fea-
tures like high data rate, more channel capacity, extremely less power consumption
and low cost. However, for UWB systems, multipath fading and frequency inter-
ference are the two significant issues that requires further investigation. In recent
times, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology has gained much atten-
tion in wireless communication as it exploits multipath to increase the communica-
tion range and link quality. Thus, MIMO technology is a promising solution for
mitigating multipath fading in UWB system. However, accommodating multiple
antennas with less mutual coupling between them in portable devices is always a
challenging task for antenna designers. UWB system could easily interfere with
existing narrowband communication system such as Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN). So, the design of an ultra-wideband antenna with integrated frequency
notching function is a good solution to suppress the frequency interference and to
reduce the complexity of the UWB system instead of using a conventional filter. In
this chapter, compact isolation-enhanced planar UWB-MIMO antenna with single
band-notched characteristics is presented.

Keywords: ultra-wideband, multipath fading, frequency interference, multiple
input multiple output, mutual coupling, isolation, band-notch

1. Introduction

The primary concerns of wireless communication systems are higher data rates,
improved quality of service, more channel capacity, low power consumption and
less interference with other systems. Ultra Wideband technology is the most prom-
ising technology to meet the requirements of wireless communication system
because of its advantages, such as higher data rate transmission, low cost, high
security, and less power requirement [1]. However, multipath fading and frequency
interference with other communication systems are the important problems should
be well solved for UWB systems.
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The current and future wireless communication systems demand for higher data
rates, enhanced quality of service and more channel capacity. Since Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) allocated the unlicensed frequency spectrum from
3.1 to 10.6 GHz for commercial applications in the year 2002, Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) technology has attained considerable attention because of its inherent fea-
tures like high data rate, more channel capacity, extremely less power consumption
and low cost. However, for UWB systems, multipath fading and frequency inter-
ference are the two significant issues that requires further investigation. In recent
times, Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology has gained much atten-
tion in wireless communication as it exploits multipath to increase the communica-
tion range and link quality. Thus, MIMO technology is a promising solution for
mitigating multipath fading in UWB system. However, accommodating multiple
antennas with less mutual coupling between them in portable devices is always a
challenging task for antenna designers. UWB system could easily interfere with
existing narrowband communication system such as Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN). So, the design of an ultra-wideband antenna with integrated frequency
notching function is a good solution to suppress the frequency interference and to
reduce the complexity of the UWB system instead of using a conventional filter. In
this chapter, compact isolation-enhanced planar UWB-MIMO antenna with single
band-notched characteristics is presented.
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1. Introduction

The primary concerns of wireless communication systems are higher data rates,
improved quality of service, more channel capacity, low power consumption and
less interference with other systems. Ultra Wideband technology is the most prom-
ising technology to meet the requirements of wireless communication system
because of its advantages, such as higher data rate transmission, low cost, high
security, and less power requirement [1]. However, multipath fading and frequency
interference with other communication systems are the important problems should
be well solved for UWB systems.
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In an indoor communication application, like other wireless communication
systems, the UWB system performance is also restricted by multipath fading due to
rich scattering environments which cause inter-symbol interference. In present
times, digital communication using multiple input multiple output (MIMO) tech-
nology has emerged as a breakthrough for a wireless system. The MIMO system
employs multiple antennas at the transmitter and receiver. It makes use of the rich
multipath environment to mitigate the multipath fading effect. And it improves the
range of communication and system capacity (data rate) without the need for
additional bandwidth or transmitted signal power [2, 3]. Hence, the UWB system
with MIMO technology is a viable solution to reduce the multipath fading effect
and to improve the quality of service, the range of communication and system
capacity [4].

The electromagnetic interaction between the radiating (antenna) elements in
multiple antenna or MIMO system is known as mutual coupling. The closely spaced
antennas, especially in portable devices, inevitably cause strong mutual coupling
between antennas. The mutual coupling is undesirable which causes fluctuations in
the input impedance of individual antenna element i.e., impedance mismatch which
degrades the radiation efficiency, deviations in antenna radiation pattern due to the
high correlation between antenna signals and decreases the channel capacity of
MIMO system. Since the mutual coupling has a considerable impact on the MIMO
system performance, the reduction of mutual coupling between antennas and
enhancement of isolation between ports is imperative. However, placing multiple
antennas in a space-limited portable wireless device is a big challenge for antenna
designers [5]. Hence, designing compact UWB-MIMO antenna exhibiting band-
notch function and less mutual coupling is very much needed. Various designs were
proposed in the recent years to suppress the effects of mutual coupling in ultra-
wideband MIMO antennas [6–15]. Methods include, placing radiating elements
perpendicular to each other and adding two long protruding stubs to ground [6],
use of tree-like structure on the ground plane [7], etching a T-shaped slot and a line
slot on the ground [8], adding a Y-shaped slot on the T-shaped protruded ground
plane [9], placing two shorts at 45 degrees between the microstrip lines and in the
opposite direction [10], protruding ground structure [11], T-shaped metallic stub
[12, 13], adopting wideband neutralization line [14] and using modified ground
structure along with T-shaped slot on the ground [15].

Ultra-wideband is an emerging technology for short distance low power com-
munications. It makes use of short duration pulses which have very low power
spectral density for transmission of data. Since the UWB system is operating from
3.1 to 10.6 GHz, it could easily interfere with existing narrowband communication
system like Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN-5.15–5.825 GHz). So, ultra-
wideband antenna with integrated frequency notching function at the interfering
frequency band is a feasible solution to mitigate the frequency interference [16].
The power spectral density of UWB and other narrowband systems is shown in
Figure 1. The frequency interference produced by a UWB transmitter to a narrow-
band system is very negligible because of the transmitted signal emission power
(power spectral density) is very less compared with narrowband systems. But,
when a UWB receiver is located very near to the narrowband interferer, the inter-
ference caused is very high. So, a notch at the interfering frequency is needed to
suppress its effect. The traditional RF filter circuits using lumped elements can be
used to implement this frequency notching feature but, it increases the system
complexity, cost and occupies more space when integrated with other microwave
circuits in the portable device. Another viable solution is to design a UWB antenna
with an integrated band-notched feature to mitigate the frequency interference
which decreases the complexity and cost of the UWB system. The idea of designing
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the UWB antenna with band-notched characteristic is shown in Figure 2 [17, 18].
The basic UWB antenna is having impedance bandwidth from [fL-fH] as shown in
Figure 2(a), where fL and fH are the lowest and highest �10 dB cut-off frequencies
of S11, respectively. A band-stop resonant structure also has the impedance band-
width from [fL-fH], but with notch (resonant) frequency at fN to stop the unwanted
frequencies as shown in Figure 2(b). The UWB antenna combining with a band-
stop resonant circuit forms band-notched UWB antenna is shown in Figure 2(c).
The band-notched UWB antenna does not interfere with existing communication
systems which are operating at fN. Hence, the design of UWB antennas with
band-notched function is needed.

The band-notch characteristics for UWB systems can be obtained by integrating
band-notch resonator (like slots, split ring resonators, strips and stubs) to the UWB
antenna. The possible locations for integration of band-notch resonator are: on or
adjacent to radiator or feed line or on the ground as given in Figure 3. The length of
the band-notch resonator controls the notch center frequency. However, the
desired notch band is obtained by proper tuning of length and width of the resona-
tor. The total length of the band-notch resonator should be λ/2 or λ/4 corresponding
to the notched-band center frequency as given in equations (1) and (2) [19], where
λ is the guided wavelength.

Figure 1.
The power spectral density of UWB and other narrowband systems.

Figure 2.
The basic design of UWB antenna with band-notched characteristic: (a) UWB antenna, (b) Band-notch
resonant structure and (c) Band-notched UWB-antenna.
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2 f Notch
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where c denotes light speed, fNotch represents notch center frequency, LNotch is
the total length of slot or strip, εeff indicates effective dielectric constant and εr
denotes dielectric constant.

Several investigations were reported earlier to create band notch function at
WLAN band for ultra-wideband systems in [19–30]. Methods include inserting λ/4
and λ/2 slot resonators on the ground plane [19], using a pair of ground stubs
locating along the edge of the ground plane [20], inserting open stub in the printed
folded monopole [21], etching folded U-shaped slots in the feed line of the antenna
[22, 23], incorporating SRR slots on radiating element [24], quarter-wave stub
connected to the ground [25], adding protruding two rectangular stubs on the
ground plane [26], with a slot of length 1.0 λ in the radiator [27], open-ended
quarter-wavelength L-shaped slots were etched on the rectangular radiating patches
[28], using C-shaped and Z-shaped slot resonators on the ground [29], employing
elliptical SRR on the radiating element [30].

The antenna designs presented in the above literature exhibiting acceptable
isolation and notching characteristics, but some designs were not compact enough
and few are a bit complex. So, the design of simple and compact band-notched

Figure 3.
Possible locations of resonant structure on UWB antenna.
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ultra-wideband MIMO antenna with low mutual coupling is needed. In this chapter,
we have presented compact isolation-enhanced planar UWB-MIMO antenna with
single band-notched characteristics at WLAN band [31]. Ansoft HFSS v.13 is used
to carry out the proposed antenna design, optimization, and simulations. For vali-
dating the simulation results, all the proposed antenna has been fabricated and
tested using the Agilent N5224A PNA, Anritsu MS2037C vector network analyzer
and an anechoic chamber. In Section 2, UWB-MIMO antenna with single band-
notched characteristic is discussed. Finally, conclusions of the work are given in
Section 3.

2. UWB-MIMO antenna with single band-notched characteristic

Compact ultra-wideband MIMO antenna exhibiting band-notch characteristics
at WLAN band (5 to 5.9 GHz) for portable wireless devices is presented in this
section [31]. The following sub sections discusses the detailed description of the
proposed design.

2.1 Antenna design

The geometry of the proposed single band-notch UWB-MIMO antenna and
photograph of the fabricated antenna are shown in Figure 4(a) and (b). The design
is printed on an FR4 substrate having dielectric constant (εr) of 4.4, a thickness of
0.8 mm, and a loss tangent of 0.02. The overall size of the proposed antenna is L �
W � h mm3 = 26 � 40 � 0.8 mm3. The antenna comprises two identical rectangular
planar monopole radiating elements, denoted as PM1 and PM2 having sizes LR �
WR as shown in Figure 4(a). Both PM1 and PM2 are fed by the 50-ohm coplanar
waveguide having dimensions FL1 � WF. And, the common ground is formed by
joining LG � WG and LG � L reduced ground planes and is also printed on the same
side of the substrate. The planar monopoles PM1 and PM2 are positioned perpen-
dicularly to each other to reduce the mutual coupling between the elements and to
improve the isolation between the antenna ports. A long rectangular strip of size SL
� SW is extended from the common ground plane between the monopoles to
further enhance isolation and improve the impedance bandwidth of the antenna.
The ground strip extends the current path which shifts the first resonance fre-
quency to lower band and blocks the surface currents to minimizes the mutual
coupling. An inverted U-slot resonator is placed on the feed line to create a band-
notch function at 5–5.9 GHz. The antenna optimized dimensions are given as fol-
lows: (unit: mm): D1 = 5.1, D2 = 6.1, D3 = 11.2, FL1 = 9.5, FL2 = 1.5, FL3 = 0.4, L = 26,
LG = 8, LR = 10, SL = 18, SW = 1, W = 40, WF = 1.8, WG = 3.2, WR = 11, U1 = 7.8, U2 =
0.4, and UW = 0.3. Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the simulated S-parameters such as
S11 and S21 of the Antenna 1 (UWB-MIMO antenna without ground strip), Antenna
2 (UWB-MIMO with a ground strip), and the proposed antenna. It can be observed
that the proposed ultra-wideband MIMO antenna is operating from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz
with good impedance bandwidth except at notch band from 5 to 5.9 GHz. Also, the
mutual coupling of less than �20 dB is obtained over the entire UWB band.

2.2 Study of MIMO antenna

Since the ground and radiating elements are having smaller dimensions, the flow
of surface currents on the ground plane and near-field radiation leads to poor
impedance matching and high mutual coupling, which restricts the performance of
MIMO antenna. The ultra-wideband MIMO antenna without and with ground strip
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WLAN band for ultra-wideband systems in [19–30]. Methods include inserting λ/4
and λ/2 slot resonators on the ground plane [19], using a pair of ground stubs
locating along the edge of the ground plane [20], inserting open stub in the printed
folded monopole [21], etching folded U-shaped slots in the feed line of the antenna
[22, 23], incorporating SRR slots on radiating element [24], quarter-wave stub
connected to the ground [25], adding protruding two rectangular stubs on the
ground plane [26], with a slot of length 1.0 λ in the radiator [27], open-ended
quarter-wavelength L-shaped slots were etched on the rectangular radiating patches
[28], using C-shaped and Z-shaped slot resonators on the ground [29], employing
elliptical SRR on the radiating element [30].

The antenna designs presented in the above literature exhibiting acceptable
isolation and notching characteristics, but some designs were not compact enough
and few are a bit complex. So, the design of simple and compact band-notched

Figure 3.
Possible locations of resonant structure on UWB antenna.
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ultra-wideband MIMO antenna with low mutual coupling is needed. In this chapter,
we have presented compact isolation-enhanced planar UWB-MIMO antenna with
single band-notched characteristics at WLAN band [31]. Ansoft HFSS v.13 is used
to carry out the proposed antenna design, optimization, and simulations. For vali-
dating the simulation results, all the proposed antenna has been fabricated and
tested using the Agilent N5224A PNA, Anritsu MS2037C vector network analyzer
and an anechoic chamber. In Section 2, UWB-MIMO antenna with single band-
notched characteristic is discussed. Finally, conclusions of the work are given in
Section 3.

2. UWB-MIMO antenna with single band-notched characteristic

Compact ultra-wideband MIMO antenna exhibiting band-notch characteristics
at WLAN band (5 to 5.9 GHz) for portable wireless devices is presented in this
section [31]. The following sub sections discusses the detailed description of the
proposed design.

2.1 Antenna design

The geometry of the proposed single band-notch UWB-MIMO antenna and
photograph of the fabricated antenna are shown in Figure 4(a) and (b). The design
is printed on an FR4 substrate having dielectric constant (εr) of 4.4, a thickness of
0.8 mm, and a loss tangent of 0.02. The overall size of the proposed antenna is L �
W � h mm3 = 26 � 40 � 0.8 mm3. The antenna comprises two identical rectangular
planar monopole radiating elements, denoted as PM1 and PM2 having sizes LR �
WR as shown in Figure 4(a). Both PM1 and PM2 are fed by the 50-ohm coplanar
waveguide having dimensions FL1 � WF. And, the common ground is formed by
joining LG � WG and LG � L reduced ground planes and is also printed on the same
side of the substrate. The planar monopoles PM1 and PM2 are positioned perpen-
dicularly to each other to reduce the mutual coupling between the elements and to
improve the isolation between the antenna ports. A long rectangular strip of size SL
� SW is extended from the common ground plane between the monopoles to
further enhance isolation and improve the impedance bandwidth of the antenna.
The ground strip extends the current path which shifts the first resonance fre-
quency to lower band and blocks the surface currents to minimizes the mutual
coupling. An inverted U-slot resonator is placed on the feed line to create a band-
notch function at 5–5.9 GHz. The antenna optimized dimensions are given as fol-
lows: (unit: mm): D1 = 5.1, D2 = 6.1, D3 = 11.2, FL1 = 9.5, FL2 = 1.5, FL3 = 0.4, L = 26,
LG = 8, LR = 10, SL = 18, SW = 1, W = 40, WF = 1.8, WG = 3.2, WR = 11, U1 = 7.8, U2 =
0.4, and UW = 0.3. Figure 5(a) and (b) shows the simulated S-parameters such as
S11 and S21 of the Antenna 1 (UWB-MIMO antenna without ground strip), Antenna
2 (UWB-MIMO with a ground strip), and the proposed antenna. It can be observed
that the proposed ultra-wideband MIMO antenna is operating from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz
with good impedance bandwidth except at notch band from 5 to 5.9 GHz. Also, the
mutual coupling of less than �20 dB is obtained over the entire UWB band.

2.2 Study of MIMO antenna

Since the ground and radiating elements are having smaller dimensions, the flow
of surface currents on the ground plane and near-field radiation leads to poor
impedance matching and high mutual coupling, which restricts the performance of
MIMO antenna. The ultra-wideband MIMO antenna without and with ground strip
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is shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), respectively. The effects of the ground strip on
impedance bandwidth and mutual coupling between the MIMO antenna elements
are plotted in Figure 7(a) and (b). With ground strip between the PM1 and PM2
(Antenna 2), the first resonance is generated at 2.5 GHz with a lower cutoff fre-
quency of 2.3 GHz and provides good impedance bandwidth from 2.3 to 11.4 GHz as
depicted in Figure 7(a). And, from Figure 7(b), the mutual coupling of lower than
�20 dB between the antenna elements is observed throughout the UWB band
which is less than �17 dB. In addition, the flow of surface currents is effectively

Figure 4.
(a) Geometry of the proposed antenna and (b) fabricated antenna.
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suppressed by the ground strip and thus less amount of current is leaked into the
port 2 when port 1 is excited as displayed in Figure 7(c). The ground strip can work
as a reflecting surface so that the direction of surface currents is diverted and thus
the distance between the ports is increased. Hence, the isolation between the MIMO
antenna ports is significantly enhanced. Also, the ground strip between the MIMO
antenna elements will improve impedance matching characteristics and minimizes
the mutual coupling of the MIMO antenna. The MIMO antenna is also studied by
varying the ground strip length SL and width SW and are plotted in Figure 8(a)–(d)
and the same tabulated in Table 1. It can be observed from that the total length and
width of the ground strip has more effect on the impedance bandwidth (|S11| <�10
dB) than the isolation or mutual coupling. In this work, the ground strip length SL =
18 mm and width SW = 1 mm is adopted.

To create band-notch filtering function for ultra-wideband systems, slots of
various shapes or split-ring resonators or strips can be used on or next to the feed
line or the radiating element or the ground plane as reported earlier. The slot or SRR
or strip can act as a band-notch resonator. The notch band center frequency is
controlled by the length of the resonator and notch band bandwidth is controlled by
the width of the resonator. In this design, an inverted U-shaped slot is used as a
band-notch resonator and is etched on the feed line of Antenna 2 which forms the

Figure 5.
Simulated S-parameters. (a) Simulated S11 parameter. (b) Simulated S21 parameter.

Figure 6.
(a) UWB-MIMO antenna without a ground strip (Antenna 1), (b) UWB-MIMO antenna with a ground
strip (Antenna 2).
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suppressed by the ground strip and thus less amount of current is leaked into the
port 2 when port 1 is excited as displayed in Figure 7(c). The ground strip can work
as a reflecting surface so that the direction of surface currents is diverted and thus
the distance between the ports is increased. Hence, the isolation between the MIMO
antenna ports is significantly enhanced. Also, the ground strip between the MIMO
antenna elements will improve impedance matching characteristics and minimizes
the mutual coupling of the MIMO antenna. The MIMO antenna is also studied by
varying the ground strip length SL and width SW and are plotted in Figure 8(a)–(d)
and the same tabulated in Table 1. It can be observed from that the total length and
width of the ground strip has more effect on the impedance bandwidth (|S11| <�10
dB) than the isolation or mutual coupling. In this work, the ground strip length SL =
18 mm and width SW = 1 mm is adopted.

To create band-notch filtering function for ultra-wideband systems, slots of
various shapes or split-ring resonators or strips can be used on or next to the feed
line or the radiating element or the ground plane as reported earlier. The slot or SRR
or strip can act as a band-notch resonator. The notch band center frequency is
controlled by the length of the resonator and notch band bandwidth is controlled by
the width of the resonator. In this design, an inverted U-shaped slot is used as a
band-notch resonator and is etched on the feed line of Antenna 2 which forms the

Figure 5.
Simulated S-parameters. (a) Simulated S11 parameter. (b) Simulated S21 parameter.

Figure 6.
(a) UWB-MIMO antenna without a ground strip (Antenna 1), (b) UWB-MIMO antenna with a ground
strip (Antenna 2).
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Figure 7.
(a) S11 without and with a ground strip, (b) S21 without and with a ground strip (c) surface current
distribution at 3.8 GHz when port 1 excited without and with a ground strip.

Figure 8.
(a) S11 for different strip lengths SL, (b) S21 different strip lengths SL, (c) S11 for different strip widths SW,
(d) S21 for different strip widths SW.
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proposed band-notch UWB-MIMO antenna as shown in Figure 9(a)–(c). The
length of the U-shaped resonator is calculated using Eq. (5) [19]:

LN ¼ c
2 f N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εeff

p ≈
λ
2
, (5)

where LN denotes the total length of U-slot and fN is notch center frequency.
When fN = 5.7 GHz and εr = 4.4, the calculated length of the U-slot resonator using
equation (5) is 16.01 mm. The simulated or designed total length of the inverted U-
slot resonator is 16 mm and is determined by using equation (6).

LU�Slot ¼ 2 U1 þU2 ≈
λ
2
: (6)

Good agreement between the calculated (theoretical) length and simulated
(practical) length is observed. Figure 10(a)–(c) shows the S11, S21 and surface
currents without and with inverted U-slot resonator. As seen in Figure 10(a), the
proposed antenna is working from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz with good impedance bandwidth
and generates band-notch characteristics from 5 to 5.9 GHz with S11 of �5 dB at 5.7
GHz. And the mutual coupling of below �20 dB over the entire working band is
observed as from the Figure 10(b). It is evident from Figure 10(c) that at 5.7 GHz,

Parameter Value (mm) Bandwidth (S11< �10 dB) Mutual coupling (S21 < �20 dB)

Strip length SL 10 2.6–6.4 3.3–11.4

12 2.6–8.6 3.2–11.4

14 2.4–11.0 2.9–11.4

16 2.4–11.3 2.8–11.4

18 (proposed) 2.2–11.4 2.6–11.4

Strip width SW 5 2.0–11.1 2.8–11.4

4 2.0–11.1 2.8–11.4

3 2.1–11.2 2.8–11.4

2 2.2–11.2 2.7–11.4

1 (proposed) 2.2–11.4 2.6–11.4

Table 1.
The S11 and S21 for various strip lengths and widths except at notch band.

Figure 9.
(a) An inverted U-slot resonator, (b) UWB-MIMO antenna with ground strip (Antenna 2), (c) proposed
band-notched UWB-MIMO antenna.
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Figure 7.
(a) S11 without and with a ground strip, (b) S21 without and with a ground strip (c) surface current
distribution at 3.8 GHz when port 1 excited without and with a ground strip.

Figure 8.
(a) S11 for different strip lengths SL, (b) S21 different strip lengths SL, (c) S11 for different strip widths SW,
(d) S21 for different strip widths SW.
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proposed band-notch UWB-MIMO antenna as shown in Figure 9(a)–(c). The
length of the U-shaped resonator is calculated using Eq. (5) [19]:

LN ¼ c
2 f N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εeff

p ≈
λ
2
, (5)

where LN denotes the total length of U-slot and fN is notch center frequency.
When fN = 5.7 GHz and εr = 4.4, the calculated length of the U-slot resonator using
equation (5) is 16.01 mm. The simulated or designed total length of the inverted U-
slot resonator is 16 mm and is determined by using equation (6).

LU�Slot ¼ 2 U1 þU2 ≈
λ
2
: (6)

Good agreement between the calculated (theoretical) length and simulated
(practical) length is observed. Figure 10(a)–(c) shows the S11, S21 and surface
currents without and with inverted U-slot resonator. As seen in Figure 10(a), the
proposed antenna is working from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz with good impedance bandwidth
and generates band-notch characteristics from 5 to 5.9 GHz with S11 of �5 dB at 5.7
GHz. And the mutual coupling of below �20 dB over the entire working band is
observed as from the Figure 10(b). It is evident from Figure 10(c) that at 5.7 GHz,

Parameter Value (mm) Bandwidth (S11< �10 dB) Mutual coupling (S21 < �20 dB)

Strip length SL 10 2.6–6.4 3.3–11.4

12 2.6–8.6 3.2–11.4

14 2.4–11.0 2.9–11.4

16 2.4–11.3 2.8–11.4

18 (proposed) 2.2–11.4 2.6–11.4

Strip width SW 5 2.0–11.1 2.8–11.4

4 2.0–11.1 2.8–11.4

3 2.1–11.2 2.8–11.4

2 2.2–11.2 2.7–11.4

1 (proposed) 2.2–11.4 2.6–11.4

Table 1.
The S11 and S21 for various strip lengths and widths except at notch band.

Figure 9.
(a) An inverted U-slot resonator, (b) UWB-MIMO antenna with ground strip (Antenna 2), (c) proposed
band-notched UWB-MIMO antenna.
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heavy current is concentrated around the inverted U-slot resonator which acts a
band-notch filter, so the current flow on the radiating elements is blocked and
hence no radiation from the antenna. Therefore, notch band from 5 to 5.9 GHz
WLAN band is created.

The parametric analysis on the slot length U1 and slot width UW is performed to
describe the effects of inverted U-slot. Table 2 shows the notch bands and notch
center frequencies for different slot lengths and widths. Figure 11(a) and (b)
illustrates the S11 of the MIMO antenna for different slot lengths U1 and slot widths
UW, respectively. It is evident that as the slot length U1 increasing from 6.8 mm to
8.1 mm, the center frequency of notch fN is decreasing from 6.5 GHz to 5.4 GHz and
notch band is shifting from (6.26–6.7) GHz to (4.8–5.7) GHz. The required band
notch from 5 to 5.9 GHz is generated for U1 of 7.8 mm which is used in this design.
Form Figure 11(b), it can be observed that increasing the slot width UW from 0.25

Figure 10.
(a) S11 without and with inverted U-slot, (b) S21 without and with inverted U-slot (c) current distribution at
5.7 GHz when port 1 and port 2 excited.

Parameter Value (mm) Notch-band (GHz) Notch-center frequency fN (GHz)

Slot length U1 6.8 6.26–6.7 6.5

7.3 5.73–6.4 6.2

7.8 (proposed) 5.0–5.9 5.7

8.1 4.8–5.7 5.4

Slot width UW 0.25 5.2–5.7 5.6

0.3 (proposed) 5.0–5.9 5.7

0.35 4.95–6 5.7

0.4 4.94–6.1 5.7

Table 2.
The notch bands and notch center frequencies for different slot lengths and widths.
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mm to 0.4 mm, the notch bandwidth is increasing from (5.2–5.7) GHz to (4.94–6.1)
GHz with notch center frequency fN at 5.7 GHz. The slot width UW of 0.3 mm is
chosen in this proposed design to get the desired band notch from 5 to 5.9 GHz.
Figure 11(c) and (d) shows the effects of inverted U-slot resonator on the S21 of the
MIMO antenna for various slot lengths and widths. Also, it is observed that varia-
tion in the slot length U1 and width UW has a negligible effect on the mutual
coupling of MIMO antenna.

2.3 Results and discussion

The proposed antenna offers good impedance bandwidth (|S11|<�10 dB) from
2.2 to 11.4 GHz with band notch at 5–5.9 GHz as demonstrated in Figure 12(a).
Hence, the frequency interference from WLAN band can be effectively suppressed
by the proposed UWB MIMO antenna. And, from Figure 12(b), it is found that the
simulated and measured mutual coupling (S21) value is about �20 dB in the oper-
ating band except at few frequencies around 6.2 and 7.2 GHz (�18 dB) demon-
strating good isolation between the ports. At 6.2 and 7.2 GHz the S21 is �16 dB.
From Figure 12(c), the antenna has good 2:1 VSWR from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz excluding
at notch-band, i.e. from 5.0 to 5.9 GHz. It is observed that the VSWR of about 3.5 at
5.7 GHz. The summary of simulated and mesured results presented in Figure 12 are
provided in Table 3. The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the pro-
posed antenna on the E-plane and H-plane at 3.8, 6.5, and 10 GHz when port 1 is
excited and port 2 is terminated with 50-ohm load, and vice-versa are shown in
Figure 13(a) and (b). Good agreement between the simulated and measure 2-D
radiation patterns is observed. At 3.8 and 6.5 GHz frequencies, PM1 and PM2 have
quite omnidirectional radiation patterns in H-planes, i.e. the XZ plane and the YZ
plane, respectively. However, at 10 GHz because of the higher-order resonances,

Figure 11.
S11-parameter for (a) various slot lengths, (b) various slot widths; and S21 for (c) various slot lengths,
(d) various slot widths.
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heavy current is concentrated around the inverted U-slot resonator which acts a
band-notch filter, so the current flow on the radiating elements is blocked and
hence no radiation from the antenna. Therefore, notch band from 5 to 5.9 GHz
WLAN band is created.

The parametric analysis on the slot length U1 and slot width UW is performed to
describe the effects of inverted U-slot. Table 2 shows the notch bands and notch
center frequencies for different slot lengths and widths. Figure 11(a) and (b)
illustrates the S11 of the MIMO antenna for different slot lengths U1 and slot widths
UW, respectively. It is evident that as the slot length U1 increasing from 6.8 mm to
8.1 mm, the center frequency of notch fN is decreasing from 6.5 GHz to 5.4 GHz and
notch band is shifting from (6.26–6.7) GHz to (4.8–5.7) GHz. The required band
notch from 5 to 5.9 GHz is generated for U1 of 7.8 mm which is used in this design.
Form Figure 11(b), it can be observed that increasing the slot width UW from 0.25
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(a) S11 without and with inverted U-slot, (b) S21 without and with inverted U-slot (c) current distribution at
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Parameter Value (mm) Notch-band (GHz) Notch-center frequency fN (GHz)

Slot length U1 6.8 6.26–6.7 6.5

7.3 5.73–6.4 6.2

7.8 (proposed) 5.0–5.9 5.7

8.1 4.8–5.7 5.4

Slot width UW 0.25 5.2–5.7 5.6

0.3 (proposed) 5.0–5.9 5.7

0.35 4.95–6 5.7

0.4 4.94–6.1 5.7

Table 2.
The notch bands and notch center frequencies for different slot lengths and widths.
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mm to 0.4 mm, the notch bandwidth is increasing from (5.2–5.7) GHz to (4.94–6.1)
GHz with notch center frequency fN at 5.7 GHz. The slot width UW of 0.3 mm is
chosen in this proposed design to get the desired band notch from 5 to 5.9 GHz.
Figure 11(c) and (d) shows the effects of inverted U-slot resonator on the S21 of the
MIMO antenna for various slot lengths and widths. Also, it is observed that varia-
tion in the slot length U1 and width UW has a negligible effect on the mutual
coupling of MIMO antenna.

2.3 Results and discussion

The proposed antenna offers good impedance bandwidth (|S11|<�10 dB) from
2.2 to 11.4 GHz with band notch at 5–5.9 GHz as demonstrated in Figure 12(a).
Hence, the frequency interference from WLAN band can be effectively suppressed
by the proposed UWB MIMO antenna. And, from Figure 12(b), it is found that the
simulated and measured mutual coupling (S21) value is about �20 dB in the oper-
ating band except at few frequencies around 6.2 and 7.2 GHz (�18 dB) demon-
strating good isolation between the ports. At 6.2 and 7.2 GHz the S21 is �16 dB.
From Figure 12(c), the antenna has good 2:1 VSWR from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz excluding
at notch-band, i.e. from 5.0 to 5.9 GHz. It is observed that the VSWR of about 3.5 at
5.7 GHz. The summary of simulated and mesured results presented in Figure 12 are
provided in Table 3. The simulated and measured radiation patterns of the pro-
posed antenna on the E-plane and H-plane at 3.8, 6.5, and 10 GHz when port 1 is
excited and port 2 is terminated with 50-ohm load, and vice-versa are shown in
Figure 13(a) and (b). Good agreement between the simulated and measure 2-D
radiation patterns is observed. At 3.8 and 6.5 GHz frequencies, PM1 and PM2 have
quite omnidirectional radiation patterns in H-planes, i.e. the XZ plane and the YZ
plane, respectively. However, at 10 GHz because of the higher-order resonances,

Figure 11.
S11-parameter for (a) various slot lengths, (b) various slot widths; and S21 for (c) various slot lengths,
(d) various slot widths.
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the radiation patterns in the H-planes are less omnidirectional. And, at 6.5 and 10
GHz, PM1 and PM2 have the dumbbell-shaped or bidirectional patterns in the E-
planes, i.e. the YZ plane and the XZ plane, respectively. However, at 3.8 GHz, PM1
and PM2 do not have the “dumb-bell” shaped patterns in the E-planes, because, the
strip on the ground plane changes the current distributions. It can be seen from
Figure 13 that the proposed antenna provides omnidirectional radiations in H-plane
which is essential for portable wireless devices to receive the signals from all direc-
tions. And, it is also found that H-plane patterns of port 1 and port 2 are nearly
mirror images demonstrating the good pattern diversity. The simulated and mea-
sured peak gain of the proposed design is plotted in Figure 14(a). The peak gain of
2.4 to 7.5 dBi in the operating band is observed excepting at the notch band. At the
notch band, the measured peak gain falls to �2.2 dBi. Figure 14(b) shows the
simulated and measured radiation efficiency plot of the proposed antenna. The
radiation efficiency of above 90% is found across the UWB band excluding at 5–5.9
GHz notch band. At notch band, the efficiency drops to 12%. It is evident from
Figure 14(a) and (b) that the proposed antenna can avoid the frequency interfer-
ence from WLAN band more efficiently.

Figure 12.
The simulated and measured results: (a) S11-parameter, (b) S21-parameter and (c) VSWR

Result Bandwidth (S11 < �10
dB)

Mutual coupling
(S21)

VSWR at notch
band

Notch
band

Simulated 2.2–11.4 GHz <�20 dB 3.6 5–5.9 GHz

Measured 2.3–11.7 GHz <�18 dB 3.4 5–6 GHz

Table 3.
The summary of simulated and measured results presented in Figure 12.
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Along with the radiation patterns, envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) is also
an important parameter to study the MIMO antenna diversity and is calculated
using S-parameters with the equation (7) of a two-port MIMO antenna system
reported by Blanch et al. [32]. The envelop correlation coefficient (ECC) measures
the similarity between the antenna radiation patterns and is very useful to estimate
the performance of MIMO antenna. The lower the ECC value means the lesser is the

Figure 13.
Simulated (solid line) and measured (dashed line) radiation patterns. (a) simulated and measured when port
1 excited. (b) Simulated and measured when port 2 excited.

Figure 14.
Simulated and measured (a) peak gain, (b) radiation efficiency.
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Along with the radiation patterns, envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) is also
an important parameter to study the MIMO antenna diversity and is calculated
using S-parameters with the equation (7) of a two-port MIMO antenna system
reported by Blanch et al. [32]. The envelop correlation coefficient (ECC) measures
the similarity between the antenna radiation patterns and is very useful to estimate
the performance of MIMO antenna. The lower the ECC value means the lesser is the
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overlapping between the two radiation patterns. For MIMO antenna system to
ensure the diversity performance as good, the ECC with value below 0.5 is adopted
in most the cases. Figure 15(a) shows the simulated and measured ECC of the
proposed antenna. The simulated ECC is about 0.005 and measured ECC is below
0.008 from 2.2 to 11.4 GHz.

ECC ¼ S ∗
11S12 þ S ∗

21S22
�� ��2

1� S11j j2 þ S21j j2
� �� �

1� S22j j2 þ S12j j2
� �� � , (7)

The diversity gain (DG) and total active reflection coefficient (TARC) are also
essential parameters to study the MIMO antenna diversity performance. The diver-
sity gain and total active reflection coefficient of the proposed antennas can be
estimated by using the equations (8) and (9) [33] as follows:

DG ¼ 10
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� ECC2

p
(8)

TARC ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S11 þ S12ð Þ2 þ S21 þ S22ð Þ2

2

s
(9)

The simulated and measured diversity gain plots are given in Figure 15(b). The
diversity gain of >9.95 dB is found in the UWB band. And, Figure 15(c) shows the
simulated and measured TARC. It is observed that the TARC of less than �28 dB is
obtained in the whole UWB band. The group delay of the proposed antenna is
measured in face to face and side by side situations with the space of 30 cm is shown
in Figure 15(d). The group delay is almost uniform and is below 1 ns in the

Figure 15.
(a) Simulated and measured ECC, (b) Simulated and measured diversity gain, (c) Simulated and measured
TARC, (d) Group delay of the proposed antenna.
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complete working band except at stopband. At the notch band i.e. at 5.7 GHz, the
group delay of 5.8 ns in the face to face orientation and 6 ns in the side by side
orientation ensures that the proposed antenna can transmit the UWB signal with
minimum distortion. It is observed from the above results that there is good
agreement between the simulated and measured S-parameters except for some
deviations due to fabrication and soldering imperfections, losses in dielectrics and
conductors, effects of SMA connector, and measurement tolerances.

3. Conclusion

To mitigate the frequency interference from narrowband system like WLAN, a
compact planar UWB antenna with single band-notched characteristics for portable
wireless devices applications is discussed in this chapter. In this design, the mono-
poles are arranged perpendicularly to reduce to mutual coupling. A rectangular strip
is extended from the ground plane to improve the impedance matching character-
istics and to reduce the mutual coupling further or enhance the isolation. An
inverted U-shaped slot is used on the feed line to realize the band-notch filtering
function for suppressing the frequency interference from 5 to 5.9 GHzWLAN band.
For validating the simulation results, all the proposed antennas have been fabricated
and tested using the Agilent N5224A PNA, Anritsu MS2037C vector network ana-
lyzer and an anechoic chamber. The measured results of all the proposed antenna
are well agreed with simulated results. The measured and simulated results show
that the proposed antenna offer good impedance bandwidth of S11≤ �10 dB in
whole UWB band (3.1–10.6 GHz) except at the designed notch bands while giving
less mutual coupling (S21) of lower than �20 dB in the entire UWB band. The low
envelope correlation coefficient, nearly constant gain, stable radiation patterns,
more directive gain, TARC and less group delay, demonstrate that the proposed
MIMO antenna is an appropriate choice for portable wireless UWB systems.
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Chapter 4

Medical Application of
Ultra-Wideband Technology
Abdulhameed Habeeb Alghanimi

Abstract

This chapter deals with the applications of ultra-wideband technology, especially
for medical scope, and the most features and advantages that made it useful in this
scope. Also, the chapter has been included with the most important medical applica-
tions of UWB technology. Ultra-wideband radar for angiography andUWBglucometer
are the main applications which will be explained in this chapter. The exposure for
safety aspects, the dielectric properties of human tissues, blood dielectric properties
measurement using open-ended coaxial probe experiment to improve the blood image,
and the ideal ultra-wideband pulses’shape, width, and repetition time that are used for
medical applications have been illustrated. Finally, the results (figures, tables, and
experiment results), conclusions, and discussions have beenmentioned.

Keywords: UWB medical application, UWB medical radar, UWB glucometer,
UWB features, UWB exposure safety aspects

1. Introduction

UWB is an emerging wireless communication technology that introduces a wide
approach of wireless techniques in various disciplines, especially in medical appli-
cations. This technology works with a frequency range of 3.1–10.6 GHz and power
spectrum density (PSD) of �41.3 dBm/MHz according to the American Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) as depicted in Figure 1 [1] and International
Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) safety guidelines [2].
This frequency range with low-power consumption makes the technology suitable
for use in medical applications. It has no biological side effects and has nonionizing
radiation (only thermal effect) as well as it has a good ability to penetrate the
human tissues. These features encourage the researchers to propose many studies
that have invested UWB in medical applications; most of these papers would focus
either on the differences in the dielectric properties of human tissue like breast
cancer detection, or on the organ movement detection like heart rate and respira-
tory detection. The main problems that have been faced by such researches are the
absorption and attenuation of the signal by the skin and the vicinity layers, while
the returning signal from the deep layers is very weak, as well as the inability to
distinguish between the tissues that have convergent dielectric properties. These
problems will introduce new challenges to be solved by researchers.

1.1 UWB advantages and features in medical application

• Good ability of penetration for human tissue.
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are the main applications which will be explained in this chapter. The exposure for
safety aspects, the dielectric properties of human tissues, blood dielectric properties
measurement using open-ended coaxial probe experiment to improve the blood image,
and the ideal ultra-wideband pulses’shape, width, and repetition time that are used for
medical applications have been illustrated. Finally, the results (figures, tables, and
experiment results), conclusions, and discussions have beenmentioned.

Keywords: UWB medical application, UWB medical radar, UWB glucometer,
UWB features, UWB exposure safety aspects
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• Selective addressing (multiuser).

• High capacity of channel.

• Low cost, low-power consumption, and low complexity.

• Noise-like signal.

• Low probability of interception, jamming, and resistive to a multipath problem.

• High resolution in the time domain making UWB used for location and
tracking applications.

• Do not have any biological side effects on the human tissue (low power and
nonionizing).

1.2 UWB monocycle pulses

UWB medical radar naturally deals with human body tissues, which will absorb
and affect on the radiated energy of UWB pulses, so we have a challenge with
increasing the radiated energy without crossing the FCC mask [1], which depends
on the Gaussian pulse shape (derivative order), width, and repetition time
(frequency). Here, the first derivative of Gaussian pulse equation is:

Gs tð Þ ¼ A exp � t
ԏ

� �2� �
(1)

and the fifth derivative of Gaussian pulses is as the following as in Eq. (2), and
the frequency range of indoor application from 4 to 6 GHz introduces the best
performance and best masking to FCC [1, 3]:

Gs tð Þ ¼ A � t5ffiffiffiffiffi
2π

p
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p
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Figure 1.
Indoor power spectrum mask from FCC [1].
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where A is the pulse amplitude, t is time, and ԏ is a time constant as illustrated in
Figure 2 [4]. So, it has safe electromagnetic field according to FCC and the Inter-
national Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines and it
may be causing thermal effects related to the power absorption by human tissue
[1, 2, 5].

1.3 The dielectric properties

The dielectric properties are the fundamental parameters that affect the propa-
gation of the electric field. It is a measure of how electric field behaves or interacts
with materials, which can be used (for example) to understand how easily an
electric field will polarize a given dielectric material. Dielectric constant and loss
tangent are both numerical values using which permittivity of a dielectric material
can be defined. And the conductivity is the extent of electric current that flow
through it. Where the conductivity is used for the rate or degree that electromag-
netic wave, electricity, heat, or sound travel through a certain medium.

The dielectric properties of blood have been affected by many coefficients like
blood temperature [6], applied electromagnetic wave frequency, clotting rate,
human gender [7], blood group type (A, B, AB, and O) [8], blood composition,
blood hematocrit level, and hemoglobin percentage [9].

1.4 Blood dielectric properties measurement using open-ended coaxial probe

The dielectric properties will be different from one material to another where
these differences will enable the recognizing of the tissues by recognizing its
dielectric properties [10]. This experiment attempts to improve the blood dielectric
properties individually for increasing the blood appearing over other substances
(perfect blood image). This microwave measurement method (experiment) has
been applied in 5 GHz frequency center and in a temperature of 37°C; the blood
samples with different additions and concentrations have been tested and the
results have been recorded. The required experiment devices are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2.
Fifth derivative Gaussian pulse [4].
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The measurement system has the following components:

• RF vector network analyzer (compatible with the above probe model: E5063A
ENA series).

• Open-ended coaxial probe (model: 85070E performance probe).

• Water bath and thermistor.

• Adjustable probe stand.

• PC computer (laptop).

• Glass sample containers and alcohol wipes.

The permittivity equation will be as follow [11]:

Ԑ ¼ 2Γ sin ½2sþ 2π L2�L1ð Þ
λ

s 1þ Γ2 þ 2Γ cos 2sþ 2π L2�L1ð Þ
λ

h in � (3)

where λ is the wavelength, Γ is the reflection coefficient, and s is standing wave
ratio.

1.5 Safety aspects for the human tissue that exposed to UWB

The use of UWB electromagnetic wave spectrum in medical application that
penetrates human body tissue makes a challenge with the patient safety (safe
exposure). On the other hand, because its band is 3.1–10.6 GHz, the major effects of
UWB using on the human tissue are the thermal effects. These effects are caused by

Figure 3.
Blood dielectric properties measurement system.
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power absorption and related to the specific absorption rate (SAR) [12], which is
measured by W/kg. The available research indicates an increase in the SAR level of
whole body equals to 1 and 4 W/kg when it exposes to an electromagnetic field up
to 100 kHz for about 30 min, and this increase in SAR causes an increase in the
temperature of body less than 1°C [2]. Also, the animal data prove that if the SAR
level is raised over than 4 W/kg, it can be out of body control and cause harmful
effects of tissue heating, while epidemiological surveys are showing that no biolog-
ical effects are indicated on workers or the public in the same environment [2].

The SAR level is limited by ICNIRP [2] and FCC [1]. The basic restrictions’
limitation is 0.4 W/kg for the worker, 10 W/kg averaged over 10 g mass for head
and spinal zones, and 0.08 W/kg for the public population. Moreover, “although
little information is available on the relation between biological effects and peak
values of pulsed fields, it is suggested that for frequencies exceeding 10 MHz, the
power density as averaged over the pulse width should not exceed 1000 times the
reference levels or that field strengths should not exceed 32 times the field strength
reference levels” [13].

2. UWB medical application

Many papers have been published by many researchers and organizations that
have proposed ultra-wideband for medical applications, with different frequencies
and hypothesis like:

• Breast tumor detection.

• Bone cancer detection.

• Brain hemorrhage detection.

• Position and localization.

• Noncontacting medical imaging.

• Heartbeat and lung movement detection.

• Detection of vascular pressure.

• Vital sign monitoring.

• MRI image improvement.

• Heart volume detection.

• Ultra-wideband radar for angiography.

• Blood glucose concentration level measurement.

Some of these researches are mentioned below:
In 2002, Staderini [14] presented biomedical applications of UWB radar as a mix

of ordinary radar (ranging and detection) with spread spectrum radio which com-
bines the two technologies. The paper talked the problem and interaction of radar
wave energy with human tissues, and also the motion of internal organs of body and
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noncontact probe. The flaw of this paper is the use of 1500 MHz frequency, which is
out of the UWB range (3.1–10.6 GHz). So, the results were not intrinsically right.

In 2005, Paulson et al. [15] introduced an overview about the ability of UWB
sensor to monitor the internal organs, sense the respiratory, and detect the cardiac
function. The noncontacting image with a micro-power impulse remote sensing and
low complexity has been introduced, with examples for applying UWB in medical
applications. The drawback of this paper is the use of 2 GHz frequency, which is
also out of the UWB range (3.1–10.6 GHz). So, the results were not intrinsically
right.

In 2007, Staderini et al. [16] proposed an optimal pulsed UWB medical radar for
heart beat detection, by detecting the tracking of heart wall movement depending
on the obtained pulse echo average and power, which can be obtained by deter-
mining the sampling frequency and required acquisition time. The neglecting of the
attenuation coefficient of medium of active path in the calculation of this paper
represents a drawback.

In 2009, Leib et al. [17] proposed a pulse-based compact UWB radar used for
medical diagnostic, focusing on system architecture, correlation receiver, and time
delay adjustment; it is also used for detecting heart beat and respiratory movement.
This study supposed that the heart beat and respiratory rates have been fixed, while
these ranges have discontinuity. This discontinuity caused a high attenuation in the
transmitted signal, causing inaccurate readings.

In 2010, Lazaro et al. [18] estimated vital signs monitor that uses an impulse
radio UWB radar; the analytical design has been developed for performing the
spectral analysis according to the harmonic and intermodulation addressing for
respiration and heart signal, with its simulation and proposed harmonic filter.
Finally, the results have been introduced to illustrate the accuracy of the technique
for heart rate and respiration detection. The flaw of this study is that the detection is
difficult if the frequencies of first breath harmonics and heart signal are being
closely.

In 2010, Thiel et al. [19] introduced a UWB sensor to improve the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) especially for cardiovascular and cancer diagnostic. Their
study attempted to prove the benefit of motion tracking for high-resolution brain
imaging and navigation used with cardiac MRI, and also served to support electro-
cardiograph (ECG) analyzing. The proposed device worked only with high or ultra-
high MRI field and did not benefit with the low-field MRI.

In 2010, Elmissaoui et al. [20] introduced an imaging radar for human tissue by
analyzing the return echoes from the body layers. Their research aimed to find the
time of arrival (TOA) and electromagnetic propagation direction (Ө) that basically
depends on the characteristic properties of human tissue (layers). The study
depended on the reflection echoes to form an image, where the echoes from the
deep layers are very weak and difficult to detect because of the attenuation (draw-
back).

In 2011, Jalilvand et al. [21] examined a UWB system to detect a hemorrhagic
stroke in a 3D simulated head model, that estimated four layers model and proving
that UWB technique is suited for stroke detection, comparing with other medical
imaging devices like MRI, CT scan and mammography. This manner introduced an
inaccurate stroke image with low resolution which is considered as main drawback.

In 2012, Urdaneta and Wahid [22] studied a UWB imaging to detect the bone
cancer. The main feature of this study is the use of monopole antenna in the
frequency range 1–10 GHz based on image reconstruction technique. This measures
the change between the dielectric properties of bone tissues and tumor by deter-
mining the reflection coefficient, and with a certain algorithm, but still with
inaccurate size detection and with long calculation time.
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In 2016, Ali et al. [23] designed a noninvasive UWB system for reliable glucose
concentration level measurement in human blood depending on artificial intelli-
gence, without taking blood sample, by using two UWB micro-strip antennas with
signal acquisition and data processing, where the system works in an artificial
neural network manner. The system sends the UWB wave in the central frequency
of 4.7 GHz from one side and receives it from the other side, and then applying
artificial neural network on the received signal, the drawback of this system is the
inaccurate readings and the system needs a long training time.

In 2016, Seguin et al. [24] evaluated a UWB transmission signal to detect heart
volume changes with frequency range 1.5–4 GHz, depending on the attenuation
changes between blood and other tissues, and using TOA determination for each
path of UWB, the drawback of this research is its use of only semi-dynamic heart
model in the thorax area, also the propagation, and reflection of other layer.

In 2016, Mackenberg et al. [25] attempted to establish a UWB system that
detects the vascular pressure based on the detection of vascular dilation inside an
inhomogeneous tissue. The researchers found a correlation relationship between the
major peaks of signal in time domain and the amplitude of supposed values. These
peaks represent the reflection from the boundary layers of proposed phantom
depending on the relative and propagation times. The drawback of this study is that
all experiments were applied for homogenous tissue and with one layer (silicon),
while the real study must be with multilayer. These layers increased the number of
reflected signals due to increasing the complexity of measurements.

In 2017, Wang et al. [26] used impulse-radio (IR) UWB sensor for accurately
measuring the chest compression depth. This study uses many trails, which are then
compared between them. This study did not respect the human body permittivity
which has an effect on the calculation of time of arrival (TOA), and it requires
heavy instruments in developmental prototype.

In 2018, Alhawari [27] presented lung tumor detection using UWB (microwave
imaging approach) that uses microstrip antenna with frequency range 3–4 GHz
with best distance of 10 mm far from the thorax. This introduces a radar with the
ability of tumor detection of 4 mm diameter in size, which is very accurate com-
paring with another chest imaging device like ultrasound and X-ray, and with low
cost. The used technique is based on the comparison of the dielectric properties of
normal tissue and cancerous tissue, where the cancerous tissue has higher dielectric
properties than the normal tissue. The drawback of this research is that the blood
and muscle tissues have high dielectric properties compared to lung tissue. Also, the
experiment needs accurate adjustment for successive examination and the cancer-
ous tissue has different dielectric properties from one case to another.

In 2018, Der et al. [28] produced a UWB radar based on microwave technique
with oblique projection and Rao detectors combination to detect breast tumor. This
technique is used for reducing the cumbersome clutter and detecting the existence
of a tumor, where the tumor region denotes the maximum power; the drawback of
this manner is that it is not quite distinguishable in the low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) case.

In 2018, Selvaraj et al. [29] proposed an UWB antenna and microwave scattering
for early breast tissue tumor detection and localization and finding the depth of
tumor with frequency range 2.4–4.7 GHz. The study is based on the reflected signal
which is received at a microstrip antenna. The signal passed through tumor is
attenuated more than the surround normal tissue. This proposed antenna is inactive
when the tissue under test is a heterogeneous material.

In 2018, Aziz et al. [30] introduced a graphene-based conductor UWB patch
antenna to detect brain tumor. This antenna is operated at a frequency range of
3.15–9.15 GHz depending on the changes between high-reflection coefficient of
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normal tissue and low-reflection coefficient of cancerous tissue, as well as based on
varying the ground patch width with respect to the value of SAR caused radiation. It
is also noted that the antenna length will have an effect on the bandwidth produced,
where the length be 7 mm and the antenna is operated as narrowband.

In 2018,Wang [31] proposed an electromagnetic imaging for brain stroke detection
based on the changes in the electrical impedance of human tissue in frequency 1–4GHz
with the use of scattered signal to produce a microwave image (MI). Themain draw-
back is that when the stroke is near the skull, it causes an increase in the skull-induced
distortion and the system is complicated multi-input multi-output (MIMO).

In 2018, Lee et al. [32] used an IR-UWB radar for monitoring heart rate and
rhythms (noncontact). Also, their result’s reliability and validity with ordinary ECG
are compared. The percentage of mean error is 2.3% vs. 0.2% of normal ECG, which
means the UWB radar is inaccurate comparing with the normal ECG. The
researchers used MATLAB program to synchronize and store radar readings with
normal ECG readings.

In 2018, Shen [33] used a IR-UWB radar to measure the respiration and heart
beat rate. The study is based on the autocorrelation, that is, applying fast Fourier
transform (FFT) to obtain the respiration rate easily, while reapplying the autocor-
relation method after dividing the received signal to the sets of bins and removing
one block is the resulting the heartbeat rate signal detection, where the pleural
periodical movement caused by the periodicity is displayed as a drawback.

In 2019, Shyu et al. [34] proposed a UWB radar sensor to detect breathing and
heart rate. They used First valley peak of the energy function of intrinsic mode
functions (FVPIEF) based two-layer ensemble empirical mode decomposition
(EEMD). This technique serves the feature time index to detect the frequency of
heart beat rate equal to about 1 Hz, which is affected by separating the heart rate
from the large breath rate (respiratory). The drawback of this technique is that the
breathing movement always masks off the heart beat rate and it is still hidden in the
large harmonics and noise.

In 2019, Alghanimi et al. [35] proposed noninvasive blood glucose measurement
depending on the relatively changing in the blood dielectric properties by using one
ultra-wideband transceiver with a frequency range of 5GHZ and calculating the
reflection coefficient through the comparison between the transmitted and
reflected signals; the drawback of this study is that there are many factors that can
have an effect on the readings of that device like body temperature, gender, blood
group, and others.

In 2020, Alghanimi et al. [36] proposed an ultra-wideband radar for angiogra-
phy by using two different types of antennas. The first antenna is placed around the
human body and the other is inserted into the blood vessel in front of the guidewire
of catheterizing angiography. The distance between antennas will be measured by
calculating the time of arrival and propagation direction, which will be depending
on the ultra-wideband frequency, shape, and other specifications. This distance
between the antennas includes the human tissue with its different layers, where
each layer has certain dielectric properties enabling us to recognize the tissue type.
The drawback of this study is the difficulty of manufacturing a small UWB antenna
that can be inserted into the human vessels.

3. UWB medical radar for angiography

Many commonly used medical imaging devices for cardiovascular imaging has
been found such as X-ray angiography, cardiac MRI, cardiac CT, and cardiac ultra-
sound (echo). These devices have some limitations such as radiographic exposure,
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high cost, high complexity, long time requirement, limited resolution, or other
medical preventions. These limitations motivate us to begin this research and
attempt to find a new technique that avoids the ionizing radiation as well as mini-
mize the cost and complexity. The ultra-wideband technology with its distinctive
specifications is the suitable technique.

3.1 Medical UWB radar methodology

The medical cardiovascular imaging UWB radar is a new approach for medical
multi-static radar which depends on the use of two different transceivers. The first
transceiver is a horn type that has been built around the body of angiography
(encloses the human body), while the other is a micro-strip which has been inserted
into the human blood vessel with the angiography guidewire. The wave pulses of
medical radar traveled through the human tissues and then arrived at the receiver.
According to the high dielectric properties, differences among the human tissues,
and the blood, the radar can recognize the blood in the vessels, where the high
percentage of water tissues (like blood) has high dielectric properties in comparison
with other tissues. Also, the reflection coefficients’ amplitude and time of peaks
have been affected by the depth of blood vessels, thus making the ultra-wideband
radar so favorable for cardiovascular imaging. The formation of the medical image
is required for the finding of the distance between the two antennas, the propaga-
tion direction (Ө), and the time of arrival (TOA), which will be different from one
tissue to another, depending on the dielectric properties (permittivity) of the tissue.
The wave pulses passing through tissues with high dielectric properties (like blood)
will be faster than when it passes through tissues with low dielectric properties.
Also, the layers (tissues) have been recognized, depending on the finding of reflec-
tion pulses at the time of arrival and propagation direction.

Figure 4 illustrates the possible scenarios for wave propagation (transmission)
through the body layers; these scenarios are explained in the conclusion. The new
medical radar has been worked instead of the X-ray angiography. To minimize the
biological side effects of X-ray RF, which provides accurate real-time imaging
which is necessary at catheterization angiography operation for clear imaging, the
new medical radar is designed according to the standard model IEEE 802.15.3a
channel parameters that consider a fifth derivative Gaussian pulse ultra-wideband
with a frequency center of 5 GHz. These pulses have been passed through a hypo-
thetical medium (which represent the human tissues); this medium has been
represented by the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and medium gain with a
certain delay, where the delay and propagation direction in real cases will depend
on the tissues that are passed through. Finally, the received signal will be compared
with the transmitted signal by using a cross-correlator. Figure 5 illustrates this
simulation, which represents the MATLAB simulation for the new medical radar
with all proposed components.

3.2 Medical radar equations

UWB waves transmit through the body tissue layers (mediums) under electro-
magnetic wave propagation laws, where the velocity of waves are different from
one to another layer according to the dielectric properties (permittivity) of this
medium [34, 37]:

Vi ¼ cffiffiffiffiffi
Ԑi

p (4)
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where Vi is the velocity in layer i, c is the velocity in free space, and Ԑi is the
permittivity of the medium. The transmitted angle between two layers will be
different from medium to another depending on the intrinsic impedance of the two
mediums ƞo and ƞi and as in Figure 3 and in [20]:

Өti� 1 ¼ sin �1 ƞο
ƞi

sin Өinð Þ
� �

(5)

Figure 5.
MATLAB simulation for the proposed UWB medical radar.

Figure 4.
Distance between two antennas with the including layers.
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where Өin is the incident angle which must be greater than the critical angle [37]:

Өc ¼ sin �1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ԑiþ 1
Ԑi

r !
(6)

Here, Өc is founded only if the wave transmits from a denser to a less dense
layer. And to find the one-way distance between the two transceivers of our radar,
we need to find the one-way distance of each layer individually and the distance for
the first layer (d1), second layer (d2), and any layer (di) as the following [20]:

d1 ¼ l1
sin Өinð Þ (7)

d2 ¼ d1 þ l2
sin Өt1ð Þ (8)

di ¼ di�1 þ li
sin Өt2ð Þ (9)

where l1, l2, and li are obtained from the following equations:

l1 ¼ w0 tan Өinð Þ (10)

l2 ¼ w1 tan Өt1ð Þ (11)

li ¼ wi tan Өti�1ð Þ (12)

where ω is the frequency of the wave. The vertical offsets between the two
antennas (It) can be obtained by the equation:

lt ¼ l1 þ l2 þ l3 … :þ li (13)

Also, to find the time t1, t2, and ti for each layer:

t1 ¼ d1
c

(14)

t2 ¼ t1 þ d2 � d1

v1
(15)

ti ¼ ti�1 þ di–di�1

vi�1
(16)

where Vi is the velocity of wave in the medium. Also, the most important law in
our calculations is the intrinsic impedance ƞ for each layer (medium) [38]:

Ƞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
μ=Ԑ

p

1þ Ϭ
wԐ

� �2h i1
4

(17)

where μ is the permeability, Ԑ is the permittivity, Ϭ is the conductivity, and ω is
the frequency of wave. Considering the human body tissues as lossy mediums,
μ = μo μr, Ԑ = Ԑo Ԑr, Ϭ 6¼ 0, where μo is the permeability of free space, μr is the
relative permeability, Ԑo is the permittivity of free space, Ԑr is the relative permit-
tivity, and the dielectric properties of free space are: permittivity Ԑo = 8.854 x 10�12

(F/m), permeability μo = 4π � 10�7 (H/m), and conductivity Ϭ = 0 [38]. Finally,
there are other parameters that can be obtained from the intrinsic impedance, and
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where μ is the permeability, Ԑ is the permittivity, Ϭ is the conductivity, and ω is
the frequency of wave. Considering the human body tissues as lossy mediums,
μ = μo μr, Ԑ = Ԑo Ԑr, Ϭ 6¼ 0, where μo is the permeability of free space, μr is the
relative permeability, Ԑo is the permittivity of free space, Ԑr is the relative permit-
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there are other parameters that can be obtained from the intrinsic impedance, and
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these parameters are reflection (Γ) and transmission (Γ) coefficients between
mediums [34, 39]:

Γ1=2 ¼ ƞ2 � ƞ1
ƞ2 þ ƞ1

(18)

T1=2 ¼ 2ƞ2
ƞ2 þ ƞ1

(19)

Finally, the amplitude of transmitted wave (Ex) will decrease (attenuate)
exponentially and can be obtained from the equation:

Ex ¼ eax (20)

where x is the crossing distance and a is the attenuation coefficient, while the
equations of this wave after incidents at the boundary between the two mediums
with different dielectric properties will be:

Et ¼ T:Ei (21)

Er ¼ Γ:Ei (22)

where Ei is the incident wave, Et is the transmitted wave, Er is the reflected
wave, T is the transmission coefficient, and Γ is the reflection coefficient.

The dielectric properties of human body tissue are estimated by Gabriel
[40, 41], so the thicknesses of the tissues (layers) in any region of the human body
are represented in [42]. The equations above can be applied on the human body
layers depending on the characteristic properties of each tissue which are
dependent on the transmitted wave frequency.

3.3 Results and discussion

The above equations have been applied on the human body tissues based on the
characteristic properties of the tissues which are dependent on the frequency of
transmitted wave.

3.3.1 Intrinsic impedance and transmission angle calculation

The transmission angle between the tissues and the intrinsic impedance of
human tissues is calculated as shown in Table 1, using a frequency center of 5 GHz,
the incident angle of π/4, and based on the permittivity and conductivity (dielectric
properties) of all tissues. Here, the intrinsic impedance has a directional relationship
with the transmitted wave frequency, while the transmission angle has an inverse
relationship with the frequency of the transmitted wave, and also it is based on the
intrinsic impedance and the incident angle.

The results in Table 1 are essential for time, distance, and speed calculation,
which are essentially for the tissue recognition needed for image reconstruction, as
mentioned in Section 3.2.

3.3.2 Distance and time calculations

The velocity, time, and the distance between the two transceivers (one-way
distance) have been calculated by using the characteristic properties of human
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tissues which are listed in Table 1. The thickness of these layers (tissues) are taken
in the thorax area and ordered as shown in Figure 4.

From the results shown in Table 2, the variations in the times and speeds for the
layers have been observed and are based on the dielectric properties of each layer.
These differences will enable the medical image reconstruction depending on the
speed of waves in the tissues.

3.3.3 Reflection and transmission coefficient calculation

The reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient with different frequen-
cies are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.

From the results which are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, note that the reflection
and transmission coefficients have a directional relationship with the frequency of a
transmitted wave; and from Figure 6, note that the blood has the lowest reflection
coefficients, which means the ultra-wideband pulses spend shorter time passing
through the blood. Also, the transmission coefficient of skin-air is smaller than the
transmission coefficient of air-skin, so improving the reflection and transmission
coefficients increases the ability of the radar imaging process in any direction either
from the inside to the outside transceiver or from the outside to the inside trans-
ceiver, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The radar can make the two processes together for getting a very clear image,
which makes the new radar pass the problems of previous radars, which have been

Tissue
type

Conductivity Ϭ
(S/m)

Permittivity Ԑ

(F/m)
Intrinsic

impedance ƞ(Ω)
transmission angle

Өt

Air 1E-20 1 376.734309

Skin 3.06 35.774 42.7032786 0.24488786

Fat 0.24 5.0291 138.539578 1.17884328

Muscle 4.04 49.54 36.9706969 0.21196925

Bone 0.96 16.05 72.5312559 0.74134990

Heart 4.86 50.27 34.2849767 0.88705125

Blood 5.4 53.95 32.6208079 0.17272680

Lung 3.94 44.859 37.7366007 0.06408701

Table 1.
Dielectric properties of human tissues.

Tissue type Thickness L Distance Time Velocity

Air 50 50 58.76 2E-07 3E+08

Skin 1.3 �0.32 60.1 2.2E-07 5E+07

Fat 9.5 22.98 84.97 4.1E-07 1E+08

Muscle 13.5 �2.91 98.78 7.3E-07 4E+07

Bone 6.6 �6.04 107.7 8.5E-07 7E+07

Heart 5.65 �6.93 117.9 1.1E-06 4E+07

Blood 1.2 0.209 108.9 8.7E-07 4E+07

Lung 5.7 �0.37 123.6 1.2E-06 4E+07

Table 2.
Distance and time between the layers.
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tissues which are listed in Table 1. The thickness of these layers (tissues) are taken
in the thorax area and ordered as shown in Figure 4.

From the results shown in Table 2, the variations in the times and speeds for the
layers have been observed and are based on the dielectric properties of each layer.
These differences will enable the medical image reconstruction depending on the
speed of waves in the tissues.

3.3.3 Reflection and transmission coefficient calculation

The reflection coefficient and transmission coefficient with different frequen-
cies are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.

From the results which are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, note that the reflection
and transmission coefficients have a directional relationship with the frequency of a
transmitted wave; and from Figure 6, note that the blood has the lowest reflection
coefficients, which means the ultra-wideband pulses spend shorter time passing
through the blood. Also, the transmission coefficient of skin-air is smaller than the
transmission coefficient of air-skin, so improving the reflection and transmission
coefficients increases the ability of the radar imaging process in any direction either
from the inside to the outside transceiver or from the outside to the inside trans-
ceiver, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The radar can make the two processes together for getting a very clear image,
which makes the new radar pass the problems of previous radars, which have been
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represented by the power loss in the first layers and the receiving of weak power
signals from the other depth layers, also enabling the choosing of the best way that
has the lowest reflection coefficient and the highest transmission coefficient due to
minimizing of the power dispersion [43].

3.3.4 Experiment results

The first experiment was done by adding the glucose water intravenous nutrient
with different concentrations to detect its effects on the dielectric properties of
blood (especially on the permittivity), where we will use the glucose concentrations
from 70 to 16,000 mg/dL, and Figure 8 shows the results.

Figure 6.
Relationship between reflection coefficients and frequency.

Figure 7.
Relationship between transmission coefficients and frequency.
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From the results illustrated in Figure 8, the blood permittivity has been
decreased gradually when the blood glucose concentration is increased, and the
opposite is right, where the blood dielectric properties can be increased by decreas-
ing the blood glucose concentration. Also, these results can be served to design a
noninvasive ultra-wideband blood glucose concentration measurement device.

The next experiment has been achieved by adding various normal saline intrave-
nous nutrients’ concentration for detecting its effects on the blood dielectric proper-
ties (especially the permittivity), where the using of the salinity concentrations from
0 to 2% is applied, and Figure 9 shows the results. These results have been served to
conclude that the blood permittivity will be decreased gradually when the blood
salinity percentage, %, is increased, and the opposite is right, where the blood dielec-
tric properties can be increased by decreasing the salinity percentage, %. Also, these
results can be served to design a new ultra-wideband device used for detecting the
blood salinity percentage noninvasively or for blood pressure measurements.

The last experiment has been achieved by adding the anticoagulant material
(citrate or EDTA) to the blood and then measuring its effects on the dielectric
properties (permittivity), as illustrated in Table 3. From the results above, the
adding of anticoagulant to the blood will cause an increase in the blood permittivity.

Figure 8.
Permittivity of blood Ԑ as function of glucose concentration.

Figure 9.
Permittivity of blood Ԑ as function of salinity concentration.
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has the lowest reflection coefficient and the highest transmission coefficient due to
minimizing of the power dispersion [43].

3.3.4 Experiment results

The first experiment was done by adding the glucose water intravenous nutrient
with different concentrations to detect its effects on the dielectric properties of
blood (especially on the permittivity), where we will use the glucose concentrations
from 70 to 16,000 mg/dL, and Figure 8 shows the results.

Figure 6.
Relationship between reflection coefficients and frequency.

Figure 7.
Relationship between transmission coefficients and frequency.
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From the results illustrated in Figure 8, the blood permittivity has been
decreased gradually when the blood glucose concentration is increased, and the
opposite is right, where the blood dielectric properties can be increased by decreas-
ing the blood glucose concentration. Also, these results can be served to design a
noninvasive ultra-wideband blood glucose concentration measurement device.

The next experiment has been achieved by adding various normal saline intrave-
nous nutrients’ concentration for detecting its effects on the blood dielectric proper-
ties (especially the permittivity), where the using of the salinity concentrations from
0 to 2% is applied, and Figure 9 shows the results. These results have been served to
conclude that the blood permittivity will be decreased gradually when the blood
salinity percentage, %, is increased, and the opposite is right, where the blood dielec-
tric properties can be increased by decreasing the salinity percentage, %. Also, these
results can be served to design a new ultra-wideband device used for detecting the
blood salinity percentage noninvasively or for blood pressure measurements.

The last experiment has been achieved by adding the anticoagulant material
(citrate or EDTA) to the blood and then measuring its effects on the dielectric
properties (permittivity), as illustrated in Table 3. From the results above, the
adding of anticoagulant to the blood will cause an increase in the blood permittivity.

Figure 8.
Permittivity of blood Ԑ as function of glucose concentration.

Figure 9.
Permittivity of blood Ԑ as function of salinity concentration.
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Note that all experiments have been practiced in the 5 GHz frequency center,
with its fitting to the FCC mask, at accepted SAR level, at 37°C temperature, and
with fresh blood, and with fresh blood (+O blood group). Also, in the real case, the
experiment has some limitations in the adding of these materials to the patients’
blood (effected by the patient’s condition and his disease background).

4. Ultra-wideband glucometer

It is an ultra-wideband device used for measuring the glucose concentration in
the blood noninvasively. The glucose concentration has been found relatively
changing within the blood dielectric properties, according to the percentage of
glucose that contain. Here, a decrease in the blood dielectric properties (permittiv-
ity) has been observed when the glucose percentage was increased (inverse rela-
tionship). This decrease was appeared clearly when the frequency range is increased
and remained almost constant when it passed the 5GHz as shown as in Figure 8.
Although, other factors may have an effect on the dielectric properties like temper-
ature, gender, clotting rate, and blood density. This method can be applied accu-
rately by using one ultra-wideband transceiver that is attached to the superficial
blood vessel, and then compares the sent and the received signals which have been
detected by the same transceiver to calculate the reflection coefficient. The pro-
posed device will be depending on the reflected waves from the blood for measur-
ing the glucose concentration, where a Vivaldi UWB antenna has been attached to
the superficial blood vessels to detect the reflection coefficient. The reflection
coefficient (Γ) can be obtained from the comparison between the amplitude of
transmitted and received (reflected) waves [44]:

Er ¼ Γ:Ei (23)

where Ei is the incident wave and Er is the reflected wave. Also, the reflection
coefficient has proportional relationship with the blood permittivity (Ԑr) as
illustrated below:

Γ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
εr1

p � ffiffiffiffiffiffi
εr2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
εr1

p þ ffiffiffiffiffiffi
εr2

p (24)

Finally, the blood glucose concentration has been measured with high percent-
age of accuracy, which is related to the changes in the blood permittivity (dielectric
properties).

5. Conclusions

The finding of the results and hypothesis in Section 3 have concluded a selective
direction ultra-wideband imaging radar with multi-static used for angiography with
many features; the most important features for this radar are minimizing the power
dispersion to the half, which is causing decrease in the attenuation of the signal at

Pure blood Blood with citrate Blood with EDTA

58 62 63.5

Table 3.
Anticoagulant effect.
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the depth of human tissues, and minimizing the time of arrival (TOA), where the
ultra-wideband pulses have been received on the other side where there is no need
to pass through human tissue again (one-way). The new radar has been designed to
cancel the position calculations of return points, and it just needs to calculate the
position of the received antenna on the other side by calculating the total offset (It)
which is shown in Figure 4. As well as the ability of the new radar, for imaging in
both directions (selective direction), makes it avoid the old problems of previous
radars with power losses and image collapsing. Also, this new radar can be devel-
oped to work with other internal imaging devices like endoscopes and with the alike
principle of work and similar design in addition to the study of the ability of
improving the radar imaging by injecting the patient’s body with a certain substance
that manipulates the blood dielectric properties. The finding of the transmission
coefficient and reflection coefficient among the multilayer tissue enables the new
radar for choosing the best way to the imaging, which has been determined
depending on the dielectric properties of tissues under exam. If the ultra-wideband
pulses are transmitted from a layer with higher dielectric properties to the next
layer with lower dielectric properties, then the reflection coefficient has a negative
amplitude and the transmission coefficient has a high positive amplitude according
to Eqs. (18) and (19), which will be due to most of the ultra-wideband pulses
passing the boundary between the layers and arriving to the next layer, and the little
percentage of pulses will be reflected from the boundary and will return in the
opposite direction of propagation, and the opposite is right. The experiment results
in Section 3.3.4 can introduce additional features that can be used for improving the
ultra-wideband imaging through adjusting of the dielectric properties of blood by
controlling the reflection and transmission coefficients in accord with the radar
requirements. And as mentioned in the above paragraph, if the radar sends pulses
from the outer transceiver into the inner one (one-way image), then the transmis-
sion coefficient must be improved, while if the radar sends pulses from the outer to
another transceiver that is also outside the body (two-way image), then the reflec-
tion coefficient must be improved. Finally, the blood dielectric properties can help
us to find the glucose concentration noninvasively by using one ultra-wideband
transceiver (antenna), depending on the comparison between the transmitted and
reflected pulses. The UWB antenna will be attached to the superficial blood vessel
to avoid the noise and power attenuation from another human tissue to increase the
accuracy of readings (where, the using of two antennas to send and receive the
pulses from the other side of the hand will result in the wave being passed through
many layers, and the power of the signal will be absorbed, which will cause

Relationship Notes

Glucose concentration α 1
ε

Glucose concentration α T1=2 By considering the blood is 2nd medium

Glucose concentration α T1=2 By considering the blood is 2nd medium

Anticoagulant material α Ԑ

Anticoagulant material α 1
Γ1=2

By considering the blood is 2nd medium

Anticoagulant material α 1
T1=2

By consider the blood is 2nd medium

Blood temperature α Ԑ

Hemoglobin percentage α Ԑ

Table 4.
A summary of relationships.
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Note that all experiments have been practiced in the 5 GHz frequency center,
with its fitting to the FCC mask, at accepted SAR level, at 37°C temperature, and
with fresh blood, and with fresh blood (+O blood group). Also, in the real case, the
experiment has some limitations in the adding of these materials to the patients’
blood (effected by the patient’s condition and his disease background).

4. Ultra-wideband glucometer

It is an ultra-wideband device used for measuring the glucose concentration in
the blood noninvasively. The glucose concentration has been found relatively
changing within the blood dielectric properties, according to the percentage of
glucose that contain. Here, a decrease in the blood dielectric properties (permittiv-
ity) has been observed when the glucose percentage was increased (inverse rela-
tionship). This decrease was appeared clearly when the frequency range is increased
and remained almost constant when it passed the 5GHz as shown as in Figure 8.
Although, other factors may have an effect on the dielectric properties like temper-
ature, gender, clotting rate, and blood density. This method can be applied accu-
rately by using one ultra-wideband transceiver that is attached to the superficial
blood vessel, and then compares the sent and the received signals which have been
detected by the same transceiver to calculate the reflection coefficient. The pro-
posed device will be depending on the reflected waves from the blood for measur-
ing the glucose concentration, where a Vivaldi UWB antenna has been attached to
the superficial blood vessels to detect the reflection coefficient. The reflection
coefficient (Γ) can be obtained from the comparison between the amplitude of
transmitted and received (reflected) waves [44]:

Er ¼ Γ:Ei (23)

where Ei is the incident wave and Er is the reflected wave. Also, the reflection
coefficient has proportional relationship with the blood permittivity (Ԑr) as
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Finally, the blood glucose concentration has been measured with high percent-
age of accuracy, which is related to the changes in the blood permittivity (dielectric
properties).

5. Conclusions

The finding of the results and hypothesis in Section 3 have concluded a selective
direction ultra-wideband imaging radar with multi-static used for angiography with
many features; the most important features for this radar are minimizing the power
dispersion to the half, which is causing decrease in the attenuation of the signal at
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the depth of human tissues, and minimizing the time of arrival (TOA), where the
ultra-wideband pulses have been received on the other side where there is no need
to pass through human tissue again (one-way). The new radar has been designed to
cancel the position calculations of return points, and it just needs to calculate the
position of the received antenna on the other side by calculating the total offset (It)
which is shown in Figure 4. As well as the ability of the new radar, for imaging in
both directions (selective direction), makes it avoid the old problems of previous
radars with power losses and image collapsing. Also, this new radar can be devel-
oped to work with other internal imaging devices like endoscopes and with the alike
principle of work and similar design in addition to the study of the ability of
improving the radar imaging by injecting the patient’s body with a certain substance
that manipulates the blood dielectric properties. The finding of the transmission
coefficient and reflection coefficient among the multilayer tissue enables the new
radar for choosing the best way to the imaging, which has been determined
depending on the dielectric properties of tissues under exam. If the ultra-wideband
pulses are transmitted from a layer with higher dielectric properties to the next
layer with lower dielectric properties, then the reflection coefficient has a negative
amplitude and the transmission coefficient has a high positive amplitude according
to Eqs. (18) and (19), which will be due to most of the ultra-wideband pulses
passing the boundary between the layers and arriving to the next layer, and the little
percentage of pulses will be reflected from the boundary and will return in the
opposite direction of propagation, and the opposite is right. The experiment results
in Section 3.3.4 can introduce additional features that can be used for improving the
ultra-wideband imaging through adjusting of the dielectric properties of blood by
controlling the reflection and transmission coefficients in accord with the radar
requirements. And as mentioned in the above paragraph, if the radar sends pulses
from the outer transceiver into the inner one (one-way image), then the transmis-
sion coefficient must be improved, while if the radar sends pulses from the outer to
another transceiver that is also outside the body (two-way image), then the reflec-
tion coefficient must be improved. Finally, the blood dielectric properties can help
us to find the glucose concentration noninvasively by using one ultra-wideband
transceiver (antenna), depending on the comparison between the transmitted and
reflected pulses. The UWB antenna will be attached to the superficial blood vessel
to avoid the noise and power attenuation from another human tissue to increase the
accuracy of readings (where, the using of two antennas to send and receive the
pulses from the other side of the hand will result in the wave being passed through
many layers, and the power of the signal will be absorbed, which will cause
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inaccurate measurement). Taking into the account the other parameters can have
effects on the dielectric properties, which are mentioned above in Section 1.3. The
permittivity has a clear reverse proportional relationship with blood glucose con-
centration, which can be used to determine the glucose concentration in blood in
high accuracy in comparison with the previous studies. Table 4 will mention a
summary of relationships that serve our conclusions:
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Chapter 5

Review of Ultra-Wide Band in 
Team Sports
José Pino-Ortega and Markel Rico-González

Abstract

The use of valid, accurate and reliable systems is fundamental to warrant a 
high-quality data collection and interpretation. In 2015, FIFA created a department 
of Electronic Performance and Tracking systems, collecting under this name the 
more used tracking systems in team sport setting: high-definition cameras, Global 
Positioning Systems, and Local Positioning Systems. To date, LPS systems proved 
to be valid and accurate in determining the position and estimating distances and 
speeds. However, it is hypothesized that between LPS, ultra-wide band (UWB) is 
the most promising technology for the future. Thus, this chapter was aimed to make 
an update about UWB technology in sport: the FIFA’s regulation, manufacturer that 
provide this technology, the research articles that assessed validity and reliability of 
UWB technology, and the criteria standard for the use of this technology.

Keywords: electronic performance and tracking systems, local positioning systems, 
UWB, technology, accuracy

1. Introduction

Since the monitoring of match performance is now considered a fundamental part 
of contemporary team sport’s players development, professional soccer clubs invest 
significant amount of money to nurture elite players [1]. Overall, the quantification of 
both internal and external training and match load are useful in a practical context to 
aid game understanding and decision making in relation to individual and collective 
physical training content and prescriptions [1, 2].

Today, training load monitoring is made thanks to Electronic Performance and 
Tracking Systems (EPTS) [3, 4], which are classified into three types based on 
different technologies: Global Positioning Systems (GPS) or Global Navigation 
Satellite Systems (GNSS) [5–7], semi-automatic video camera systems (VID) 
[8], and Local Positioning Systems (LPS) [9]. The fact that GPS/GNSS and LPS 
were not allowed during official competition, together with VID are non-invasive 
technologies, were the main reasons to VID has been the most used EPTS before 
2014. However, the acceptance of the use radio-frequency based technologies 
during competitions, some installation difficulties of VID, and the possibility to add 
additional microelectromechanical sensors (MEMS) makes that radio-frequency 
technologies have become most common in team sport settings [4]. However, since 
some scientific validity and reliability studies have compared LPS and GPS/GNSS 
based EPTS [10–12], and they have shown high precision measures using LPS, the 
use of LPS seems to grow in the future [4, 13, 14].
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Indoor positioning wireless technologies are classified into infrared, radio-
frequency (Radio frequency identification (RFID), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and ultra-
wide band [UWB]), and ultrasound systems [13]. Among different types of 
wireless indoor positioning systems, UWB is a promising technology for indoor 
positioning and tracking [13] and also for outdoor venues where there is no 
possibility of the surrounding infrastructure interfering in the results [3, 13, 14]. 
Therefore, the aim of this review was to make an update about UWB technology 
in sport.

2. Safe and accuracy certificates of UWB in team sports

International Federation of Amateur Football (FIFA) organized an event 
in which EPTS of those manufacturers that wish an official assessment of its 
devices´ security may be evaluated under standards and common conditions. All 
of these providers´ devices evaluated positively are certified with International 
Match Standard (IMS) license and published in the FIFA’s website [15]. In addi-
tion, FIFA offer a second certificate under the name “FIFA Quality” certificate, in 
which manufacturers show the accuracy of their devices against a Gold Standard 
registration system. Tables 1 and 2 show those manufacturers that provide UWB 
technology-based devices with IMS or “FIFA Quality” certificates.

3. UWB in scientific articles

Based on a recently published systematic review about the validity and reliability 
of LPS technology [9], and additional one added due to its recently publication [16], 
it may be summarized that three studies used UWB technology with 6 antennae 
around the field and, in general, 18 Hz [10, 17–19], and one used UWB technology 
with 8 anchors and 33 Hz [16]. All of them belong to three different manufacturer: 
Realtrack Systems [10, 17, 18], KINEXON [20], and Ubisense [19].

Manufacturer Brand Test Institute

REALTRACK SYSTEMS SL WIMU PRO Victoria University

STATSports Group LTD APEX POD Sports Labs Ltd.

Catapult Sports VECTOR Sports Labs Ltd.

Table 1. 
UWB manufacturers with IMS certificate.

FIFA Quality certificate

Manufacturer Brand Test Institute Certification 
period

Catapult Sports VECTOR (LPS) Victoria University 05-FEB-20
23-JAN-22

REALTRACK SYSTEMS SL WIMU PRO Victoria University 29-NOV-19
23-JAN-22

Table 2. 
UWB manufacturers with FIFA quality certificate.
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3.1 Validity of UWB technology

Realtrack Sytems´ UWB (WIMU PRO™, RealTrack Systems, Almeria, Spain) 
was tested in indoor context to assess its validity, revealing 5.2 cm (0.97%) and 
5.8 cm (94%) of mean absolute error (MAE) of all estimations in x- and y- posi-
tion, respectively [17] (Table 3). The same system, in outdoor field showed a MAE 
of 9.57 cm in x-axis positioning and 7.15 cm in y-axis positioning [18] (Table 3). A 
third study assess the validity of an UWB during linear, circular and zig-zag drills 
in soccer training in walking and running intensities [10]. The authors showed 
a bias (%) of 0.55 to 5.85% for determining distance covered, and, moreover, a 
bias between −0.56 and 0.67 for determining mean velocity [10]. Additionally, 
this system has been compared with an GNSS revealing lower MAE than satellite-
based system (Table 3). Athlete tracking technology is continually improving due 
to developments in microprocessors, data processing, and software [21]. Hence, 
Realtrack System have provide a new modified UWB with height antennae and 
33 Hz, which has been recently compared against a real-measure [16]. The authors 
showed that the mean difference (MD) was less than 4 cm and in 95% of the cases 
was between 1 cm and 7 cm. the magnitude of the differences was expressed as 
0.28% with real measures as the reference. %CV was less than 1% in all cases 
(Table 3). Despite the fact that Realtrack System (Almería, Spain) has published 
most of the article, an alternative brand of UWB (Ubisens Series 7000 compact 
tag) was also tested for its accuracy [19]. The authors also showed sufficient accu-
racy to test positions of players independently of the length of the recorded runs 
(Table 5). Summarizing, all manufacturers that provide UWB technology have 
showed acceptable accuracy levels for monitoring the position of players in team 
sports settings (Tables 3–5).

3.2 Reliability of UWB technology

Four studies [16–18, 20] aimed to assess the reliability of LPS based on UWB 
technology. Hoppe et al., (2018) assessed the reliability calculating the differences 
between the KINEXON ONE UWB devices of each positioning system (i.e. the 
between device reliability) though typical error. They found typical errors between 
0.1 (criterion variable of 10 m jogging with jump) and 1.7 (criterion variable of 
129.6 m entire circuit). The LPS revealed good reliability for the entire distance 
covered, walking over 10 m and sprinting with change of direction, sprinting over 
30-m, sprinting over 5–20 m and theoretical maximal force and horizontal power 
[20]. In addition, Hoppe et al., [20] compared the results of GPS and UWB, and 
despite some contradictorily results, comparisons of reliability between the GPS 
and LPS was mainly favorable to LPS [20].

Regarding to the other commercial UWB based device from RealTrack Systems 
was tested for its intra- and inter-unit reliability [17]. These tests assisted with under-
standing the degree of error and the amount of variation between the units. A Mann–
Whitney U test was performed to compare differences in the differently designed 
routes and between devices (i.e. the variation in data measured in one participant or 
another). Inter-unit reliability (i.e. the difference in using one device or another) was 
determined using Hopkins’s reliability spreadsheet to calculate the percentage typical 
error of measurement and the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) values. The 
intra-unit reliability of UWB in mean velocity varied between 0.895 and 0.999 of 
ICC (95% of confidence interval) and the low and upper (for inter-unit variability) 
ranged between −0.09 and 0.42%. In the case of distance covered, the typical error 
of UWB varied between 0.94 and 4.87% and the lower and upper bias was between 
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−2.65 and 2.06%. Thus, it was concluded that the UWB was reliable for distance 
covered and mean velocity [17]. Another study testing inter-unit reliability of UWB 
of the RealTrack system presented ICC values of 0.65 and 0.88 for x- and y-axis, 
respectively [17]. In the last published article using a develop device of this provider, 
Pino-Ortega et al., found remarkable that %CV of a 33 Hz and 8 antennae UWB was 
less than 1% in all cases, in going, coming back and in total. Besides, inter-unit, test–
retest and inter-subject analysis did not influence the reliability results. Therefore, 
both KINEXON ONE and Realtrack Systems provide a reliable device for measures in 
sport settings (Tables 3 and 4). The characteristics of Realtrack Systems´, KINEXON 
ONE’s and Ubisense’s UWB devices have been summarized in Table 6.

Ref. Article’s information Outcomes What this 
Document Add?

Hoppe  
et al., [20]

• Aim: accuracy/reliability.

• Environment: indoor.

• Brand: 1.0, Munich, Germany.

• Algorithm: not defined.

• Number of anchors: 12

• Sampling frequency: 18/20 Hz.

• Gold Standard: not defined.

• Drill: Specific circuits: walking, 
jogging, and sprinting sections 
that were performed either in 
straight-lines or with changes 
of direction.

• Distance covered

UWB 18 Hz: TEE: 1.6–8.0%; 
CV: 1.1–5.1%

UWB 20 Hz, TEE: 
1.0–6.0%; CV: 0.7–5.0%

• Sprint

UWB 18 Hz, TEE: 
4.5–14.3%; CV: 3.1–7.5%

UWB 20 Hz, TEE: 2.1–9.2%; 
CV: 1.6–7.3%

• Relative loss of data sets due 
to measurement error

UWB 18 Hz = 20.0%

UWB 20 Hz = 15.8%

• Overall, 20 Hz 
UWB had 
superior validity 
and reliability 
than 18 Hz UWB 
and 10 Hz GPS.

Table 4. 
Studies that assess validity or reliability of KINEXON’s UWB (Munich, Germany) (adapted from  
Rico-González et al. [3]).

Ref. Article’s information Outcomes What this 
Document Add?

Leser  
et al., [19]

• Aim: accuracy.

• Environment: indoor.

• Brand: Ubisens Series 7000 
Compact Tag.

• Algorithm: TDOA/AOA.

• Number of anchors: 6

• Sampling frequency: 
4.17 ± 0.01 Hz per-tag.

• Gold Standard: trundle wheel.

• Drill: Runs in the center of 
the playing field and at the 
borders; Matches (5 vs. 5 + 1 
player (without ball contact) 
leading a trundle wheel).

• Runs = difference with trun-
dle wheel: 8.25 ± 4.07%; 
95% LoA: 0.27–16.22%).

• Match = MD = 3.45 ± 1.99%; 
95% limits of 
agreement = −0.46–7.35%.

• UWB had 
enough accuracy 
for time-motion 
analysis.

Table 5. 
Studies that assess validity or reliability of Ubisense’s UWB (Munich, Germany) (adapted from Rico-González 
et al. [3]).
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4. Principles for positioning detection

Radio-frequency EPTS are based on quite similar principles of use for position-
ing detection [13, 14, 21], however, UWB replace satellite navigation networks by a 
set of antennae installed in a known positioning around the field in which the data 
are going to be recorded. Thus, UWB system calculate position of devices using: 
(1) the antennae set (which act as a reference system), and (2) the devices tracked 
(Figure 1). The communication stablished between antennae allows a detection 
of each device enclosed in a tight-fitty garment commonly located between each 
player´ scapulae. So, UWB is based on a wireless technology, which establish a 
communication in the absence of a physical medium [23]. Concretely, the refer-
ence system is composed by a set of antennae located around the field in which the 
measurements are going to be recorded. Though an algorithm (see 4.2. section) (e.g. 
Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)), at least three antennae stablished a circumfer-
ence around themselves, whose radius is defined by the distance between an antenna 
and the object [13]. It is known that player positioning is in any place of the circum-
ference’s perimeter. When at least three antennae stablish their computation, the 
circumferences perimeters meet in a common place, where the player is (Figure 1).

These communication is stablished using electromagnetic waves which carry 
data [23]. The values of the electromagnetic waves that allow positioning computa-
tion are measured over time, and represented by curves, called sinusoids [24]. 
These curves appear in a certain shape according to their values. Mathematically, 
these sinusoids are the result of the number of beats or cycles per second (fre-
quency), the power of each frequency component (amplitudes), and the delay or 
advantage of a signal (phase), which describe the angular displacement of two 
sinusoidal functions [23, 25]. The key to transmitting the information is through 
the use of waves with more complex shapes, as a result of a combination of differ-
ent sinusoids [25]. Depending on the frequency of these waves, indoor positioning 
wireless technologies are classified into different types (see introduction section).

REALTRACK Wimu Pro KINEXON Ubisense

Sampling rate < 55 Hz 10–1000 Hz Not fixed

N° anchors 6–12 6–16 Scalable

GPS integrated Yes No No

Triaxial accelerometer 4 sensors <1000 Hz 200 Hz —

Triaxial gyroscope 3 sensors <1000 Hz 200 Hz —

Triaxial magnetometer 160 Hz 20 Hz —

Battery life 5 6 —

HR data available Compatible with 3rd party 
sensors

Compatible with 3rd 
party sensors

No

Thresholds for each 
player?

Yes Yes Yes

Real-data available Yes Yes Yes

Raw data available Yes Yes Yes

Visualization platform Software; App; Online Software; Online Software; 
Online

Technology based ANT+ — —

Table 6. 
Characteristics of devices based on UWB (extracted from Serpiello [22]).
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−2.65 and 2.06%. Thus, it was concluded that the UWB was reliable for distance 
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ONE’s and Ubisense’s UWB devices have been summarized in Table 6.

Ref. Article’s information Outcomes What this 
Document Add?
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The distances between antennae (node located in known positioning) and device 
(held by each player and located in unknown positioning) are computed by UWB 
positioning algorithms, clustered into different categories: angle of arrival (AOA), 
received signal strength (RSS); time difference of arrival (TDOA); time of arrival 
(TOA), and a hybrid algorithm [13]. An understanding of the accuracy, environ-
ment, estimation technique, space, and purpose of use of these algorithms is critical 
because of their differences and the appropriateness of their use in different situa-
tions [3, 13]. In brief, despite the fact that AOA algorithm has valid accuracy, AOA 
and RSS are more suitable than other methods for those systems based on a narrow-
band signals than with a high UWB bandwidth [3, 13]. Instead, TOA algorithm is 
suitable for those systems with bandwidth such as UWB. Regarding to the accuracy, 
small errors in AOA will negatively impact precision when the target object is far 
away from the base station. However, TOA and TDOA are more accurate relative to 
other algorithms because of the high time resolution of the UWB signals. In addi-
tion, due to hybrid algorithms combine the advantages of all algorithms, it seems to 
be the most effective solutions for UWB positioning systems [13].

The receiver and transmitter devices that these technologies contain are inter-
connected to avoid communication with interference from other devices [13]. The 
communication of the UWB system occupies a very large frequency band, at least 
0.5 GHz, as opposed to more traditional radio communications which operate on 
much smaller frequency bands. On the other hand, since UWB is only allowed to 
transmit at very low power, its signal emits little noise and can coexist with other 
services without influencing them (Bastida-Castillo, Gómez-Carmona, De la 
Cruz-Sánchez, et al., 2019).

5. Limitations and future ways of the use of UWB in team sport

As was analyzed in this chapter, each manufacturer provides a different LPS 
based on different engineering specifications. Hence, the comparison between 
LPS provides a wide conclusion due to the comparison between two systems with 

Figure 1. 
Positioning using UWB technology.
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different standards is difficult. However, since LPS measurement seems to be 
sensible by several factors such as temperature, humidity gradients, air circulation, 
pitch dimensions or infrastructure condition, among others [3, 13], the comparison 
between the outcomes of two studies should be made with caution, even though 
both of them were performed with the same UWB device. In fact, the same device 
has resulted in different outcomes in outdoor and indoor context, even in two 
indoor environments (see Table 3). In order to open a research way with the aim 
of unification all possible information about the use of UWB technology (among 
others) in the scientific articles´ methodology description, a survey has been pub-
lished [3] based on the following literature: [5–7, 13, 14, 21, 26–34]. Recently, the 
information provided in articles has been analyzed based on the survey, and it has 
been highlighted a need to more detailed descriptions [3]. Accordingly, the items 
provided by the survey belongs to five quality metrics: (1) system accuracy and 
precision; (2) coverage and its resolution; (3) latency in making location updates; 
(4) building’s infrastructure impact; and (5) effect of random errors on the system 
such as errors caused by signal interference and reflection [35]. This fact makes that 
the comparison between two studies may be unsuitable, at least, while the narrow 
information is reported. The sampling frequency, computation methods for veloc-
ity and acceleration, data exclusion and inclusion criteria, high-intensity bias due 
to random error, the time at which the data were extracted, technology lock, and 
data synchronization, and other factors such as the athlete’s clothes, the number of 
reference point, environmental and infrastructure conditions, antennae installation 
and position, and measurement methods have also been mentioned for the use and 
description for UWB technology. However, the most of these questions has been 
addressed in other context such as engineering, and this survey focused in sport set-
tings was based on theoretical framework. The unification of these information will 
allow a summary of future systematic reviews comparing the outcomes extracted 
with the same characteristics, and context.

6. Concluding remarks

Theoretically, UWB seems to be the most promising technology for team sports 
tracking monitoring, however, since it has not been compared against another LPS 
in team sport setting, it should be considered with caution. In any case, the devices 
based on UWB technology have shown a high degree of validity for all variables 
based on positioning (static positioning, time-motion, high speed running and col-
lective tactical behavior). Specifically, Realtrack Systems (6 antennae/18 Hz) = bias 
(distance covered): 0.55–5.85%, bias (velocity): −0.56 - 0.67, and difference with 
other EPTS (collective tactical analysis): 8.31%; Realtrack Systems (8 anten-
nae/33 Hz) = bias: 0.28%; KINEXON ONE = TEE: 1.0 ± 6.0%; Ubisense = bias: 
8.25 ± 4.07%). Hence, all Realtrack Systems´, KINEXON ONE’s and Ubisense 
systems´ UWB are considered a valid technology for sport settings. Moreover, 
Realtrack Systems´ and KINEXON ONE’s UWB showed to be reliable (KINEXON 
ONE = TE: 1.7 cm; Realtrack Systems (6 antennae / 18 Hz) = ICC: 0.65 (x-axis) and 
0.88 (y-axis); Realtrack Systems (8 antennae / 33 Hz) = %CV: <1%). Therefore, 
UWB is considered a valid and reliable EPTS in the field of load monitoring of 
team sports in both indoor and outdoor environments. However, although UWB 
has usually resulting in greater accuracy than other radio frequency systems at high 
intensity drills [10], special care should be taken when analyzing load indicators at 
high speeds or involving different trajectories.

To date, due to the low amount of information reported in the articles´ method-
ology sections [3], the comparison between outcomes extracted from devices with 
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different standards is difficult. However, since LPS measurement seems to be 
sensible by several factors such as temperature, humidity gradients, air circulation, 
pitch dimensions or infrastructure condition, among others [3, 13], the comparison 
between the outcomes of two studies should be made with caution, even though 
both of them were performed with the same UWB device. In fact, the same device 
has resulted in different outcomes in outdoor and indoor context, even in two 
indoor environments (see Table 3). In order to open a research way with the aim 
of unification all possible information about the use of UWB technology (among 
others) in the scientific articles´ methodology description, a survey has been pub-
lished [3] based on the following literature: [5–7, 13, 14, 21, 26–34]. Recently, the 
information provided in articles has been analyzed based on the survey, and it has 
been highlighted a need to more detailed descriptions [3]. Accordingly, the items 
provided by the survey belongs to five quality metrics: (1) system accuracy and 
precision; (2) coverage and its resolution; (3) latency in making location updates; 
(4) building’s infrastructure impact; and (5) effect of random errors on the system 
such as errors caused by signal interference and reflection [35]. This fact makes that 
the comparison between two studies may be unsuitable, at least, while the narrow 
information is reported. The sampling frequency, computation methods for veloc-
ity and acceleration, data exclusion and inclusion criteria, high-intensity bias due 
to random error, the time at which the data were extracted, technology lock, and 
data synchronization, and other factors such as the athlete’s clothes, the number of 
reference point, environmental and infrastructure conditions, antennae installation 
and position, and measurement methods have also been mentioned for the use and 
description for UWB technology. However, the most of these questions has been 
addressed in other context such as engineering, and this survey focused in sport set-
tings was based on theoretical framework. The unification of these information will 
allow a summary of future systematic reviews comparing the outcomes extracted 
with the same characteristics, and context.

6. Concluding remarks

Theoretically, UWB seems to be the most promising technology for team sports 
tracking monitoring, however, since it has not been compared against another LPS 
in team sport setting, it should be considered with caution. In any case, the devices 
based on UWB technology have shown a high degree of validity for all variables 
based on positioning (static positioning, time-motion, high speed running and col-
lective tactical behavior). Specifically, Realtrack Systems (6 antennae/18 Hz) = bias 
(distance covered): 0.55–5.85%, bias (velocity): −0.56 - 0.67, and difference with 
other EPTS (collective tactical analysis): 8.31%; Realtrack Systems (8 anten-
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Realtrack Systems´ and KINEXON ONE’s UWB showed to be reliable (KINEXON 
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0.88 (y-axis); Realtrack Systems (8 antennae / 33 Hz) = %CV: <1%). Therefore, 
UWB is considered a valid and reliable EPTS in the field of load monitoring of 
team sports in both indoor and outdoor environments. However, although UWB 
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ology sections [3], the comparison between outcomes extracted from devices with 
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different characteristics, or in different environment should be made with caution. 
Therefore, we encourage the authors to explain the methodology about the use of 
UWB sensors, among others EPTS, based on recently published guideline [3].

Abbreviation list

ANT+ advanced and adaptive network technology
AOA angle of arrival
EPTS electronic performance and tracking systems
FIFA International Federation of Amateur Football
GPS global positioning systems
GNSS global navigation satellite systems
Hz Hertz
ICC intraclass correlation coefficient
IFAB International Football Association Board
IMS International Match Standard
LPS local positioning systems
MAE mean absolute error
ME mean difference
MEMS microelectromechanical sensors
RFID radio frequency identification
RSS received signal strength
TE typical error
TEE typical error of estimate
TDOA time difference of arrival
TOA time of arrival
UWB ultra-wide band
VID semi-automatic video camera systems
%CV % of coefficient of variation
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Chapter 6

Time Domain Performance
Evaluation of UWB Antennas
Gopikrishna Madanan and Deepti Das Krishna

Abstract

The performance of printed wideband antennas has to be optimized both in
frequency and time domains, to qualify for UWB applications. This is especially true
in multi-resonant antenna topologies where the excitation of different modes can
change phase centers and radiation patterns with frequency. The study presented
in this chapter intends to demonstrate the simulation and experimental design for the
time domain characterization of UWB antennas. Modeling the antenna as a linear
time-invariant system with transfer function and impulse response, distortion caused
to a nanosecond pulse is analyzed. Two planar monopole antenna designs are consid-
ered for the comparative study: the SQMA and RMA. SQMA is a traditional CPW-fed
monopole design with ground modifications for ultra wide-bandwidth. RMA is a
rectangular CPW-fed monopole with an impedance transformer arrangement at
the antenna feed. RMA maintains constant impedance over the entire UWB and
contributes towards maintaining uniformity in the radiation patterns over the entire
frequency band by its design. Transfer function measurements are performed for
both the azimuthal and elevation planes and the impulse responses are deduced by
performing IFFT. Parameters such as FWHM and ringing are computed from the
impulse response for the performance comparison. To evaluate the influence of the
antenna geometry on a transmitted/received pulse, the impulse responses are convo-
luted with a standard UWB pulse. The time-domain distortion for the designs is then
compared by computing the Fidelity parameter.

Keywords: ultra wide band, planar monopole antenna, antenna transfer function,
antenna impulse response, time domain analysis

1. Introduction

Ultra-wide band systems transmit and receive ultra-short electromagnetic pulses
having limited effective radiated power. The system performance is determined
primarily by the characteristics of the radiators that have to conform with stringent
frequency and time domain requirements in the entire operating band [1]. These
requirements are namely, a non-dispersive phase centre; constant radiation and
impedance over the frequency range with no excitation of higher order modes [2].
Planar monopole antennas with wide operating bands are most often well matched
multi-resonant structures. In [3], Ma et al. have described the time domain perfor-
mance of a printed dipole antenna employing a tapered slot feed. It is reported that
the received pulses are distorted and broadened to more than 1 ns in spite of the
antenna being well matched over the entire band. The higher order modes gener-
ated tends to shift the antenna phase centers with frequency and can lead to
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broadening of the radiated pulse. The same authors in [4] reports a much lesser
pulse distortion for a tapered slot antenna operating in the 3.1–10.6 GHz UWB
band. The present chapter intends to outline the design, simulation and measure-
ment steps followed to characterize UWB antennas in the time domain.

Two monopole antennas with similar design topology is considered for the
present analysis: the SQMA with a square radiator and RMA with a rectangular
radiator. In both the antennas, the ground plane is optimally designed for a wide
impedance bandwidth. The general practice to realize ultra wide-bandwidth in
square/rectangular radiating elements is to modify the ground–radiator interface
[5–10]. In SQMA, the inherent resonances of a square patch is matched over the
wide band by incorporating cuts in the ground plane at specific locations [11]. The
designs proposed in [11, 12] have been contemplated to design the RMA. In RMA,
the PCB footprint is greatly reduced and radiation patterns in the 3.1–10.6 UWB is
stable without much radiation squinting which is otherise observed in wideband
antennas at higher frequencies primarily due to the current distribution on the
antenna ground plane [13]. Incase of RMA, this aspect is taken into consideration in
the design ensuring broadside radiation all through the band of operation. This is
further confirmed from the spatio-temporal transfer characteristics and the
transient response analysis, making it suitable for UWB applications.

2. Time domain analysis

Antennas intended for UWB systems need to possess superior pulse handling
capabilities. Analysis of the transient response of the antenna is performed by direct
time domain measurements [14, 15] or by a frequency domain measurement
followed by Fourier Transformation [16, 17]. Frequency domain measurements take
advantage of the high dynamic range and the standardized calibration of the vector
network analyzer and is equally accurate to the direct time domain measurements.

In the latter method, the antenna is considered as a linear time invariant system
described by its transfer function (gain and phase) and the associated impulse
response [18, 19]. Transfer function and impulse response of UWB antennas are
modeled as spatial vectors as the antenna characteristics depend on the signal
propagation direction [16, 17]. Figure 1 shows the model for the analysis which
consists of a radio link made up of two antennas in free space under the approxi-
mation of far–field and line-of-sight propagation. In this model, the transmitting
and receiving antennas are characterized by eliminating channel effects [20].

2.1 Transient reception

The time domain relation between the received voltage pulse U
!

Rx ω, r, θ,φð Þ and
the incident electric field pulse E

!
rad ω, r, θ,φð Þ is [17],

Figure 1.
The UWB channel model.
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U
!

Rx ω, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffi
zc

p ¼ h
!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ E

!
rad ω, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffiffi

z0
p (1)

In the time domain, the corresponding relation is,

u!Rx t, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffi
zc

p ¼ h
!
Rx t, θ,φð Þ⊗ e!rad t, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffiffi

z0
p (2)

zc and z0 are the antenna port and free–space characteristic impedance respec-
tively, while ⊗ indicates convolution operation. If θ,φð Þ represents the elevation
and azimuth angles, the receive antenna transfer function h

!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ and its

impulse response h
!
Rx t, θ,φð Þ are considered as a function of the angle of arrival of

the received pulse.
An ideal receiving antenna should receive a voltage pulse of the same shape as

the one incident on it from any direction. This means that it should have a Dirac–
delta impulse response which is also be independent of the angle of arrival. In other
words, the antenna transfer function should have a uniform amplitude and a linear
phase response (or constant group delay). However, in practice, the receiving
antenna transfer function is always band limited.

2.2 Transient radiation

The frequency domain relation between the transmitted electric field pulse and
the applied voltage pulse is,

E
!
rad ω, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffiffi

z0
p ¼ h

!
Tx ω, θ,φð Þ e�jωr=c

r
UTx ω, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffi

zc
p (3)

and,

h
!
Tx ω, θ,φð Þ ¼ jω

2πc
h
!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ (4)

The time domain relation between the transmitted electric field pulse
e!rad t, r, θ,φð Þ and the applied voltage pulse u!Tx t, r, θ,φð Þ at the transmitting
antenna is,

e!rad t, r, θ,φð Þffiffiffiffiffi
z0

p ¼ 1
r
∂ t� r

c

� �
⊗

1
2πc

∂

∂t
h
!
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Figure 1.
The UWB channel model.
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2.3 Model of transient transmission

The full input-to-output characteristics, in both frequency and time domains is
deduced from 1 and 3 as below,
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In the time domain, 7 reads,

u!Rx t, r, θ,φð Þ
uTx t, r, θ,φð Þ ¼ h

!
Tx t, θ,φð Þ⊗ hCh tð Þ⊗ h

!
Rx t, θ,φð Þ (12)

2.4 Simulation

For the time domain characterization of the antennas, the fourth derivative of
the Gaussian pulse given in Eq. (13) and shown in Figure 2(a) is chosen as the input
pulse, as this pulse conforms to the FCC spectral mask as shown in Figure 2(b)when
A = 0.333 and T = 0.175 nS.

si tð Þ ¼ A � 3� 6
4π
T2

� �
t� τð Þ2 þ 4π

T2

� �2

t� τð Þ4
" #

e�2π t�τ
Tð Þ2 V

m

� �
(13)

For the antennas discussed in the later sections of this chapter, the input voltage
uTx tð Þ (= si tð Þ) is specified in CST Microwave Studio and the radiated pulse
e!rad t, r, θ,φð Þ is calculated on a sphere of radius 25 cm. Fourier transforms of these

two quantities are then calculated and the transfer function H
!

Rx ω, θ,φð Þ is
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deduced from Eq. (4). An IFFT operation on this would generate the pulse response

h
!
Rx t, θ,φð Þ.

2.5 Measurement

A scattering parameter S21 measurement in the frequency domain can be used to
deduce the transfer functions of both the transmitting and receiving antennas. Two
identical standared horn antennas oriented in the bore sight direction is used, and
considering Eq. (7), the corresponding transfer functions are found out from

HTx ω, θ,φð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j
2π

ω
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s
m�1� �

(14)
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HCh ω, θ,φð Þ

s
mð Þ (15)

where the free space transfer function is,

HCh ωð Þ ¼ c
2dω

exp
�jωd
c

� �
(16)

Once the reference antenna (Tx Antenna) is characterized, transfer function of
the AUT is found for multiple orientations using,

HAUT ω, θ,φð Þ ¼ S21 ω, θ,φð Þ
HTx ωð ÞHCh ωð Þ (17)

2.6 Data processing, windowing

S21 is measured with frequency resolution 15.25 MHz and Eqs. (14)–(17) are used
to compute the corresponding transfer functions. The data is further appended with
zero padding for 0–2 GHz and 12–62.47 GHz range with 4096 points in the pass
band. The conjugate of this signal is is then reflected to the negative frequencies to
get a double sided spectrum of a real signal which is then transformed to the time
domain using IFFT.

Figure 2.
(a) Input pulse (b) power spectral density.
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the AUT is found for multiple orientations using,
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HTx ωð ÞHCh ωð Þ (17)

2.6 Data processing, windowing

S21 is measured with frequency resolution 15.25 MHz and Eqs. (14)–(17) are used
to compute the corresponding transfer functions. The data is further appended with
zero padding for 0–2 GHz and 12–62.47 GHz range with 4096 points in the pass
band. The conjugate of this signal is is then reflected to the negative frequencies to
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Measurements using two identical wide band horns are shown in Figure 3.
While Figure 3(a) represents the measured antenna transfer functions, Figure 3(b)
shows the real and imaginary parts of the transfer functions. Transmitting and
receiving antenna impulse responses are shown in Figure 3(c) which clearly

indicates that h
!
Tx tð Þ is a derivative of h!Rx tð Þ.

2.7 Time domain parameters

The time domain evaluation of the antenna effects on the transmitted/received
signals is carried out by analyzing the envelope of the analytic response for co–
polarization. The real valued antenna’s transient response is,

hn tð Þ ¼ ℜh
!
n tð Þ (18)

The peak output voltage from an incident wave form depends on the peak value
p θ,φð Þ of the antenna’s transient response:

p θ,φð Þ ¼ max t h
!
n t, θ,φð Þ

���
��� (19)

A measure for the linear distortion of the antenna is the envelope width, which is
defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the magnitude of the
transient response envelope.

Figure 3.
(a) Transmitting and receiving transfer functions of identical wide band horn antennas (b) transmitting and
receiving transfer functions after conjugate reflection (c) impulse response of the transmitting antenna and
receiving antenna.
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FWHM0:5 θ,φð Þ ¼ t2 p=2 � t1
�� ��

p=2,t1 < t2
(20)

The duration of the ringing is defined as the time until the envelope has fallen
from the peak value below a fraction α of the main peak.

RINGINGα ¼ t2 α�p � t1
�� ��

p,t1 < t2
(21)

The lower bound for α is chosen according to the noise floor of the measure-
ment. In order to compare the ringing of antennas with different gains under the
condition of a constant noise floor, the fraction α is chosen to be 0.22 (�13 dB).

2.8 Pulse distortion analysis

The antenna effects on the received signal is evaluated by convoluting the

analytic response h
!
n t, θ,φð Þ with the input pulse si tð Þ.

so tð Þ ¼ h
!
n t, θ,φð Þ⊗ si tð Þ (22)

For UWB systems, receivers are in general based on the pulse energy detection
or correlation with the template waveform. Therefore, the pulse distortions can be
examined by calculating fidelity factor which is defined as [21],

F ¼ max

Ðþ∞
�∞ si tð Þ � so t� τð Þ dtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiÐþ∞

�∞ ∣si tð Þ2∣ dt �
Ðþ∞
�∞ ∣so tð Þ2∣ dt

q (23)

where τ is the delay parameter varied in a sense to maximize the numerator. The
fidelity parameter measurement is performed for different spatial orientations of
the test antenna and is evaluated as the maximum of the cross–correlation function.
It compares only shapes of the waveforms, not amplitudes.

3. Performance comparison of UWB antennas

To demonstrate the necessity of the time domain analysis of UWB antennas, two
topologies shown in Figure 4 is considered.

3.1 Antenna designs

Figure 4(a) depicts the design of the SQMA. The overall length of the element
determines the lower end of the operational band and the upper end by the feed gap ‘d’.
It is the ground plane which determines the impedance bandwidth of amonopole
antenna. In the present design, the cuts engraved in the groundplanematch themultiple
resonances, making the antenna operate over the specified ultra wide band. The SQMA
has the following dimensions with units of lengths inmm: s = 2.3, g = 0.48, l_patch = 16, l
= 14.57, b = 13, d = 0.5,w = 1.4, L = 32,W = 30, εr = 4.4, tan δð Þ = 0.02, h = 1.6.

The topology of the RMA comprises of a rectangular monopole of area l1 � b1 as
shown in Figure 4(b). This antenna is evolved from a basic printed monopole design
shown in the same Figure. To facilitate ultra wide band performance, an impedance
transformer is embedded in the CPW transmission line with increasing slot widths g1,
g2, g3 and g4. The special design of the transformer provide gradual transformation of
the 50 Ω line impedance and at the same time, result in a new current path for
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radiation. The coupling of the guided waves to the radiator is strongly dependent on
parameter d and the resonances in the structure can be matched by suitably choosing
d. For the RMA, the geometric parameters are: s = 2.3, g = 0.28, d = 4.25, l1 = 9, b1 = 10,
lg = 17.75, l2 = 6, b2 = 7.3, g1 = 0.45, g2 = 1.35, g3 = 2, g4 = 2.7, t = 1, s f = 2, l f = 3, L = 30,
W = 12, εr = 4.4, tan δð Þ = 0.02, h = 1.6. Unit of all lengths are inmm.

3.2 Performance evaluation in the frequency domain

Measured and simulated return losses of the two antennas are shown in
Figure 5. The prominent resonances in the SQMA are at 3.8 GHz, 8 GHz and

Figure 4.
Design and parameters of (a) SQMA (b) RMA.

Figure 5.
Measured and simulated S11 dBð Þ of the (a) SQMA and (b) RMA.
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13 GHz while that for the RMA are at 3.5 GHz, 5 GHz, 7 GHz and 11 GHz. Both
antennas cover the 3.1-10.6 GHz UWB.

3-D radiation patterns of the two antennas obtained from CST are shown in
Figure 6. In SQMA, the pattern degradation at the higher frequencies were found to
be effective from 8 GHz onwards. SQMA also shows pattern squinting as in
Figure 6(a). For the RMA, the pattern degradation at the higher frequencies are
minimum; radiation is stable and directed towards the bore-sight at all frequencies.
The cross–polar level exhibited by both the antennas remain better than �20 dB in
the 3.1–10.6 GHz band. Both antennas have linear polarization, oriented in the Z
direction. Peak gains of the antennas were measured by gain transfer method.
Average value of the peak gain in the 3.1–10.6 GHz UWB is found to be 3.75 dBi for
SQMA and 2.6 dBi for the RMA.

3.3 Performance evaluation in the time domain

As an UWB signal is transmitted or received, the pulse shape is altered. This
distortion is reflected in the transfer function (in the frequency domain) or impulse
response (in the time domain) of the antenna. The antenna transfer function, a
complex quantity, would have a constant amplitude and linear phase response while
the impulse response would be a delta function, in cases when the antenna has no
effect on the pulse transmitted.

3.3.1 Results of simulation in CST

Magnitude of the transfer function h
!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ simulated in CST for the x-y

plane of the antennas are shown in Figure 7(a) (Using Eq. (3)). It is seen that

the intensity plots for h
!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ and h

!
Tx ω, θ,φð Þ differ only in their relative

Figure 6.
Simulated radiation patterns at different frequencies for the the antennas (a) SQMA (b) RMA.
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lg = 17.75, l2 = 6, b2 = 7.3, g1 = 0.45, g2 = 1.35, g3 = 2, g4 = 2.7, t = 1, s f = 2, l f = 3, L = 30,
W = 12, εr = 4.4, tan δð Þ = 0.02, h = 1.6. Unit of all lengths are inmm.

3.2 Performance evaluation in the frequency domain

Measured and simulated return losses of the two antennas are shown in
Figure 5. The prominent resonances in the SQMA are at 3.8 GHz, 8 GHz and

Figure 4.
Design and parameters of (a) SQMA (b) RMA.

Figure 5.
Measured and simulated S11 dBð Þ of the (a) SQMA and (b) RMA.
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13 GHz while that for the RMA are at 3.5 GHz, 5 GHz, 7 GHz and 11 GHz. Both
antennas cover the 3.1-10.6 GHz UWB.

3-D radiation patterns of the two antennas obtained from CST are shown in
Figure 6. In SQMA, the pattern degradation at the higher frequencies were found to
be effective from 8 GHz onwards. SQMA also shows pattern squinting as in
Figure 6(a). For the RMA, the pattern degradation at the higher frequencies are
minimum; radiation is stable and directed towards the bore-sight at all frequencies.
The cross–polar level exhibited by both the antennas remain better than �20 dB in
the 3.1–10.6 GHz band. Both antennas have linear polarization, oriented in the Z
direction. Peak gains of the antennas were measured by gain transfer method.
Average value of the peak gain in the 3.1–10.6 GHz UWB is found to be 3.75 dBi for
SQMA and 2.6 dBi for the RMA.

3.3 Performance evaluation in the time domain

As an UWB signal is transmitted or received, the pulse shape is altered. This
distortion is reflected in the transfer function (in the frequency domain) or impulse
response (in the time domain) of the antenna. The antenna transfer function, a
complex quantity, would have a constant amplitude and linear phase response while
the impulse response would be a delta function, in cases when the antenna has no
effect on the pulse transmitted.

3.3.1 Results of simulation in CST

Magnitude of the transfer function h
!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ simulated in CST for the x-y

plane of the antennas are shown in Figure 7(a) (Using Eq. (3)). It is seen that

the intensity plots for h
!
Rx ω, θ,φð Þ and h

!
Tx ω, θ,φð Þ differ only in their relative

Figure 6.
Simulated radiation patterns at different frequencies for the the antennas (a) SQMA (b) RMA.
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amplitudes. Magnitude of the transfer function decay gradually as a function of
frequency over most of the azimuth angles (x-y plane). The loss of omni-
directionality of the pattern of SQMA at frequencies above 8 GHz is reflected in its
transfer function as relatively low intensities at at certain angles. Sharp nulls are
seen between 300–500, 1300–1500, 2100–2300 and 3200–3300. Transfer function in
the x-z plane of the SQMA is shown in Figure 7(b). The nulls in the radiation

Figure 7.
Computed transfer functions of the SQMA in the (a) x-y (b) x-z planes; computed impulse responses the
SQMA in the (c) x-y (d) x-z planes.
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pattern at 1800 can be seen in the transfer functions which show intensity
variations.

Impulse response in the x-y plane is well formed with good peak value over
almost all the angular regions as shown in Figure 7(c). Amplitude degradation
beyond 8 GHz in the SQMA impulse response is reflected between 300–1200

Figure 8.
Computed transfer functions of the RMA in the (a) x-y (b) x-z planes; computed impulse responses the RMA in
the (c) x-y (d) x-z planes.
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and 2000–3300. Impulse response in the x-z plane of the SQMA is shown in
Figure 7(d).

Figure 8(a) indicates that the antenna transfer function of the RMA in the x-y
plane is fairly constant throughout the entire UWB. Even though computed
transfer function in the x-z plane shown in Figure 8(b) has variations, it remains
within the acceptable limits. The nulls observed in the transfer function in
Figure 8(b) can be attributed to the monopole pattern of RMA. Impulse responses
computed in the x-y and x-z planes for the RMA is shown in Figure 8(c) and 8(d).
In the x-y plane, the impulse response preserves the expected Dirac-delta shape,
unlike that in the SQMA. Even though not in the perfect shape, impulse response
of the RMA in the x-z plane has more resemblance to a Dirac-delta, when
compared to SQMA.

Figure 9.
Measured antenna transfer functions: (a) SQMA, x-y plane (b) SQMA, x-z plane (c) RMA, x-y plane (d)
RMA, x-z plane.
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3.3.2 Experimental results

For the measurements, the transmitting and receiving antennas were positioned
in their far field, at a distance of 25 cm. Source power level in the VNA was set at
10 dB to improve signal to noise ratio in the measured data.

Figure 9(a) and (b) indicate the measured antenna transfer functions in the x-y
and x-z planes for the SQMA. The measurements seem to follow simulations indi-
cated in Section 3.3.1. Figure 9(c) and (d) indicate the transfer functions in the x-y
and x-z planes for the RMA. While the transfer functions in the x-y planes remain
constant with variation within 10 dB, the measured values for the x-z plane shows
large variations at particular frequencies.

The Figure 10(a)–(d) shows the corresponding impulse responses, obtained by
performing an IFFT on the measured transfer functions and they resemble delta
functions across all the angles in the x-y plane.

Figures 11 and 12 shows the time domain performance indicators of the anten-
nas for x-y and y-z planes. For the RMA, as the Figure 11(a) shows, the FWHM is
constant and ringing is minimum at all angles in the x-y plane. The SQMA however
shows variations, though within acceptable limits, which could be attributed to its
relatively larger size. Computations also futher confirms that fidelity of the received

Figure 10.
Measured impulse responses: (a) SQMA, x-y plane (b) SQMA, x-z plane (c) RMA, x-y plane (d) RMA, x-z
plane.
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pulses in the case of RMA is constant and better compared to the SQMA. The
performance indicators show variations in the x-z plane in tune with the
corresponding radiation patterns. Impulse responses are convoluted with the pulse
form given in Eq. (13) to study the effect of the antenna geometry on a transmitted
the baseband pulse. Computed fidelity of the received pulses of the RMA is constant
and better compared to the SQMA. Variation in Fidelity in the θ ¼ 00,ϕ ¼ 00

� �
and

θ ¼ 1800,ϕ ¼ 00� �
directions could be attributed to the nulls in the radiation

patterns at those angles.

4. Conclusion

Printed UWB antennas are multi-resonant structures that operate over a wide
frequency range. Even if the radiators designed for UWB exhibit excellent band-
width, efficiency, etc., traveling phase centers present in the geometry can impair
their use in time-domain applications. Changes in the antenna phase centers are
reflected in the time domain as a dispersion in the transmitted/received pulses. A

Figure 11.
Computed (a) FWHM (b) ringing and (c) Fidelity measured in the x-y plane.
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variation in antenna phase center can be quantified in terms of group delay or
antenna transfer function, a curb on the former being 1nS over the entire band and
that on the latter is to remain within 10 dB.

In this work, we have demonstrated this point by comparing the time-domain
performance of two similar antenna geometries: the SQMA and the RMA. PCB area
occupied by the SQMA is approximately 2.7 times that of the RMA and resonances
in the geometry are inherent due to the square patch itself. Because of the different
modes that are excited in the geometry, its peak radiation points are disoriented in
the higher side of the UWB. Severe pattern degradation has also been observed at
these frequencies. In RMA, the radiation patterns are found to be stable with
minimum degradation at the higher frequencies. The design of RMA has achieved
this virtue by manipulating the surface currents in the geometry. Abrupt disconti-
nuities that can cause reflections in the geometry are avoided by the impedance
transformer designed in the ground plane.

As frequency domain characterizations hardly throw light into the pulse han-
dling capabilities UWB antennas, a method to characterize them in the time domain

Figure 12.
Computed (a) FWHM (b) ringing and (c) Fidelity measured in the x-z plane.
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is presented in this work. Temporal characterizations of the two antennas
performed by the method outlined here reveal a close correspondence between the
geometry of the antenna with its performance in the time domain. From the study,
it is concluded that for good time-domain performance, excitation of multiple
modes within the operating band of the UWB antennas has to be taken care of
during the designing of the antennas itself and its physical dimension has to remain
to a minimum. The first condition minimizes internal reflections and the subse-
quent cancelations in the antenna geometry while the second one ensures that there
are no changes in the phase center of the antenna.
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Chapter 7

Analysis of Wideband Second-
Order Microwave Integrators
Usha Gautam and Tarun Kumar Rawat

Abstract

This chapter presents the implementation of stable, accurate, and wideband
second-order microwave integrators (SOMIs). These SOMI designs are obtained by
the use of various cascading combinations of transmission line sections and shunt
stubs. In order to obtain the optimal values of the characteristic impedances of these
line elements, the particle swarm optimization (PSO), cuckoo search algorithm
(CSA) and gravitational search algorithm (GSA) are used to approximate the
magnitude response of the ideal second-order integrator (SOI). Based on magnitude
response, absolute magnitude error, phase response, convergence rate, pole-zero
plot, and improvement graph, the performance measure criteria for the proposed
SOMIs are performed. The results of the simulation and statistical analysis reveal
that GSA exceeds the PSO and CSA in order to approximate the ideal SOI in all
state-of-the-art eligible for wide-band microwave integrator. The designed SOMI
is compact and suitable for applications covering ultra-wideband (UWB). The
designed SOMI structure is also simulated on Advanced Design Software (ADS) in
the form of a microstrip line on a dielectric constant 2.2 RT/Duroid substrate with
a height of 0.762 mm. In the 3–15 GHz frequency range, the simulated magnitude
result agrees well with the ideal one.

Keywords: Cuckoo search algorithm, gravitational search algorithm, particle
swarm optimization, line elements, microwave integrator

1. Introduction

Integration plays an important role in many scientific and engineering applica-
tions. An integrator is an electronic circuit which produces the output that is the
integral of the input applied. Electronic analogue integrators are the basis of analog
computers and charge amplifiers, which are performed in the continuous time
domain. The integrator is widely used in analog computers, analog-to-digital con-
verters and wave-shaping circuits. Initially, an RC integrator is a circuit that approx-
imates the mathematical process of integration. A simple R-C integrator circuit is
shown in Figure 1, in which a capacitor (C) in series with a resistor (R) and the
source (Vin). The output (Vout) of the circuit is taken across the capacitor (C).

Let i is the resulting current. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to the circuit,

Vin ¼ iRþ 1
C

ðt
0
i:dt (1)

Vout ¼ 1
C

ðt
0
i:dt (2)
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Multiplying throughout by C, we get

CVin ¼ iRCþ
ðt
0
i:dt (3)

as RC≫ t, the term
Ð t
0i:dt may be neglected

CVin ¼ iRC (4)

Integrating with respect to t on both sides of Eq. (3)

ðt
0
CVin ¼ RC

ðt
0
i:dt (5)

1
C

ðt
0
i:dt ¼ 1

RC

ðt
0
Vin:dt (6)

From Eq. (2),

Vout ¼ 1
RC

ðt
0
Vin:dt (7)

Eq. (7) shows that the output of an integrator circuit is the integral of the input
signal. These analog integrators are limited for low frequency application. Thus, the
researcher moved to design digital integrators. Digital integrator is a system that
performs mathematical operations on a sampled discrete time signal to reduce or
enhance certain aspects of that signal. It is commonly used for applications such as
waveform shaping, coherent detection, edge detection, and accumulator analysis in
biomedical engineering and signal processing. It is widely utilized in biomedical
engineering and signal processing applications, for example, as waveform shaping,
coherent detection, edge detection, and accumulator analysis. It is also used in radar
applications such as the allocation of mobile satellites, enterprise networks, com-
mercial television services and digital services [1]. In order to design the wideband
digital integrators, various methods were intended. Using the Newton-cotes inte-
gration rule and various digital integration techniques, the Recursive wideband
digital integrators have been designed [2]. For low-speed applications up to barely a
few hundred MHz, the integrators are primarily designed and implemented.
Therefore, to cover wideband applications such as radar and wireless communica-
tion, the design and implementation of integrators for high-frequency applications
is necessary. The microwave integrator is essentially used to measure the time
integral of the input signal at microwave frequencies (0.3–300 GHz). Using wide-
band integrators, the high-frequency active filters can be introduced, and these
wideband integrators can also be used for industrial and real-time applications for

Figure 1.
R-C Integrator circuit.
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ultra-wideband (frequency range 3.1–10.6 GHz) applications [3–5]. In the z-
domain, Hsue et al. have introduced a first-order trapezoidal-rule microwave inte-
grator using a chain-scattering transmission matrix with an operating frequency
range from 1 to 10 GHz [6]. By cascading equal-length transmission line sections in
the z-domain, three microwave integrators and differentiators have been designed
and implemented with different time constants [7, 8]. The second-order microwave
integrator (SOMI) was designed by Tsai et al. [9] in the z-domain. A further first-
order microwave integrator was designed by Gautam et al. using the ABCD trans-
mission matrix with a bandwidth of 4 to 10 GHz [10]. SOMI was designed by Gupta
et al. in the z-domain over the 1.5–5.5 GHz frequency range [11]. Another SOMI was
designed by Gautam et al. in the z-domain over the frequency range 3–15 GHz [12].
Nowadays, analyzers are gravitating towards the use of population-based meta-
heuristic algorithms to optimize system coefficients in order to design complex or
multi - modal systems [13–17]. This chapter introduces modern and compact SOMI
designs that lead to wide bandwidth. These designed SOMIs are accomplished by
cascading three transmission line sections and two single section stubs of equal
length. By population-based meta heuristic algorithms, the optimum value of char-
acteristic impedances of these line elements are obtained. A global cost-function
solution is achieved by minimizing the error gap between the ideal second-order
integrator (SOI) and the designed SOMIs. The design-1 SOMI approximates the
ideal SOI over the 2.5 to 16 GHz frequency range, and the design-2 SOMI approxi-
mates the ideal SOI over the 3 to 15 GHz frequency range. These designed wideband
SOMIs would operate with a wider frequency band to be used in mobile communi-
cation on a mobile network such as 4 G and 5 G (above 3 GHz) [18]. All the
simulated results are obtained by MATLAB and ADS. These simulated outcomes are
formulated to be in close agreement with the ideal one. The novelty of these
designed SOMIs exists in terms of wide bandwidth and miniaturization of hardware.

2. Problem formulation of SOMIs

To realize second-order microwave integrator in microwave range, consider a
two-port network, which is illustrated in Figure 2.

Its scattering matrix is defined as [4].

b1
b2

� �
¼ S11 S12

S21 S22

� �
a1
a2

� �
(8)

where a1 and a2 are incident waves at port 1 and port 2, respectively, and b1 and
b2 are reflected waves at port 1 and port 2, respectively [4]. The chain scattering
matrix of a two-port network can be established from the scattering matrix
(S-matrix). The chain-scattering matrix of two-port network is defined as [5].

a1
b1

� �
¼ T11 T12

T21 T22

� �
b2
a2

� �
(9)

Figure 2.
Two-port network.
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For network computation the chain-scattering matrix from S-matrix (on solving
Eq. (8) and Eq. (9))

T11 ¼ 1
S21

T12 ¼ � S22
S21

T21 ¼ S11
S21

T22 ¼ S12 S21 � S11S22
S21

Then the chain-scattering matrix is

T11 T12

T21 T22

� �
¼

1
S21

� S22
S21

S11
S21

S12 S21 � S11S22
S21

2
664

3
775 (10)

The formulation of SOMIs is employed with equal length line elements is cas-
cading. The overall transfer function of a cascaded network can be established by
multiplying the chain scattering matrices of the line elements. These line elements
can be transmission line sections and stubs. Assume the length of all transmission
line sections and stubs is l ¼ λο=4, where λο represents the wavelength of the lines at
the normalizing angular frequency or we can say that the electrical length of each
section (stubs and transmission lines) is set to be 90ο at the normalizing frequency.
The electrical length of line element is θ ¼ βl.

The frequency response of an ideal second order integrator (SOI) is given by

H jωð Þ ¼ 1
ω2 (11)

where ω represents the angular frequency in radians per second. Since the
magnitude response of an open-circuited stub decreases with frequency, an open-
circuited stub can be chosen to design an integrator. Assume the impedance of an
open-circuited stub to be Zoc. Its chain scattering is [5].

T11 T12

T21 T22

� �

open
¼

1þ j
Z0

2Zoc
tan βlð Þ j

Z0

2Zoc
tan βlð Þ

�j
Z0

2Zoc
tan βlð Þ 1� j

Z0

2Zoc
tan βlð Þ

2
664

3
775 (12)

where Z0 represents the reference characteristic impedance that is 50 Ω, Zoc is
the characteristic impedance of an open circuited stub and β represents the phase
constant.

Assume ω is the angular frequency and τ is the propagation delay attributable to
the length l. Therefore, the term j tan βlð Þ ¼ j tan ωτð Þ can be expressed by D�1 ¼
e�jωτ, which can be considered as a unit of delay, that is [5].

jtan ωτð Þ ¼ ejωτ � e�jωτ

ejωτ þ e�jωτ ¼
D�D�1

DþD�1 (13)
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Subsequently, the chain scattering matrix of open-circuited stub is

T11 T12

T21 T22

" #

open

¼ 1
1þD�2

1þ kð Þ þ 1� kð ÞD�2 k� kD�2� �

�kþ kD�2 1� kð Þ þ 1þ kð ÞD�2

" #
(14)

where k ¼ Z0
2Zoc

. Now we substitute z ¼ D2 in above Eq. (14) for designing
purpose, which resembles a scaling by two on frequency axis. Then the chain
scattering matrix of open-circuited stub is [6].

T11 T12

T21 T22

" #

open

¼ 1
1þ z�1

1þ kð Þ þ 1� kð Þz�1 k� kz�1ð Þ
�kþ kz�1 1� kð Þ þ 1þ kð Þz�1

" #
(15)

and S21 is given by

S21 ¼ 1
T11

¼ 1þ z�1

1þ kð Þ þ 1� kð Þz�1 (16)

where z ¼ ejβl. Likewise, the chain scattering matrix for the transmission line
section in Z domain is given by [6].

T11 T12

T21 T22

" #

TLS

¼ 1

z�1
2 1� Γ2
� � 1� Γ2z�1 �Γ� Γz�1

1� Γz�1 �Γ2 þ z�1

" #
(17)

where the reflection coefficient Γ is given by

Γ ¼ ZTL � Z0

ZTL þ Z0
(18)

where ZTL represents the characteristic impedance of serial transmission line
section. Similarly, the chain scattering matrix of a short-circuited stub is given by [8]

T11 T12

T21 T22

" #

Short

¼ 1
1� z�1

1þ δð Þ � 1� δð Þz�1 δþ δz�1ð Þ
�δ� δz�1 1� δð Þ � 1þ δð Þz�1

" #
(19)

where the coefficient δ is given by

δ ¼ Z0

2ZSC
(20)

where ZSC represents the characteristic impedance of the short-circuited stub.
Serial line sections and short-circuited stubs shunted with open circuited stub
should be employed in the transmission line configuration to design an integrator
by cascading. A cascaded connection of two-port network is equivalent to a single
two-port network containing a product of matrices. Assume the SOI is composed of
P open-circuited stubs, Q short-circuited stubs and R transmission line sections.
The overall S21 in generalized form is given by

S21 ¼ 1
T11

¼
1þ z�1ð ÞP 1� z�1ð ÞQz�R=2 QR

r¼1
1� Γ2

r

� �

αο þ α1z�1 þ α2z�2 þ α3z�3 þ … þ αNz�N (21)
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where, P denotes the number of open-circuited stubs, Q denotes the number of
short-circuited stubs, R denotes the number of transmission line section, N is the
total number of line elements N ¼ PþQ þ R and αο, α1, α2, ..., αN Coefficients are
functions of the reflection coefficient of each section of the transmission line and
stub characteristic impedances (in terms of open-circuited stub coefficient k and
short-circuited stub coefficient δ). In addition, to design the SOMI, serial transmis-
sion lines cascaded with shunt circuited stubs can be employed. Then the
frequency-domain response of the transfer function, which has an integrator char-
acteristic, is thus obtained. In order to design a wideband SOMI, the following two
methods are used.

Design-I (SOMI using two open stubs and three transmission line sections): In
this design, we may select two open-circuited stubs and three transmission line
sections as shown in Figure 3, where P ¼ 2,R ¼ 3. Overall S21 of the design-1 SOMI
is given by

S21 ¼
1þ z�1ð Þ2z�3=2Q3

r¼1 1� Γ2
r

� �
αο þ α1z�1 þ α2z�2 þ α3z�3 þ α4z�4 þ α5z�5 (22)

Design-II (SOMI using one open stub, one short stub and three transmission line
section): In this design, a short-circuited stub is cascaded with the transmission
line sections and an open-circuited stub as shown in Figure 5, where P ¼ 1,Q ¼ 1,
R ¼ 3. Overall S21 of the design-2 SOMI is given by

S21 ¼
1� z�2ð Þz�3=2Q3

r¼1 1� Γ2
r

� �
αο þ α1z�1 þ α2z�2 þ α3z�3 þ α4z�4 þ α5z�5 (23)

The term 1þ z�1ð Þ is due to open-circuited stub, the term 1� z�1ð Þ is due to
short-circuited stub, and z�3=2 is the delay factor of the transmission line section.
These line elements are transmission lines of equal length with a length of l ¼ λ0=4
at an operating frequency of 12.5 GHz.

The next task be to achieve the optimum value of characteristic impedances of
design-1 and design-2 SOMI line elements. The optimization algorithms are used to
obtain these characteristic impedances of the line elements. In order to lower the
cost function, the design of SOMI is considered as an approximation problem. The
cost function differs between the response in magnitude of an ideal SOI and the
SOMI designed. The cost function is formulated in the sense of least squares and can
be expressed as

CF ¼ min
ðπ
0
E ωð Þj j2 dω ¼ min

ðπ
0
H ωð Þ � S21j j2 dω (24)

Figure 3.
Configuration of the design-1 SOMI.
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where E ωð Þ ¼ H ωð Þ � S21ð Þ is the cost function, in which H ωð Þ is the frequency
response of an ideal SOI.

3. Employed optimization methods

In infinite impulse response (IIR) systems, the error surface is generally non-
quadratic and multimodal with respect to the system parameters. Minimization of
such error fitness function using derivative-based search algorithm is difficult. This
is due to the fact that the derivative-based search algorithm may not converge to the
global minima and get stuck in local minima. Moreover, IIR systems are associated

Figure 4.
Profile of design-1 SOMI (a) Magnitude response, (b) Magnitude error response, (c) Phase response, (d) Pole-
zero plot, (e) Convergence profile, and (f) Improvement bae-graph.
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where, P denotes the number of open-circuited stubs, Q denotes the number of
short-circuited stubs, R denotes the number of transmission line section, N is the
total number of line elements N ¼ PþQ þ R and αο, α1, α2, ..., αN Coefficients are
functions of the reflection coefficient of each section of the transmission line and
stub characteristic impedances (in terms of open-circuited stub coefficient k and
short-circuited stub coefficient δ). In addition, to design the SOMI, serial transmis-
sion lines cascaded with shunt circuited stubs can be employed. Then the
frequency-domain response of the transfer function, which has an integrator char-
acteristic, is thus obtained. In order to design a wideband SOMI, the following two
methods are used.

Design-I (SOMI using two open stubs and three transmission line sections): In
this design, we may select two open-circuited stubs and three transmission line
sections as shown in Figure 3, where P ¼ 2,R ¼ 3. Overall S21 of the design-1 SOMI
is given by

S21 ¼
1þ z�1ð Þ2z�3=2Q3

r¼1 1� Γ2
r

� �
αο þ α1z�1 þ α2z�2 þ α3z�3 þ α4z�4 þ α5z�5 (22)

Design-II (SOMI using one open stub, one short stub and three transmission line
section): In this design, a short-circuited stub is cascaded with the transmission
line sections and an open-circuited stub as shown in Figure 5, where P ¼ 1,Q ¼ 1,
R ¼ 3. Overall S21 of the design-2 SOMI is given by

S21 ¼
1� z�2ð Þz�3=2Q3

r¼1 1� Γ2
r

� �
αο þ α1z�1 þ α2z�2 þ α3z�3 þ α4z�4 þ α5z�5 (23)

The term 1þ z�1ð Þ is due to open-circuited stub, the term 1� z�1ð Þ is due to
short-circuited stub, and z�3=2 is the delay factor of the transmission line section.
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SOMI designed. The cost function is formulated in the sense of least squares and can
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CF ¼ min
ðπ
0
E ωð Þj j2 dω ¼ min

ðπ
0
H ωð Þ � S21j j2 dω (24)

Figure 3.
Configuration of the design-1 SOMI.
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where E ωð Þ ¼ H ωð Þ � S21ð Þ is the cost function, in which H ωð Þ is the frequency
response of an ideal SOI.

3. Employed optimization methods

In infinite impulse response (IIR) systems, the error surface is generally non-
quadratic and multimodal with respect to the system parameters. Minimization of
such error fitness function using derivative-based search algorithm is difficult. This
is due to the fact that the derivative-based search algorithm may not converge to the
global minima and get stuck in local minima. Moreover, IIR systems are associated

Figure 4.
Profile of design-1 SOMI (a) Magnitude response, (b) Magnitude error response, (c) Phase response, (d) Pole-
zero plot, (e) Convergence profile, and (f) Improvement bae-graph.
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with the stability issues as the poles of the systems may lie outside the unit circle.
Such techniques are found unfit to solve multi-objective, multi-modal complex
problems and a fine tuning of algorithm parameters is required. To conquer these
disadvantages, several practitioners rely on meta-heuristic algorithms, which are
based on natural evolution. The meta-heuristic algorithms are nature inspired
population-based search techniques which have the ability to serve a global optimal
solution with high convergence by accumulating random search and selection prin-
ciple. Therefore, intelligent search paradigms and optimization methods are
adopted in this work for an optimal differentiator design (a multi-modal problem)
in short computation time and with high accuracy. Three population-based heuris-
tic search algorithms PSO, CSA, and GSA are employed in this section to diminish
the cost function in order to find optimum values of characteristic impedances for
designed wideband SOMIs of line elements. Table 1 displays the optimum set of
algorithm control parameters for designed SOMIs. A brief description of all three
algorithm is discussed below.

3.1 Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in nineties
based on swarm behavior. PSO has simplicity, high solution quality and superior
convergence characteristics as compared to other algorithms. It is more efficient,
easy to implement and flexible to control between global and local exploration of
the search space [13, 14]. In PSO, every particle has a candidate solution and each
candidate solution has its position and velocity. The position vector gives the
required solution and the velocity vector gives the current position by which it
reaches at the new position. After every iteration, the position and the velocity
vectors are updated unless final coefficients are obtained. The velocity and position
vector are updated according to the following equations:

Parameters PSO CSA GSA

Population size np ¼25 nc ¼25 ng ¼25

Maximum Iteration 400 400 400

C1 2 — —

C2 2 — —

vmin
i 0.01 — —

vmax
i 1.0 — —

wmin 0.1 — —

wmax 1.0 — —

Discovering rate of alien egg, Pa — 0.25 —

G0 — — 100

α — — 20

ϵ — — 0.001

rNorm — — 2

rPower — — 1

Table 1.
Control parameters of PSO, CSA and GSA for optimization.
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v kþ1ð Þ
i ¼ w ∗ v kð Þ

i þ C1 ∗ rand1 ∗ gbest kð Þ
i � p kð Þ

i

� �
þ C2 ∗ rand2 ∗ pbest kð Þ

i � p kð Þ
i

� �

(25)

p kþ1ð Þ
i ¼ p kð Þ

i þ v kþ1ð Þ
i (26)

where, vki is the velocity of the i th particle and ω is the weight factor. C1 and C2

are positive cognitive parameters while rand1 and rand2 are two random parame-
ters has range from [0, 1]. gbestkis the global best position component at k th

iteration and pbest kð Þ
i is the particular best value of i th particle. pbest kð Þ

i is the
position vector of i th particle at k th iteration. Some parameters are selected to
obtain the characteristic impedances of line elements, which are provided in
Table 1.

3.2 Cuckoo search algorithm

The cuckoo search algorithm is developed by Yang and Deb in 2009 which is
inspired by the concept of unique breeding behavior of cuckoo bird in combination
with Lèvy (λ) fights. The theoretical concepts of CSA are well developed and tested
in [15–17]. The single parameter setting in CSA is proven to be a crucial superiority
factor as compared to other nature-based algorithms. As a result, the optimized
results are executed in very less time. CSA is employed in this section for deter-
mining the optimum characteristic values of impedances of transmission line ele-
ments on account of minimizing the magnitude error of designed SOMI.

The species of cuckoo birds lay eggs in other bird nests, where the host birds
either throw off the detected strange eggs or leave their nests and move into a new
spot. The algorithm symbolizes each host nest to a capable solution for this design
problem and assigns it a fitness value, as defined in Eq. (24). Furthermore, CSA
starts to exchange the current fitness value with a better solution iteratively. The
concept of Lèvy flights is then introduced in the process for exploration of new
solutions, mathematically modelled using the Lèvy distribution, 1 < λ ≤ 3 [17] with
an infinite variance and infinite mean.

3.3 Gravitational search algorithm

This algorithm is based on Newton’s theory of gravitational force and was intro-
duced by E Rashedi et al. in 2009 [19]. Candidates in GSA are supposed to be objects
with a given mass. In accordance with Newton’s Law, every candidate in a space has
an attraction force with every other candidate. This force correlates inversely to the
square of the distance between the candidates and is directly proportional to the
product of their masses [20, 21]. Each candidate in the GSA has certain parameters:
position of candidate’s mass, inertial mass of candidate, active gravitational mass and
passive gravitational mass between candidates. The position of the mass of candidates
resembles the solution of the problem devised [21]. The gravitational mass and
inertial mass are determined using a cost function of designed problem. The mathe-
matical representation of GSA is consideringN candidates within a system and all
candidates are randomly positioned in search space. The gravitational force on
candidate i from candidate j at time t in dimension d is defined as [19].

Fd tð Þ
ij ¼ G tð Þ M

tð Þ
pi �M tð Þ

aj

R tð Þ
ij þ ε

xd tð Þ
j � xd tð Þ

i

� �
(27)
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with the stability issues as the poles of the systems may lie outside the unit circle.
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disadvantages, several practitioners rely on meta-heuristic algorithms, which are
based on natural evolution. The meta-heuristic algorithms are nature inspired
population-based search techniques which have the ability to serve a global optimal
solution with high convergence by accumulating random search and selection prin-
ciple. Therefore, intelligent search paradigms and optimization methods are
adopted in this work for an optimal differentiator design (a multi-modal problem)
in short computation time and with high accuracy. Three population-based heuris-
tic search algorithms PSO, CSA, and GSA are employed in this section to diminish
the cost function in order to find optimum values of characteristic impedances for
designed wideband SOMIs of line elements. Table 1 displays the optimum set of
algorithm control parameters for designed SOMIs. A brief description of all three
algorithm is discussed below.

3.1 Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in nineties
based on swarm behavior. PSO has simplicity, high solution quality and superior
convergence characteristics as compared to other algorithms. It is more efficient,
easy to implement and flexible to control between global and local exploration of
the search space [13, 14]. In PSO, every particle has a candidate solution and each
candidate solution has its position and velocity. The position vector gives the
required solution and the velocity vector gives the current position by which it
reaches at the new position. After every iteration, the position and the velocity
vectors are updated unless final coefficients are obtained. The velocity and position
vector are updated according to the following equations:

Parameters PSO CSA GSA

Population size np ¼25 nc ¼25 ng ¼25

Maximum Iteration 400 400 400

C1 2 — —

C2 2 — —

vmin
i 0.01 — —

vmax
i 1.0 — —

wmin 0.1 — —

wmax 1.0 — —

Discovering rate of alien egg, Pa — 0.25 —

G0 — — 100

α — — 20

ϵ — — 0.001

rNorm — — 2

rPower — — 1

Table 1.
Control parameters of PSO, CSA and GSA for optimization.
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where, vki is the velocity of the i th particle and ω is the weight factor. C1 and C2

are positive cognitive parameters while rand1 and rand2 are two random parame-
ters has range from [0, 1]. gbestkis the global best position component at k th

iteration and pbest kð Þ
i is the particular best value of i th particle. pbest kð Þ

i is the
position vector of i th particle at k th iteration. Some parameters are selected to
obtain the characteristic impedances of line elements, which are provided in
Table 1.

3.2 Cuckoo search algorithm

The cuckoo search algorithm is developed by Yang and Deb in 2009 which is
inspired by the concept of unique breeding behavior of cuckoo bird in combination
with Lèvy (λ) fights. The theoretical concepts of CSA are well developed and tested
in [15–17]. The single parameter setting in CSA is proven to be a crucial superiority
factor as compared to other nature-based algorithms. As a result, the optimized
results are executed in very less time. CSA is employed in this section for deter-
mining the optimum characteristic values of impedances of transmission line ele-
ments on account of minimizing the magnitude error of designed SOMI.

The species of cuckoo birds lay eggs in other bird nests, where the host birds
either throw off the detected strange eggs or leave their nests and move into a new
spot. The algorithm symbolizes each host nest to a capable solution for this design
problem and assigns it a fitness value, as defined in Eq. (24). Furthermore, CSA
starts to exchange the current fitness value with a better solution iteratively. The
concept of Lèvy flights is then introduced in the process for exploration of new
solutions, mathematically modelled using the Lèvy distribution, 1 < λ ≤ 3 [17] with
an infinite variance and infinite mean.

3.3 Gravitational search algorithm

This algorithm is based on Newton’s theory of gravitational force and was intro-
duced by E Rashedi et al. in 2009 [19]. Candidates in GSA are supposed to be objects
with a given mass. In accordance with Newton’s Law, every candidate in a space has
an attraction force with every other candidate. This force correlates inversely to the
square of the distance between the candidates and is directly proportional to the
product of their masses [20, 21]. Each candidate in the GSA has certain parameters:
position of candidate’s mass, inertial mass of candidate, active gravitational mass and
passive gravitational mass between candidates. The position of the mass of candidates
resembles the solution of the problem devised [21]. The gravitational mass and
inertial mass are determined using a cost function of designed problem. The mathe-
matical representation of GSA is consideringN candidates within a system and all
candidates are randomly positioned in search space. The gravitational force on
candidate i from candidate j at time t in dimension d is defined as [19].

Fd tð Þ
ij ¼ G tð Þ M

tð Þ
pi �M tð Þ

aj

R tð Þ
ij þ ε
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where, G tð Þ represents gravitational constant at time t, M tð Þ
pi represents the

passive gravitational mass related to candidate i, M tð Þ
aj represents the active gravita-

tional mass related to candidate j, R tð Þ
ij represents the Euclidian distance between

two candidates i and j and ε is a small constant. Then G tð Þ is calculated as [19].

G tð Þ ¼ G0 � exp �α� itr=maxitrð Þ (28)

where, G0 represents the initial value of gravitation constant, α is descending
coefficient, the current iteration is represented by itr, and maxitr represents the
maximum number of iterations.

Then the total force that acts on candidate i in dimension d is calculated as

Fd tð Þ
i ¼

XN

j¼1, j6¼1

rand jF
d tð Þ
ij (29)

where rand j is a random number. As reported to the motion’s law, the accelera-
tion of candidate i is given as

accd tð Þ
i ¼ Fd tð Þ

i

Ma tð Þ
ii

(30)

where Maii represents the mass of the candidate i. The inertial mass and the
gravitational mass are updated as follows [19].

m tð Þ
i ¼ CF tð Þ

i �worst tð Þ

best tð Þ �worst tð Þ (31)

where CF represents the cost function of the candidate i.

M tð Þ
pi ¼

m tð Þ
iPJ

j¼1m
tð Þ
j

(32)

The best and worst value are given by

best tð Þ ¼ min j∈ I::Jð ÞCF
tð Þ
j (33)

worst tð Þ ¼ max j∈ I::Jð ÞCF
tð Þ
j (34)

Then the position and the velocity of candidates are given by [19].

position : xd tþ1ð Þ
i ¼ xd tð Þ

i þ vd tþ1ð Þ
i (35)

velocity : vd tþ1ð Þ
i ¼ randi � vd tð Þ

i þ accd tð Þ
i (36)

where randi represents a random number. Finally, the position and velocity of
the candidate are obtained.
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Algorithm 1

Pseudo code for GSA for the design of SOMI-GSA

Define H ωð Þ and fitness function, Eq. (24)

Initialize population size of candidates, ng and other control parameters

Set upper and lower bounds, maximum iterations, generate population

While iteration, l increases, N <400 do

Compute fitness using Eq. (24)

Evaluate gravitational constant, G0 and gbest

Compute masses, gravitational forces, and acceleration using Eqs. (27)–(32). for each candidate

Updae the velocity and position of each candidate using Eqs. (35), (36)

For minimzation,

If Elþ1 <El

New solutions are updated

EndIf

EndWhile

Record the best solution

Characteristic impedances optimized

4. Simulation results

In this section, simulation results are discussed and analyzed. All the simulation
results are carried out in MATLAB environment. The same control parameters for
PSO, CSA and GSA have been selected for appropriate comparison of optimization
algorithms. The lower and upper limits of the optimized coefficients are set to be 10
and 150 for functional realizability. Absolute magnitude error (AME), phase
response, pole-zero plot, convergence rate and improvement rate are taken into
account in assessing the performance of the proposed SOMI magnitude response.

4.1 Design-1 [SOMI using two open stub and three serial line sections]

Figure 3 presents the configuration of the design-1 SOMI, and Table 2 displays
the characteristic impedances of design-1 SOMI achieved with PSO, CSA and GSA.
The algorithm steps have shown in section-3 by which these characteristic imped-
ances are attained. The magnitude response, the AME, the phase response, the pole-
zero plot, the fitness rate and the improvement graph are the parameters selected in
Figure 4(a)–(f) for the frequency response analysis of the design-1 SOMI. Table 3

Characteristic impedance PSO CSA GSA

Zoc1 12 112.2 148.8

ZTL1 49 17 10

ZTL2 120 114 149

ZTL3 14 11 43

Zoc2 115 14 21

Table 2.
Optimized characteristic impedances of the design-1 SOMI.
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where, G tð Þ represents gravitational constant at time t, M tð Þ
pi represents the
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where randi represents a random number. Finally, the position and velocity of
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Algorithm 1

Pseudo code for GSA for the design of SOMI-GSA

Define H ωð Þ and fitness function, Eq. (24)

Initialize population size of candidates, ng and other control parameters

Set upper and lower bounds, maximum iterations, generate population

While iteration, l increases, N <400 do

Compute fitness using Eq. (24)

Evaluate gravitational constant, G0 and gbest

Compute masses, gravitational forces, and acceleration using Eqs. (27)–(32). for each candidate

Updae the velocity and position of each candidate using Eqs. (35), (36)

For minimzation,

If Elþ1 <El

New solutions are updated

EndIf

EndWhile

Record the best solution

Characteristic impedances optimized

4. Simulation results

In this section, simulation results are discussed and analyzed. All the simulation
results are carried out in MATLAB environment. The same control parameters for
PSO, CSA and GSA have been selected for appropriate comparison of optimization
algorithms. The lower and upper limits of the optimized coefficients are set to be 10
and 150 for functional realizability. Absolute magnitude error (AME), phase
response, pole-zero plot, convergence rate and improvement rate are taken into
account in assessing the performance of the proposed SOMI magnitude response.

4.1 Design-1 [SOMI using two open stub and three serial line sections]

Figure 3 presents the configuration of the design-1 SOMI, and Table 2 displays
the characteristic impedances of design-1 SOMI achieved with PSO, CSA and GSA.
The algorithm steps have shown in section-3 by which these characteristic imped-
ances are attained. The magnitude response, the AME, the phase response, the pole-
zero plot, the fitness rate and the improvement graph are the parameters selected in
Figure 4(a)–(f) for the frequency response analysis of the design-1 SOMI. Table 3

Characteristic impedance PSO CSA GSA

Zoc1 12 112.2 148.8

ZTL1 49 17 10
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ZTL3 14 11 43
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records the overall magnitude error and the phase error. Table 4 and Table 5
summarize the statistical analysis and the qualitatively analyzed data of magnitude
error of the design-1 SOMI. It is observed that GSA-based results have least values
in all aspects with respect to PSO and CSA. The pole-zero plot of the Design-1 SOMI
for stability analysis in which all the poles and zeros lie inside the unit circle is
shown in Figure 4(d). This plot asserts that the SOMI design-1 is stable. The
convergence profile of all three algorithms in which GSA is clearly demonstrated to
be faster than PSO and CSA in less execution time is shown in Figure 4(e), which is
also summarized in Table 6. The percentage improvement comparison in magni-
tude error for the design-1 SOMI as CSA to PSO, GSA to PSO, and GSA to CSA and
the percentage improvement comparison in phase errors summarized in Table 7 are
shown in Figure 4(f). The design-1 SOMI GSA-based magnitude response closely
matches that of the ideal one in the 2.5–16 GHz frequency range. On the basis of
these observations, compared to the PSO and CSA, GSA has the lowest magnitude
error and the highest convergence speed.

Algorithm Total magnitude error Phase error

PSO 5.7746 1.0403

CSA 5.5353 1.0031

GSA 4.9954 1.0030

Table 3.
Comparison summary of total magnitude and phase error for design-1 SOMI.

Algorithm Mean Variance Standard deviation

PSO 0.0410 0.0035 0.0588

CSA 0.0393 0.0036 0.0603

GSA 0.0354 0.0024 0.0494

Table 4.
Statistical data of magnitude error for design-1 SOMI.

Algorithm Maximum Minimum Average

PSO 0.2642 4:8442� 10�4 0.0410

CSA 0.3762 9:2306� 10�4 0.0393

GSA 0.2384 4:2118� 10�4 0.0354

Table 5.
Qualitatively data of magnitude error for design-1 SOMI.

Algorithm Iteration cycle Execution time (s)
per iteration

Execution time (s)
per cycle

PSO 400 313.2654 0.6132

CSA 400 291.3719 0.5547

GSA 400 269.6370 0.4950

Table 6.
Convergence profile for design-1 SOMI.
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4.2 Design-2 [SOMI using one open stub, one short stub and three serial lines]

The design-2 SOMI configuration is illustrated in Figure 5. The optimized
characteristic impedances of design-2 SOMI obtained by PSO, CSA, and GSA. The
algorithm steps have discussed in Section 3 by which these characteristic imped-
ances are attained. Table 8 offers the optimized characteristic impedances of the
line elements of Design-2 SOMI. For the frequency response analysis of the design-2
SOMI, the same parameters are selected as the design-1 SOMI as shown in Figure 6
(a)–(f). In Table 9, the total magnitude and phase errors are listed. Table 10 and
Table 11 summarize the statistical analysis and the qualitatively analyzed data of
different characteristics of magnitude error of the design-2 SOMI. It is observed
that GSA-based results have the least values in all aspects as compared to the PSO
and CSA. The pole-zero plot of the Design-2 SOMI for stability analysis in which all
the poles and zeros lie inside the unit circle is shown in Figure 6(d). This plot
asserts that SOMI Design-2 is stable. The convergence profile of all three algorithms
in which GSA is clearly demonstrated to be faster than PSO and CSA with less
execution time is shown in Figure 6(e), which is also summarized in Table 12. The
percentage improvement comparison in magnitude error for the design-2 SOMI as
CSA to PSO, GSA to PSO, and GSA to CSA and the percentage improvement
comparison in process error, summarized in Table 13, are shown in Figure 6(f).

Algorithm Magnitude PI (%) Phase PI (%)

PSO 4.1613 3.5758

CSA 13.4935 3.5855

GSA 9.7374 0.0099

Table 7.
Percentage improvement in magnitude and phase error for design-1 SOMI.

Figure 5.
Configuration of the design-2 SOMI.

Characteristic impedance PSO CSA GSA

ZOC 116 26.87 141

ZTL1 30.5 142.6 33

ZTL2 145 84 138

ZTL3 9.5 19 10

ZSC 110 138.09 116.89

Table 8.
Optimized characteristic impedances of the design-2 SOMI.
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records the overall magnitude error and the phase error. Table 4 and Table 5
summarize the statistical analysis and the qualitatively analyzed data of magnitude
error of the design-1 SOMI. It is observed that GSA-based results have least values
in all aspects with respect to PSO and CSA. The pole-zero plot of the Design-1 SOMI
for stability analysis in which all the poles and zeros lie inside the unit circle is
shown in Figure 4(d). This plot asserts that the SOMI design-1 is stable. The
convergence profile of all three algorithms in which GSA is clearly demonstrated to
be faster than PSO and CSA in less execution time is shown in Figure 4(e), which is
also summarized in Table 6. The percentage improvement comparison in magni-
tude error for the design-1 SOMI as CSA to PSO, GSA to PSO, and GSA to CSA and
the percentage improvement comparison in phase errors summarized in Table 7 are
shown in Figure 4(f). The design-1 SOMI GSA-based magnitude response closely
matches that of the ideal one in the 2.5–16 GHz frequency range. On the basis of
these observations, compared to the PSO and CSA, GSA has the lowest magnitude
error and the highest convergence speed.

Algorithm Total magnitude error Phase error

PSO 5.7746 1.0403

CSA 5.5353 1.0031

GSA 4.9954 1.0030

Table 3.
Comparison summary of total magnitude and phase error for design-1 SOMI.

Algorithm Mean Variance Standard deviation

PSO 0.0410 0.0035 0.0588

CSA 0.0393 0.0036 0.0603

GSA 0.0354 0.0024 0.0494

Table 4.
Statistical data of magnitude error for design-1 SOMI.

Algorithm Maximum Minimum Average

PSO 0.2642 4:8442� 10�4 0.0410

CSA 0.3762 9:2306� 10�4 0.0393

GSA 0.2384 4:2118� 10�4 0.0354

Table 5.
Qualitatively data of magnitude error for design-1 SOMI.

Algorithm Iteration cycle Execution time (s)
per iteration

Execution time (s)
per cycle

PSO 400 313.2654 0.6132

CSA 400 291.3719 0.5547

GSA 400 269.6370 0.4950

Table 6.
Convergence profile for design-1 SOMI.
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4.2 Design-2 [SOMI using one open stub, one short stub and three serial lines]

The design-2 SOMI configuration is illustrated in Figure 5. The optimized
characteristic impedances of design-2 SOMI obtained by PSO, CSA, and GSA. The
algorithm steps have discussed in Section 3 by which these characteristic imped-
ances are attained. Table 8 offers the optimized characteristic impedances of the
line elements of Design-2 SOMI. For the frequency response analysis of the design-2
SOMI, the same parameters are selected as the design-1 SOMI as shown in Figure 6
(a)–(f). In Table 9, the total magnitude and phase errors are listed. Table 10 and
Table 11 summarize the statistical analysis and the qualitatively analyzed data of
different characteristics of magnitude error of the design-2 SOMI. It is observed
that GSA-based results have the least values in all aspects as compared to the PSO
and CSA. The pole-zero plot of the Design-2 SOMI for stability analysis in which all
the poles and zeros lie inside the unit circle is shown in Figure 6(d). This plot
asserts that SOMI Design-2 is stable. The convergence profile of all three algorithms
in which GSA is clearly demonstrated to be faster than PSO and CSA with less
execution time is shown in Figure 6(e), which is also summarized in Table 12. The
percentage improvement comparison in magnitude error for the design-2 SOMI as
CSA to PSO, GSA to PSO, and GSA to CSA and the percentage improvement
comparison in process error, summarized in Table 13, are shown in Figure 6(f).

Algorithm Magnitude PI (%) Phase PI (%)

PSO 4.1613 3.5758

CSA 13.4935 3.5855

GSA 9.7374 0.0099

Table 7.
Percentage improvement in magnitude and phase error for design-1 SOMI.

Figure 5.
Configuration of the design-2 SOMI.

Characteristic impedance PSO CSA GSA

ZOC 116 26.87 141

ZTL1 30.5 142.6 33

ZTL2 145 84 138

ZTL3 9.5 19 10

ZSC 110 138.09 116.89

Table 8.
Optimized characteristic impedances of the design-2 SOMI.
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The Design-2 SOMI GSA-based magnitude response closely matches that of the
ideal one in the 3.0–15 GHz frequency range. Based on the observations, compared
to PSO and CSA, GSA has the least magnitude error and highest convergence speed.

Figure 6.
Profile of the design-2 SOMI (a) Magnitude response, (b) Magnitude error response, (c) Phase response,
(d) Pole-zero plot, (e) Convergence profile, and (f) Improvement bar graph.

Algorithm Total magnitude error Phase error

PSO 3.9217 0.9861

CSA 3.6920 1.0968

GSA 3.6573 1.0595

Table 9.
Comparison summary of total magnitude and phase error for design-2 SOMI.
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Figure 7 depicts the comparison of the designed SOMIs with the existing second
order microwave integrator. Figure 7(a) and (b), respectively, display the
comparative magnitude response and AME of the designed SOMI GSA-based opti-
mization with an existing integrator. The corresponding qualitative and statistical
magnitude error analysis of the existing SOMIs and the designed integrator is
shown in Table 14. Figure 7 and Table 14 confirm that GSA-based designed SOMIs
are more suitable in terms of magnitude, minimal magnitude error, and wide
bandwidth, especially for high-frequency ranges.

The results of the proposed-2 SOMI GSA-based leads in performance to the
proposed-1 SOMI counterpart. All simulation results of the design-2 SOMI approxi-
mates with the ideal one and have linear phase response in its frequency range 3.0–
15 GHz. Therefore, the designed-2 SOMI is simulated on ADS by using microstrip
lines. To simulate the designed-2 SOMI on ADS, RT/duroid substrate is selected with
dielectric constant ϵr=2.2, height of substrate Hð Þ ¼ 30 mil 0:762 mmð Þ, loss tangent
tan δð Þ ¼ 0:001, and copper cladding is 35 um. The magnitude and phase response of
the designed-2 SOMI GSA-based is illustrated in Figure 8(a) and (b) respectively.

Algorithm Mean Variance Standard deviation

PSO 0.0324 5:6118� 10�4 0.0237

CSA 0.0303 0.0013 0.0354

GSA 0.0300 0.0012 0.0343

Table 10.
Statistical data of magnitude error for design-2 SOMI.

Algorithm Maximum Minimum Average

PSO 0.1048 2:59� 10�4 0.0324

CSA 0.2097 9:35� 10�4 0.0303

GSA 0.1425 3:67 � 10�4 0.0300

Table 11.
Qualitatively data of magnitude error for design-2 SOMI.

Algorithm Iteration cycle Execution time (s)
per iteration

Execution time (s)
per cycle

PSO 400 301.5411 0.5918

CSA 400 273.1862 0.5356

GSA 400 244.6284 0.4802

Table 12.
Convergence profile for design-2 SOMI.

Algorithm Magnitude PI (%) Phase PI (%)

PSO 5.8571 �11.22

CSA 6.7419 �7.443

GSA 0.9398 3.400

Table 13.
Percentage improvement in magnitude and phase error for design-2 SOMI.
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5. Conclusion

The study focused on the design and analysis of compact, stable and wideband
second order microwave integrators. The designs are obtained by cascading the line

Figure 7.
Comparison of the designed SOMI-GSA with existing integrator (a) Magnitude reponse and (b) Error
response.

Figure 8.
Using ADS software (a) Magnitude response and (b) Phase response.

Integrator
Order

Frequency
range

Reference Total
error

Max
error

Min error Mean
error

Variance Standard
deviation

2nd 1–10 GHz Gupta
et al. [11]

10.46 1.11 1:756� 10�4 0.115 0.0308 0.1755

1–15 GHz [11] 17.98 1.11 1:756� 10�4 0.137 0.0278 0.1667

2nd 2.5–
16 GHz

Design-1
SOMI

4.995 0.238 4:211� 10�4 0.035 0.0024 0.0494

2nd 3–15 GHz Design-2
SOMI

3.657 0.142 3:67 � 10�4 0.030 0.0012 0.0343

Table 14.
Comparison of magnitude error of the designed SOMIs with existing design method.
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elements i.e. transmission line sections, open-circuited stub and short-circuited
stub. The optimum values of line elements are obtained by applying the PSO, CSA
and GSA by which the magnitude response of designed integrators approximate the
ideal magnitude response. The results are simulated statistically on MATLAB,
which affirms that GSA outperforms the PSO and CSA in all state-of-the-art in
terms of magnitude response. Furthermore, the designed-2 SOMI GSA-based is also
simulated on ADS using microstrip lines. With the exception of lower frequency
range (under 3 GHz), the simulated magnitude response of integrator has consis-
tency over the frequency range from 3 to 15 GHz with ideal one in both MATLAB
and ADS environment, which makes it appropriate for ultra-wideband applications.
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